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Abstract 
The thesis begins by describing the experimental determination of the hydrody-
namic coefficients of two test models; an Edinburgh duck and a semi-submerged, 
horizontal right circular cylinder. The impedance and wave force coefficient ma-
trices are measured for these two models, and in the case of the cylinder are 
checked against exact analytical results. The radiation and scattering pattern 
matrices are also measured. 
Synthesis of optimal (complex-conjugate) control is achieved for the cylinder in 
one and two degrees-of-freedom, and for the duck in one, two and three degrees-of-
freedom. Synthesis is defined as the pre-computation of drive signals to simulate 
control using prior knowledge of the incident wave and the device hydrodynam-
ics. The concept of complex-conjugate control with amplitude constraint is in-
troduced, and synthesised for the cylinder. This is compared with the results for 
control without constraint. 
A discrepency is found between efficiency calculated at the duck axis and effi-
ciency calculated from the wave amplitudes. This is traced to physical losses 
in the system. These losses are due to the scale of the test models, and may 
not be present at full-scale. Having accounted for these losses, the results for 
the synthesis runs agree well with predictions based on the model coefficients 
and hydrodynamics. This suggests that the linear model can be used to predict 
the effect of changes in shape on the forces, displacements and velocities of an 
optimally controlled device. 
Full-scale performance is predicted for a lOm diameter duck in unidirectional 
mixed seas. Two pseudo-optimal control strategies are defined which are based 
on the impedance measurements. Four different physical configurations are con-
sidered. It is found that changing the configuration will roughly determine the 
effectiveness of the device, and choosing the correct control strategy for that con-
figuration fine tunes performance. The two pseudo-optimal strategies are simple 
to implement, but are nearly as effective as complex-conjugate control. 
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1.1 Subject background 
1.1.1 Why wave power? 
It has been known for a long time that fossil fuel technologies are limited by the 
finite nature of their supply. However, even today there are several thousand years 
of untouched coal reserves around the world (at present consumption rates) [23]. 
Oil still has a hundred or so years of useful supplies with more resource available 
in tar sands and heavy oils. Gas reserves are harder to estimate, but the overall 
picture is of a supply of primary energy which is sufficient as far as our needs are 
concerned and those of the next few generations. 
In the early 1970's fuel prices were so low that there was no commercial incentive 
to investigate alternative sources of energy. The oil crisis of 1973-4 changed this 
situation dramatically. Almost overnight cheap unlimited supplies disappeared 
as the oil producing countries imposed huge price increases. Ensuring a sufficient 
supply of energy became a matter of great concern, with western Governments 
becoming increasingly unhappy in their reliance upon imported oil. 
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Environmental considerations began to enter public consciousness. Coal was par-
ticularly notorious in this respect. Nearly 4000 people died in the London smog of 
1952, largely as a result of domestic and industrial coal usage. Recently, acid rain 
and greenhouse gases from coal smoke have been causing great concern. A badly 
run coal-fired power station can release more radioactivity into the atmosphere 
than a nuclear power station, as there are naturally occurring isotopes trapped 
in the coal [23]. 
Predicted increases in global energy consumption, when added to the above men-
tioned considerations, meant that there was an immediate requirement for non-
fossil alternatives. Nuclear power had been investigated for some time but there 
were still many technical and sociological problems to be overcome before it could 
be relied upon alone. Attention therefore focussed on non-fossil, non-nuclear al-
ternatives and in particular on renewable energy. 
The only truly renewable resources are the sun, the wind and the seas (i.e. waves). 
Non-renewable resources such as geothermal and hydro power (which is effectively 
renewable if managed correctly) may also be usefully exploited. Just as many 
devices have been created to transform wind and solar power into electricity, so 
many wave energy converters have been developed [64]. It is the duck, invented 
by Stephen Salter of Edinburgh University, which is primarily investigated here. 
1.1.2 The Edinburgh duck 
From 1974 to 1985 the UK conducted a substantial wave energy research and 
development programme. The aim of this initial programme was to develop large 
scale offshore power stations with mean outputs in the region of 2 gigawatts 
(roughly equivalent to two large land-.based power stations). 
The Edinburgh duck was conceived in 1974 [57] in response to this programme. 
Graphical representations of a duck unit are shown in figure 1.1. These images 






by him. The duck is a hard-skinned, surface piercing, cam-shaped device. The 
forward facing 'beak' is displaced by the incident wave, exciting the device in 
pitch. This motion can be damped allowing energy to be extracted from the wave. 
As the understanding of the device hydrodynamics improved it was realised that 
suitable horizontal and vertical displacement of the pitch axis could increase the 
efficiency of energy capture. 
The original 2 gigawatt target resulted in a proposed wave-power plant consisting 
of a string of 896 duck units (approx. 40km total length) attached to a cylindrical 
spine, moored in 80-100m water depth, and stationed approximately 25km off the 
west coast of Scotland [16]. 
The UK research programme was halted in 1985 amid much controversy. A team 
of assessors working for the government concluded that none of the proposed 
devices could produce electricity at a cost lower than the stated target of 5p/kWh. 
Wave power was officially classed as a "long-shot" technology, meaning that it was 
not considered economically viable at the time, and the majority of its funding 
was withdrawn. 
Work continued on duck development, however, but at a greatly reduced level. 
The hydrodynamic principles on which the duck operated remain unchanged, but 
the detailed design has improved considerably from the original (see Salter [59] [60] 
and [61]). 
Recently, interest in wave power has revived. The original 2GW specification is 
generally considered to be too ambitious as an initial target. A more realistic 
approach is being adopted in the development of smaller scale plant (producing 
outputs in the low Megawatt range). The idea is to reduce the funding com-
mitment and provide a testing ground for ideas, paving the way for larger scale 
devices in the future. 
The solo duck [59] [65] meets these new criteria. It is a small-scale (approximately 
2MW) individual duck unit which uses the sea-bed as a reference, rather than a 
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spine as in the original design. The solo duck provides the basis of this thesis, 
but the work described here could also be applied to the spine-based system as 
well as to a number of other devices including the Bristol cylinder [18]. 
1.2 Thesis focus 
The equations which determine the viability of wave power are complex, and have 
yet to be fully defined. Fossil fuels are very concentrated requiring only small 
amounts of fuel to produce relatively large amounts of power. Alternative and 
renewable energy supplies, however, tend to be extremely diffuse requiring large 
areas of land/water to be covered by potentially expensive plant. It is unlikely 
that alternative energies will ever be cheap. They can also have considerable 
environmental impacts of their own. 
All of this must be taken into account when costing a device. In its development 
stage the duck is likely to be expensive both because of the technical advances it 
requires and because of the nature of the environment in which it will operate. 
It is therefore necessary that the plant converts as much resource as possible into 
usable electricity if it is to be competitive. 
This work contained in this thesis attempts to simulate the control strategy of 
the duck. The effectiveness of the control scheme by and large determines the 
efficiency of the device. The strategy must ultimately take into account the 
engineering constraints of the device, but it is advantagous to simplify the model 
by ignoring these constraints in this study. 
The experimental investigation described herein concentrates on a theoretical 
optimum. This optimum is unlikely to be achievable in practice (for reasons 
outlined later) but has many implications for a realisable strategy. It is also 
neceassary for us to fully understand the system in order to make the best use of 
it, and the following results help complete this understanding. 
1.2.1 Outline of control problem 
Diffraction theory provides a useful model for determining the hydrodynamic 
characteristics of a floating body [43] [19] [51] [65]. It has been shown that an 
optimum control function for maximising power absorption by a wave energy 
converter can be derived from knowledge of these characteristics [65] [17] [42]. 
Even though this relationship is widely quoted little attention has been focussed 
on implementation of this control scheme. 
The hydrodynamic coefficients must be known over a wide bandwidth in the 
frequency-domain if the response of the device to random seas is to be predicted, 
or if a time-domain simulation is to be formulated [32] [11]. Jefferys [33] has 
developed methods for characterising the hydrodynamics over a large range of 
frequencies using the coefficients measured at a few frequency points. 
The mathematical optimum for power extraction has been known for some time 
[20] [65], but little practical use has been made of the result. This is largely 
because optimum, or complex-conjugate, control has many difficulties associated 
with it. It is achieved by conjugating the impedance so that the reactive terms, 
which do not contribute to absorbed power, are cancelled out. This has the effect 
of inducing resonance of the device at all frequencies. 
There are three major difficulties associated with this. Firstly, the maximum 
absorbed power is inversely proportional to the device damping [21]. It is greatest 
when damping is low, which is typically at low frequencies. This implies very large 
amplitudes of motion for small incident excitations. The device may well end up 
jumping out of the water in the presence of incident waves whose amplitudes 
are an order of magnitude smaller than its own height. It is unlikely that the 
device could be made to operate in this way, and even if it were such motions 
would induce severe energy capture losses, and would threaten the integrity of 
the structure. 
Secondly, negation of reactive terms can lead to severe instability. As long as 
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the overall (hydrodynamic plus control) reactive impedance does not become 
negative, the device will remain stable. However, conjugation puts the system on 
the very limits of stability by reducing the reactive impedance to zero. A small 
error in the control could result in a small negative spring or inertia term, which 
would be enough to send the device to its end-stops. Power absorption would be 
severely reduced, if not lost altogether, and there is a real risk that the device 
would damage itself irreperably. 
Finally, complex-conjugate control is non-causal [10] which means that calcula-
tion of the optimum velocity to achieve total absorption is a function of all future 
values of the incident wave amplitude, but is unrelated to the past. It is concep-
tually possible to predict the future motion of the device from details of its past 
motion or by measuring the incident wave before it reaches the device, but both 
these approaches suffer from similar difficulties. Both predictions would have to 
be reasonably accurate to obtain the benefits of optimal control, but the more 
accurate they are within a given frequency band the greater they will be in error 
outside that bandwidth. 
Why, then, do we want to study complex-conjugate control if it is unlikely to be 
implemented practically? Firstly, we want to prove that the theoretical principles 
can be applied to reality. Secondly, we want to have as complete a picture as 
possible of the behaviour of a device if we are to be able to control it to our best 
advantage. And lastly, it is possible that unexpected physical processes will occur 
which affect the optimal behaviour of the device and which have implications for 
other types of control strategy. 
Complex-conjugate control is strongly linked to the underwater shape of a device. 
For many economically viable shapes its implementation can require very large 
displacements to absorb power from seas with a small device-size-to-wavelength 
ratio. The Edinburgh duck is suited to complex-conjugate control in that for a 
wide range of frequencies its motion closely matches that of the water particles 
around it. This means that its reactive loads are relatively low, which is likely to 
make it easier to control. 
R. 
Complex-conjugate control is likely to be unstable. A stable pseudo complex-
conjugate controller must be designed which simulates optimum control over as 
wide a bandwidth as possible. The Edinburgh Wave Power Project has developed 
pseudo complex-conjugate control for flap-type wave-makers over a reasonable 
frequency bandwidth. It is therefore likely that the difficulties encountered in 
stabilising near optimal control for a wave absorber can be overcome. 
This thesis describes an attempt to synthesise complex-conjugate control. Through-
out this study synthesis is defined as the pre-computation of drive signals to sim-
ulate complex-conjugate control using prior knowledge of the incident wave and 
device hydrodynamics. It is achieved using the transfer function relating drive 
signals operating a device model to the forces and velocities experienced by the 
model. This transfer function is used to calculate the operating signals needed to 
achieve particular forces/ velocities, as opposed to controlling the forces /velocities 
in real time. Synthesis is useful because it is capable of simulating both stable 
and unstable controllers. This avoids the limitations of real-time control. 
1.2.2 •Breakdown of contents 
The thesis is split into two sections: the first section describes the experimental 
system and configuration, the tests undertaken and the results obtained; the 
second section contains predictions of operational parameters (forces, velocities, 
efficiencies, extracted power etc.) at full scale in real seas, based on the results 
obtained in part 1. 
Chapter 2 presents a review of the relevant literature. Previous work is studied 
along with investigations applicable to the work contained herein. Descriptions 
are necessarily brief and important points will be expanded upon in the respective 
sections. 
Duck hydrodynamics are examined in chapter 3, along with the basic definitions 
and equations which will be used throughout the remainder of the work. The 
experimental configuration and rig are described. 
Chapter 4 deals with the calibration of the various experimental elements and 
transducers. This is particularly important given the scale of the model, which 
is small enough to be adversely affected by unrepresentative, scale related power 
losses due to water viscosity and parasitic bearing friction in the experimental rig. 
It also contains a description of a new type of wavegauge developed specifically 
for these experiments. 
Having explained the calibration process the chapter goes on to define and quan-
tify the rig and system transfer functions. These were subsequently used to 
generate the drive signals for the experiments described in chapter 6. 
Before accurate experiments can be undertaken on models in the tank it is nec-
essary to investigate the properties of the tank itself. The process of measuring 
tank attenuation is described in chapter 5. This allows, to a degree, for seperation 
of effects due to the nature of the tank and the wavegauges from effects due to 
the rest of the experimental system. 
Chapter 6 explains the experimental determination of the hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients of two test models; a duck and a semi-submerged, horizontal right circular 
cylinder. The impedance and wave force coefficient matrices are measured for 
these two models, and in the case of the cylinder are checked against exact ana-
lytical results. The radiation and scattering pattern matrices are also measured. 
It is now possible to determine the control matrices required for optimal control, 
and to synthesise that control in the tank. This is the subject of chapter 7. 
Complex-conjugate synthesis is achieved for the cylinder in one and two degrees-
of-freedom, and for the duck in one, two and three degrees-of-freedom. 
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The concept of complex-conjugate control with amplitude constraint is intro-
duced, and synthesised for the cylinder. This is compared with the results for 
control without constraint. 
It was discovered that there are some anomolies in the synthesis tests which 
require further investigation if the results are to be of any use. In particular, 
chapter 8 concentrates on the discrepency between efficiency calculated at the 
duck axis and efficiency calculated from the wave amplitudes. This is traced to 
physical losses in the system. 
Section II uses the methods and coefficients described and measured in section I 
to predict the behaviour of a full-scale device in unidirectional mixed seas. Two 
pseudo-optimal control strategies are defined which are based on the impedance 
measurements. Four different physical configurations are considered. It is found 
that changing the configuration will roughly determine the effectiveness of the 
device, and choosing the correct control strategy for that configuration fine tunes 
performance. The two pseudo-optimal strategies are simple to implement, but 





This chapter describes the books/articles/theses which are relevant to previous 
work, and to the background and contents of this work. The descriptions are 
necessarily brief and more details are given in the relevant chapters as required. 
2.2 Mathematical description of the hydrody-
namics 
In order to solve the problem of controlling a wave-absorbing device it is necessary 
to describe its interaction with the water around it. There are many texts covering 
general hydrodynamics based on Laplace's equation. The classic reference text 
was written by Lamb [36] in 1932. There are many more up-to-date references of 
which Crapper [13] is a very readable 'general work and Mei [43] is an excellent 
(if complex) specific text. 
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The equation of motion of a body in a fluid is derived in many sources. One of 
the most interesting and thorough descriptions is that of Newman [51]. He begins 
with hydrodynamic theory and then uses surface integrals to derive the radiation 
impedance, describing the motion of a body in terms of the static and dynamic 
pressure distributions at the water/body interface. He obtains the important 
result that the impedance matrix is symmetrical about the leading diagonal, and 
relates the wave force coefficient to the far-field radiated wave. 
The approach adopted by Evans [19] and Fames [22] to formulate the hydrody-
namic interraction is the approach used in this thesis. Coefficients are defined 
without specific reference to the hydrodynamics. They are found by experiment 
with a model in a wave tank. 
Both Mei [42] and Evans [17] show that power absorption is maximised when 
the reactive, or imaginary, part of the impedance is cancelled out. This induces 
resonance at all frequencies. This is stated more rigorously by Evans [20] and 
Skyner [65] to mean that the control matrix is the transpose of the complex-
conjugate of the impedance. 
The concept of optimal absorption under motion constraints is outlined by Evans 
[20]. He describes the procedure for applying complex-conjugate control to bodies 
with global constraints to their motion. He presents analytical results for the 
simple cases of a half immersed sphere in heave and a horizontal, submerged 
right circular cylinder in heave and surge. The maximum power is determined by 
a lagrange multiplier. Pizer [54] [53] applies this method to a duck. 
Biesel [4] derived the impedance of a piston and flap-type wavemaker from Laplace's 
equation and the application of suitable boundary conditions. His analysis was 
extended by Hyun [30] to flap-type wavemakers of finite draft in water of con-
stant depth (such as are used for these experiments). Both of these papers 
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indicated that transient effects due to the mis-match between wavemaker motion 
and particle motion will have no significant effect on the experiments for the 
configuration used here. 
2.3 Determination of the hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients 
In this work the control problem is stated in terms of the hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients of the device, which are measured experimentally. 
The initial driving force behind radiation impedance measurement came from ship 
design. Impedance is defined in this work as the ratio of force to velocity. Other 
authors have additionally defined it as the ratio of force to position or acceleration. 
The interraction of a body with the water around it results in a characteristic 
impedance for that body, which is therefore a useful tool when designing efficient 
ships with minimal drag. Much of the early research (and, indeed, of present 
research) was concentrated on simplified forms, and in particular on cylindrical 
bodies with various different cross-sections. 
The theoretical approach usually adopted was outlined by Ursell [69] for the 
heaving motion of a right circular cylinder with its axis in the surface of a fluid 
(i.e. it is half-immersed or semi-submerged). He took the Laplace equation for 
the velocity potential and applied to it the boundary condition that the pressure 
at the free surface of the fluid is constant. He further considered that, at the 
fluid/cylinder interface, the normal velocity of the cylinder must equal the normal 
velocity of the fluid. The horizontal velocity of both cylinder and fluid must be 
zero at the intersection of the cylinder and the free surface because the body 
surface is tangential to the free surface at this point. 
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The solution to the problem is achieved by finding a velocity potential and a 
stream function satisfying these boundary conditions and representing a diverging 
wave-train at infinity. This typically requires defining a velocity potential with a 
steady-state component radiating energy to infinity and a transient component 
which dies away with distance from the body. 
The force on the body is related to the dynamic fluid pressure on the submerged 
body surface, and can be found from the velocity potential. This gives rise to 
an 'added damping' (which produces the steady-state component) and an 'added 
mass' or reactive term (which produces the transient component). The added 
mass comes from the body of water which moves with the cylinder in order to 
match its motion to the natural water particle motion. 
Ursell [70] went on to extend this analysis to water of finite depth. In association 
with Bolton [5] he derived a relation between the far-field radiated wave and the 
wave force coefficient, building on previous similar work by Newman [48]. Both 
these derivations are based on the relations derived by Haskind [28]. Newman 
further derives a relation between the exciting forces and added damping. 
Greenhow and Simon [27] developed a method for estimating the added damping 
of an axisymmetric body by replacing the body by a vertical wavemaker with the 
same normal velocity distribution. The rate of energy dissipation of the equivalent 
wavemaker is known, and from this the added damping can be calculated. As 
a simplifying assumption the complex function in the integral for finding the 
damping is replaced by its low and high frequency limit values, which are known. 
They then make use of the Kramers-Krönig relation (explored by Greenhow [26]) 
which allows estimation of the added mass from knowledge of the added damping. 
It is difficult to estimate the errors involved in this calculation, but the method 
appears to be particularly useful for extrapolating known results in a finite fre-
quency range into high and low frequency regions where numerical methods often 
experience difficulties. The estimates can be made without excessive calculation 
or computer usage. 
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The case of a semi-submerged, horizontal right circular cylinder has received much 
attention, and as a result many analytical solutions have been derived for it. It 
was for this reason that the impedance of a cylinder is measured for this thesis. 
Since its solution is known it provides a useful check on the validity of all the 
results displayed in this report. This is particularly important as little similar 
data exists for more complex shapes like the duck. 
Pizer [53] has undertaken numerical studies of the duck but these are for un-
bounded, three-dimensional radiation. The experiments described in this work 
were conducted in a narrow tank (resulting in two-dimensional radiation) of finite 
depth, on a model with a slightly different geometry to Pizer's. Small discrepen-
cies between his results and those shown here might be expected. 
The experiments carried out by Vugts [71] are particularly interesting in that 
they show some discrepency between analytical and experimental results which 
are similar to discrepencies noted in this thesis. Vugts attributes them to vis-
cous effects on sharply-edged sections, as may well be the case in some of his 
experiments, but the effects also show up to a lesser extent on circular sections. 
The procedures contained in this thesis follow closely those adopted by Skyner [65] 
in his initial consideration of the solo duck. The analysis is undertaken in the 
frequency domain, and assumes that the system remains linear. This is a common 
approach, and one particularly suited to the experimental set-up described later. 
There are strong arguments, however, for formulating the problem in the time 
domain as suggested by Jefferys [34]. He states that many of the proposed wave 
power devices use non-linear power conversion systems and cannot, therefore, be 
represented by conventional frequency domain models. Also, the random seas 
which produce the exciting forces are best suited to representation in the time 
domain. 
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There are some difficulties involved in time domain representation. The classic 
time domain representation requires solution of a convolution integral; which is 
time consuming and difficult to evaluate. However, Jefferys offers an alterna-
tive representation in which the convolution integral is approximated by a small 
number of coupled first order differential equations. 
The other main problem lies in expressing the impedance in the time domain. The 
Kramers-Krönig relation can be used to convert the impedance in the frequency 
domain to an impulse response in the time domain (see Jefferys [32]). However, 
values for the impedance are usually only known over a limited bandwidth, and 
conversion to the time domain requires knowledge of the low and high frequency 
limits also. 
The paper by Greenhow and Simon [27] suggests one method for doing this. Jef-
ferys [33] suggests another method based on extrapolating experimental results. 
His formulation requires re-expressing the impedance in terms of magnitude and 
phase rather than real (added damping) and imaginary (added mass) parts. This 
is because both modulus and phase vary smoothly, and form an excellent basis 
for interpolation. 
The high-frequency limit to the added mass can easily be calculated numerically, 
but is very difficult to measure experimentally. Isaacson and Mathai [31] present 
a summary of various numerical techniques for determining high frequency limits. 
2.4 Viscous losses 
Differences between model efficiency calculated from incident and radiated wave 
amplitudes and from measurement of forces and velocities at the model axis point 
to the presence of viscous damping and/or vortex shedding in the experiment. 
Wave efficiencies tend to be up to 20% higher than device (force and velocity 
based) efficiencies. 
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The experiments described later appear to confirm Folley's statement [24] that 
comparisons between tank experiments and sea trials on wave energy converters 
have shown theoretical, inviscid approximations of device hydrodynamics to be 
inadequate. This inadequacy appears to be due to the viscous effects of water 
having been ignored. 
Viscous forces are insignificant for most large structures but may become impor-
tant in model testing in wave tanks where the Reynolds numbers are significantly 
smaller than those of a full-scale structure [3]. This is the region in which the 
model tests in described in this thesis were undertaken. 
There have been very few papers written which consider the viscous effects of 
oscillation and/or wave motion on a floating body. To a first approximation the 
duck can be modelled by the sinusoidally oscillating flow about a submerged cylin-
der or the sinusoidal motion of a submerged cylinder in a viscous fluid otherwise 
at rest. 
Much experimental effort has gone into the determination of drag and inertia 
coefficients for variously shaped bodies, particularly for smooth and rough cylin-
ders (see Sarpkaya & Isaacson [62] for multiple references). These coefficients are 
generally stated in terms of the Keulegan- Carpenternumber (K u), the Reynolds 
number (Re) and the Stokes number (3). 
Experiments by Folley [24] show an increase in drag coefficient of an oscillating 
spheroid at low Keulegan- Carpenter numbers. Similar results were obtained by 
Bearman et al. [2] [3] and Sarpkaya [63] for the flow around cylinders. 
Stansby & Dixon [68] state that for a circular cylinder in waves and planar os-
cillating flows in a U-tube the force per unit length is fortuitously close to that 
predicted by Morison's equation. 
Badr & Dennis [1] present a method for modelling the development of flow around 
a circular cylinder which suddenly starts rotating about its axis with constant 
angular velocity and translating at right angles to this axis with constant speed. 
This also agrees well with calculations from Morison's equation. 
Brouwers & Meijssen [7] consider the forces on oscillating cylinders. When they 
vibrate transversely over a distance which is small compared with their cross-
sectional dimension damping is due to viscous forces apparent in a thin bound-
ary layer attached to the body and can be calculated using Stokes' solution. 
They propose that the damping force is best approximated by Stokes' formula 
for amplitude-to-radius ratios up to unity. However, they also state that this 
result cannot necessarily be applied to oscillations in wind-generated waves. 
It was noted by Stansby & Dixon [68] that for amplitudes of transverse vibration 
(in a fluid at rest) which are of the same order of magnitude as the cross-sectional 
dimension or larger the boundary layer is separated from the body thus forming 
a turbulent wake behind the body. 
In planar oscillatory flow about a fixed cylinder, vorticity structures in the wake 
are complicated and often unrepetitive. The ambient flow may well be fully turbu-
lent as the wake is periodically swept back past the body. For a circular cylinder 
at rest in oscillatory flow at subcritical Reynolds numbers, Bearman et al [2] 
found vortices at all Keulegan- Carpenter numbers above about 3. 
For the complex-conjugate synthesis experiments reported in this thesis, the 
Keulegan-Carpenter number was much less than 3 and hence vortices are un-
likely to be formed. Indeed, it is much lower than that found in any of the above 
mentioned papers. 
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Chaplin [9] states that for a fixed horizontal circular cylinder in waves, whether 
the cylinder is deeply submerged or not, increasing wave amplitude may ulti-
mately cause the flow around it to be dramatically changed by the occurrence of 
separation, and the force to be dominated by form drag. However, turbulence 
may well delay separation, resulting in a reduction of the drag coefficient. 
It is difficult to estimate, without experimenting, how the effects of body oscilla-
tion and fluid/wave oscillation on damping can be combined. Knott & Flower [35], 
in their work on power dissipation at the exit of an oscillating water column, felt 
that the two cases could not be superimposed. Wave orbital motions near the 
exit of the column (or on the surface of a duck) may affect the mechanism of 
separation. Clearly these effects may alter the apparent rate of loss in a device 
responding to waves; but, perhaps, only when extreme conditions prevail. 
The models used for the complex-conjugate synthesis experiments are made from 
polystyrene foam which has been sanded into shape and painted. The surface of 
the models contains fine pits due to the structure of the foam. Matten [41] has 
shown, however, that at low Keulegan- Carpenter numbers surface roughness has 
little or no effect on the drag coefficient of circular cylinders in waves. 
Work by Zdravkovich et al. [74] has shown that the drag coefficient of a circular 
cylinder in steady flow decreases as the length-to-diameter ratio is reduced (length 
being measured perpendicular to the flow). For a ratio of about 3, for the duck 
model, the drag ratio is roughly 2/3 that of a cylinder of infinite length. 
In his investigation of viscous flow around cylinders at low Keulegan- Carpenter 
numbers Sarpkaya [63] discovered that above a certain critical value of K c the 
oscillatory viscous flow becomes unstable to axially periodic vortices. This effect 
was first noticed by Honji [29] and the resulting vortices, which are in a stable 
state but not turbulent, are known as "Honji Vortices". These vortices precede 
turbulent flow, and lead to an increase in drag coefficient from that calculated by 





The following section defines the linear equation describing the interaction of the 
duck with the water, and the expressions giving extracted power and efficiency for 
the particular control strategy implemented. Many of the results in this chapter 
have been derived elsewhere, but it serves to outline the approach on which the 
rest of the thesis is based. 
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3.2 Mathematical description of the hydrody-
namics 
3.2.1 Definition of the variables 
A rigid body moving in three dimensions has six degrees of freedom, comprising 
a rotation about, and a translation in, each dimension. In these two-dimensional 
tests duck models are constrained to move in only three of their possible six 
degrees of freedom, namely Pitch, Heave and Surge (P, H & 5, see figure 3.1). 
Figure 3.1: Model-scale co-ordinate system. 
The state of the duck is defined by six functions of time t, being three forces 
acting on the axis and three velocities measured at the axis. The incoming wave 
train is a function of position r as well as time. 
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The same symbols are used to represent a variable in the time and frequency. 
domains. If the dependence of a variable is not explicitly stated, it may be 
assumed to be a function of frequency. The standard definition of a Fourier 
Transform of a periodic function, and its inverse, is; 
f(w) = 2 jf(t) e iwtdt 	 (3.1) 
00 
f(t) = 	f(w)& t 	 (3.2) 
Where 
T is the total sampling period, and is always a whole number of sample cycles. 
w is the angular frequency. 
= 2irn/T. 
As f(t) is real it must be the case that f(w)=r(—w) where the asterisk superscript 
denotes complex conjugation. 
It is convenient to use a matrix notation when expressing the equations of motion, 
with forces and velocities expressed as vectors; 
T 
F= Fh ' 1 Vh 
F3 v s 
(3.3) 
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3.2.2 Equation of Motion 
The linear equation of motion modelling the hydrodynamic system is best de-
scribed by separating the external forces into two components [20] & [65]; those 
caused by the incident wave, and those caused by the radiated wave: 
F(t) - El- (t) + E. (t) 	 (34) 
Where 
are the radiation forces due to the motion of the duck when driven in still 
water. They depend on duck velocities v only. 
are the diffraction or scattering forces on a duck held stationary in the 
presence of an incident wave. They depend on incident wave amplitude a 
only. 
We can define the forces on the duck by two coefficients which, when multiplied 
by the incident wave amplitude and the duck velocity vector, give the radiation 
and scattering components. These coefficients are shape dependent, and describe 
the interaction of the device with the water. The linear equation describing the 
motion of the duck is therefore given by; 
F(w) = Z(w) . v(w) + W(w) . a(w) 	 (3.5) 
Where 
is the complex radiation impedance matrix. 
is the complex wave force coefficient vector. 
a is the scalar wave amplitude. 
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An explanation of these terms follows. The equation of motion relates duck 
velocities to external forces and to wave forces. The matrix form of the equation 
indicates that the velocity in one degree of freedom depends on the forces acting 
in all the degrees of freedom - not just its own. 
Here Z is a complex 3x3 frequency-dependent matrix relating modulus and phase 
of force in one degree-of-freedom to unit velocity in another degree-of-freedom. 
It is dimensionally inhomogenous due to the definitions of F and v. 
The imaginary part of Z. comprises an 'added mass' term representing hydrostatic 
spring and the inertia of the water that the duck displaces when moving. Also 
included in the added mass are two inertia terms due to the experimental con-
figuration: the dry inertia of the model and the inertia of the Pitch, Heave and 
Surge (PHS) rig on the frame side of the strain gauges (see section 3.4.5). 
There is a spring error term in the added mass, caused by the pendulum effect 
in surge; The parasitic rig inertia and the surge spring error have been removed 
from measurements of Z. The model inertia is retained, but should also be 
removed from the imaginary part to obtain the portion of Z which depends on 
the underwater shape of the duck only (see section 6.4.1). 
The real part of Z. is often referred to as the 'added damping' and is closely 
related to the power radiated from the duck when a component of velocity is in 
phase with force. 
Using the equivalence iw we can split Z into its component parts; 
Z(w) = RIGO ) 	A(') + iw(+i/)+ - (a+cr') 	(3.6) 
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Where 
is the frequency-dependent added damping matrix. 
is the frequency-dependent added mass matrix. 
1u is the duck inertia matrix. 
ji '  is the inertia of the PHS rig forward of the strain gauges (removed from mea-
sured values of impedance). 
is the hydrostatic spring matrix. 
' is the pendulum spring error (removed from measured values of impedance). 
Newman [51] has shown that the radiation impedance matrix is always symmet-
rical about the leading diagonal. 
The vector WI describes the excitation forces on the stationary model when a 
wave of unit amplitude is incident. 
3.3 Control and power absorption 
3.3.1 Control Equation 
It is necessary to prescribe the constrained motion of a device if it is to extract 
power from an incident wave. Power is the product of force and velocity. If 
power is to be extracted it is necessary to produce a force which is proportional 
to velocity. The control function being implemented is therefore; 
F 	ç. 
	 (3.7) 
.(c) is a 3x3 frequency-dependent matrix which expresses forces as linear func-
tions of velocity. 
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Equations 3.5 and 3.7 can be combined to prescribe device velocities and forces: 
 —Cv=Zv+Wa = 	 (3.8) 
Substituting for x in 3.7: 
(3.9) 
Equation 3.7 describes how the hydrodynamic system is to be controlled. Due to 
our definition of Z the hydrodynamic system is assumed to include model inertia. 
3.3.2 Calculation of power 
Device power 
The average power P passing through the duck is given by: 
1 IT 	. 	 1 rT 
P = - 	
T(t)O(t) +Fh()vh(t) +F3 (t)v(t)dt =- J F(t) v(t)dt 	(3.10) T To
The definitions of E and i  lead to P being negative when power is absorbed by 
the duck. 
The Fourier Transform of equation 3.10 leads to the expression of power as a 
function of frequency: 
P =  
1  00 
v *(w ) + F(w) v(w) 	 (3.11) 
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For a particular frequency 
Preal = 	[Re{FJ 	j yj  + Im{FJ Im{v}} 	(3.12) 
Thus the real or extracted power can be obtained by the scalar product of the 
rotating force and velocity vectors in the complex plane. The factor of a half is 
due to the time averaging of a sine wave. There is also an imaginary power term, 
Pimag resulting from the cross product of the force and velocity vectors 
Pimag = 	[Re{} Im{v2} - Im{i1} Re{ijJ 	(3.13) 
This imaginary term represents energy temporarily stored in the dynamic system, 
which does not contribute to device output. The imaginary power may have 
profound effects on demands for efficiency in the power train. 
It is useful to define two further power terms. Hypotenuse power is the hypotenuse 
of the real and imaginary powers: 
2 	 i 	2vF 
Phypot = (Preai + pimag) 
2\r - 
j 2 1=0 	 1=0 
(3.14) 
Where i=0,1,2 are the three degrees-of-freedom of the system. 
The instantaneous power passing through the device is given by: 
Pinst= 	( t) 	(t) 	 (3.15) 
vF cos (Lot) cos (wt + qj) 	 (3.16) 
=iFi((2q)q) 	 (3.17) 
where qj is the phase lag between force and velocity in a given degree-of-freedom. 
It can be seen from equation 3.17 that the maximum instantaneous power in any 
cycle is given by: 
Pmaxinst = E 
'--- 2 (1 + cos 0) 	 (3.18) 
= Phypot+Preál 	 (3.19) 
The power take-off mechanism for the device can only produce an output less than 
the absorbed real power, but it must be rated for the maximum instantaneous 
power. Losses in the power take-off are proportional to the peak rating. A large 
imaginary power component may mean that the take-off system has to be rated 
for a much higher power than it can actually generate, making it less cost-effective 
and more sensitive to losses in the drive-train. 
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Wave power 
The power in a wave of amplitude a per unit width can be calculated as fol-
lows [43]: 
Pwave - 
P9  a2T( 
(3.20) 
unit width - 	87r 
Where 
p is the density of water. 
g is gravitational acceleration. 
T is the wave period. 
(is a factor incorporating depth effects. 
As the Narrow Tank is of intermediate depth wave power must be multiplied by 
a factor, (, to allow for depth dependent effects [15] 
\ 
- (Pshallowwater 




Pdeep water ) 
Where 
h is the tank depth. 
k is the wavenumber = 27r/). 
.A is the wavelength. 
For a given angular frequency, w, the wavenumber can be found from the disper-
sion relation [43]: 
= gk tanh(Ich) 	 (3.22) 
II] 
3.3.3 Maximisation of power absorption 
A maximum for absorbed power [65] [17] [42] occurs when: 
C=Z* 	 (3.23) 
The expression shown in equation 3.23 defines 'complex-conjugate control'. Its 
application in this context is directly analogous to maximising the power output 
of a generator by connecting a load whose impedance is equal to its internal resis-
tance. It is also analogous to terminating a transmission line with an impedance 
equal to its own impedance in order to stop the ringing of signals. The differ-
ence is that the impedance of a battery or a transmission line is real only, and is 
therefore equal to its complex-conjugate. 
Complex-conjugate control has the effect of achieving resonance at all frequencies. 
It is usually associated with large amplitudes of device motion for relatively small 
incident wave amplitudes, because optimum power extraction occurs when device 
damping is at• a minimum. 
The radiation impedance matrix Z should be symmetrical [51] such that: 
z-zT 	 (3.24) 
and 
= 	 (3.25) 
Combining equations 3.8 & 3.9, we can see that for synthesis of complex-conjugate 
control (assuming symmetry in the impedance matrix) the demand device veloc-
ities and forces are given by: 
v = —Re {z} 1 W a 	 (3.26) 
F = . Re 	W a 	 (3.27) 
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3.3.4 Optimum power absorption under motion constraints 
Following the approach outlined by Evans [20] and Pizer [54], we shall assume a 
weighted global constraint is imposed upon y such that 
V F 2v < 1 
	
(3.28). 
where F is a diagonal matrix with elements -yi which are the limits on the velocity 
in each degree-of-freedom, i. This relation is maximised by the introduction of a 
Lagrange multiplier, y. The added control required to achieve optimal absorption 
is given by 
cra 
= 2/4_2 	 (3.29) 
We can find it from 
f(1u) W*L (FBF + iI) 2 11W = 	 (3.30) a2 
where II is the real part of the impedance (note that this formulation assumes 
symmetry of the impedance about the leading diagonal, such that the imaginary 
terms cancel on addition to the transpose of the conjugate). 
The value of p which satisfies equation 3.30 can be found using Newton-Raphson 
iteration. The starting value of p can be taken as the sum of the diagonal terms 
of FBF. 
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3.3.5 Definition of efficiency 
For three-dimensional tests in the open sea or in a wide wave tank, we can define 
capture width as: 
Power absorbed 	
(3.31) 
Power incident per metre 
Device efficiency can then be defined as: 
Capture width (3.32) 
duck width  
Budal and Fames [8] showed that this leads to a theoretical upper limit on the 
capture width of a device as width tends to zero: 
Cm 	---q 	 (3.33) 
2ir 
where q is a factor which depends upon the mode(s) of motion. For heave q = 1, 
for surge or pitch q = 2, and for heave and surge (or pitch) q = 3. This can lead 
to efficiencies well in excess of 100%. 
For two-dimensional tests in the Narrow Tank, however, duck efficiency is defined 
to be: 
Power absorbed 
Total power incident in the tank width 	
(3.34) 
The efficiency is therefore dependent on the tank width and not on the capture 
width. This means that, unlike the open sea, efficiencies in excess of 100% are 
not achievable by definition. 
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Experimental efficiency in the narrow tank can be calculated in two ways. The 
first is based on the wave amplitudes: 
lli= 
Pinc+ + Pinc_ - Pref+ - Pref_ 
Pinc+ + Pinc- 
(3.35) 
Where P is power and the subscripts inc+, ref+, mc— and ref— refer to the 
incident waves from, and (refiected+scattered) waves to, the positive x-direction 
and the negative x-direction respectively. Throughout this work 77, will be referred 
to as the "wave efficiency". 
The second is based on the model forces and velocities: 
772 
Pp + Ph + P8 
Pi x wj 
(3.36) 
Where the subscripts p, h and s refer to pitch, heave and surge axes respectively. 
The subscript I refers to incident waves, and w is the tank width. Throughout 
this work ql will be referred to as the "device efficiency". 
These values should be the same, but in practice ql > ii (see sections 7 and 8). 
This is because there are losses in the system. The unaccounted power represented 
by (17i - 172) contains energy lost through 
Friction in the rig. 
Tank attenuation. 
Body losses (Viscous damping, vortex shedding etc.) 
Errors due to non-linearity of the model motion and transducer calibration may 
result in an apparent power gain or loss. All these factors are examined in greater 
detail later on. 
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3.3.6 Radiation/scattering of waves 
The hydrodynamic interaction between the water and the device can be split into 
two parts: the diffraction, or scattering, problem where the device is fixed in the 
presence of incident waves; and the radiation problem where the device is driven 
in otherwise calm water. The overall interaction is the linear sum of the radiation 
and scattering problems. 
The radiated/ scattered waves can therefore be related to body velocities and 
incident wave amplitudes in much the same way as body forces; 
= 	. v(w) + .(w) a(w) 	 (3.37) 
where 
is the complex radiated/scattered wave vector. 
R is the complex radiation pattern matrix. 
x is the complex velocity vector. 
S is the complex scattering pattern vector. 
a is the incident wave. 
Note that r must be a 2x2 vector in this case, as waves are radiated to ±x, and 
incident waves may not be fully reflected and so may also be transmitted. 
On first inspection there may appear to be no obvious connection between the 
scattering and radiation problems, but there are certain relationships between 
them which are consequences of Green's theorem and reciprocity principles. 
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Perhaps the most useful of these is the 'Haskind relation' [28] which relates the 
forces exerted by incident waves on a fixed body to the amplitude of the far-
field waves generated by forced motions of the body in otherwise calm water (see 
sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2). 
3.4 Physical description of the system 
3.4.1 The Narrow Tank 
The tests described here were undertaken in the 6m long tank at the University 
of Edinburgh Wave Power Project, known as the Narrow Tank and shown in 
figures 3.2 and 3.3. The still water depth is 580mm. The models were mounted 
mid-way between the wavemakers. The tank is 300mm wide and has electrically 
operated flap-type wavemakers at both ends, shown schematically in figure 3.4. 
The wavemakers are of the absorbing type developed at Edinburgh. They sense 
force and velocity so as to minimise re-reflected waves. The tank is investigated 
in more detail in chapter 5, and details of the experimental set-up are given in 
chapter 6. 
3.4.2 The test models 
The horizontal cylinder 
The cylinder model was 0.294m wide, with a diameter of 0.125m. It was ballasted 
such that its axis was coincident with the water surface (i.e it was half-immersed 
or semi-submerged). The ballast was applied in such a way that the cylinder 
was as close to being perfectly balanced as possible, although an insignificant 
out-of-balance mass remained. 
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Figure 3.2: Original experimental set-up in the Narrow Tank. 
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Figure 3.3: Narrow Tank set-up used for the following experiments. 
The duck 
The shape of the duck model used for these experiments is shown in figure 1.1. 
Ballast was applied to the model such that it sat at an attitude similar to that 
shown in figure 3.1. The duck model is 0.294m wide, and has a stern diameter of 
O.lm 
Figure 3.4: Schematic of the wavemakers used in the Narrow Tank. 
3.4.3 Wave measurement 
In order to fully describe the interaction of the device with the water it is nec- 
essary to measure the complex wave amplitude at the device. At least two point 
measurements of surface elevation are necessary if incident and reflected regular 
1] 
waves are to be resolved (assuming there are no other waves present). A typical 
arrangement is shown in figure 3.5. The surface elevation at any point can thus 
be described by: 




(x,t) = aet+ 	is the incident wave (from +x). 












Reflected Wave 	AY 
	 Incident Wave 
Figure 3.5: Schematic of wavegauge pair. 
We can now say that if the measured elevation at position (0) is c = a + b, where 
a, b and c are complex, then the elevation at position d3 is c3 = aeij + be—ikdj 
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The complex amplitudes a and b can be found from simultaneous equations; 
c - ce 1 ' 
a = 	
• . 	 (3.39) 
2zsinkd 
b 
= Ce ikd3 - C3 	
(3.40) 
2zsinkd - 
The gauge separation d3 must be chosen to avoid kd 	n7r/2, where n is integral. 
In the case of the experiments undertaken here, wavegauge separation was set at 
0.185m. There were several reasons for this: the physical arrangement of the 
wavegauges was limited to a certain extent by available materials; there wasn't 
enough room to fit more gauges in the tank; experiments took a long time to 
complete, so additional experiments at different wavegauge separations were con-
sidered undesirable; the gauges were sufficiently accurate that extra readings were 
not considered necessary and the chosen separation gave the greatest accuracy in 
the centre of the bandwidth. 
A model will divide the Narrow Tank into two regions; one stretching in the 
positive x-direction and one stretching in the negative x-direction. This allows 
us to specify four definitions which tell us which direction the wave is heading in 
and which side of the model it is on, thereby avoiding ambiguity. Throughout the 
remainder of this thesis waves incident from +x will be referred to as incident+ 
or inc+ waves, those reflected to +x as reflected+ or ref+, those incident from 
—x as incident - or mc- and those reflected to —x as reflected- or ref-. 
3.4.4 Evanescent wave modes 
At the interface between a rigid piston or paddle wavemaker (such as the type 
used in the Narrow Tank) and the water there is a difference between how water 
particles naturally move and how they are forced to move by the wavemaker. 
Wavemaker theory [30] [4] [13] is used to find a solution to this problem. 
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The displacement of a water particle in the y-direction is given [4] by: 
Y = A 0 sinh(koy) cos(t - ko x) + > An sin(k ny)e sin wt (3.41) 
The first term on the right-hand side represents radiated energy, and corresponds 
to a damping term. The transient solutions following the summation are known 
as evanescent modes, and they distort the wave profile close to the wavemakers. 
They represent the body of water which moves with the wavemaker in order to 
match its motion to the natural motion of the water particles. This body of water 
gives rise to an added mass seen by the wavemaker. 
Since the evanescent modes distort the wave profile it is important that the 
wavegauges are positioned far enough away from the wavemakers for these modes 
to have died out if the gauges are to measure the true wave amplitude. The 
amplitudes A 0 , A, are given by Hyun [30]: 
A0=2S k
0 h sinh(koh) - cosh(k o h) + 1 	 (3.42) 
k0 h [sinh(ko h) cosh(k o h) + k0 h] 
A =2S 
kh sin(kh) + cos(kh) - 1 	
(3.43) 
kh [sin(1ch) cos(kh) + kh] 
This definition is for a flap-type wavemaker whose draught is equal to the tank 
depth, h, and whose flap stroke at the mean water level is S. Whereas k0 is 
determined by equation 3.22 for a given wavemaker driving frequency w, the 
evanescent wavenumbers k are found from: 
LO= — gIc tanh kh 	 (3.44) 
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Unlike the dispersion relation 3.22, equation 3.44 has ap infinite number of roots. 
However Hyun has shown that (n - < k,h < nir. Equation 3.41 has been 
solved to find the percentage error in water particle displacement at the water 
surface as a function of distance x from the wavemakers. The minimum separation 
from wavegauge to wavemaker in the following experiments is 1.2m, and it can 
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Figure 3.6: Distortion of wave profile at wavegauge closest to wavemaker (1.2m 
separation), due to evanescent modes. 
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3.4.5 The Pitch, Heave and Surge rig 
The main piece of apparatus used in the following experiments is the Pitch, Heave 
and Surge (PHS) rig, designed and built by Stephen Salter in the early days of 
the Edinburgh Wave Power Project. It is the PHS rig which supports the model 
at its equilibrium position, provides the means of moving or constraining the 
model and incorporates the transducers for measuring the resultant forces and 
velocities. The rig constrains motion to the three degrees of freedom shown in 
figure 3.1. 
The rig is only used at model scale to simulate forces and velocities on the test 
model. It bears no relation to the mechanics of power take-off used at full scale. 
The PHS rig sits above the test tank and is shown in figure 3.7. In the following 
description, numbers in brackets refer to the circled numbers on figure 3.7. Strain 
gauges at the joints of the support arm (1) and at the duck tube (2) measure 
the heave and surge forces on the duck. There is a force offset adjustment (3) 
which allows steady-state forces to be eliminated before experimentation so that 
the gauges are always measuring about the centre of their range. This is where 
the gauges are most linear, and prevents the output signal clipping. Pitch torque 
is calculated from the current in the pitch motor. 
Heave and surge velocity are measured by transducers on the main body of the rig 
(4). Pitch velocity is measured directly at the duck axis. The height and position 
of the model in the water is determined not only by the size and distribution of 
the mass of the model but also by the heave and surge bias springs (5). 
The linkage supporting the duck translates heave and surge motions into rotations 
within the body of the Rig. Figure 3.8 showS schematically how the rig (a) can 
be described by the linkage (b) and (c). Ideally the rig would operate around the 
equilibrium point shown in (b), and this is in fact the experimental equilibrium 
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Figure 3.7: An isometric diagram of the Pitch, Heave and Surge (PHS) Rig. 
-4-- - Ideal Position and experimental equilibrium for cylinder 
—. - Experimental equilibrium for duck 
Figure 3.8: PHS rig linkage. 
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Duck model experiments, however, were conducted about the equilibrium shown 
in (c) (see the next section). As a result cross coupling between the degrees of 
freedom is greater for the duck model experiments, and non-linearity occurs at 
smaller heave or surge displacements than for the cylinder. 
Figure 3.9 shows how motion in each degree-of-freedom is achieved. Pitch velocity 
is measured relative to the 45° arm (see (a) and (b)). It is clear from (b) and (d) 
that surge motion produces a small false pitch velocity which must be removed 
if the output is to conform to the co-ordinate system specified in figure 3.1. 
There are other less obvious cross-couplings which must also be accounted for as 
described in section 4. 
The forces and velocities in the model co-ordinate system are derived from the 
angular velocities and torques measured at the rig joints (shown in figure 3.10). 
These signals pass through 40Hz first-order low-pass filters to the sampling inter-
face. This interface can sample up to 16 differential channels with a maximum of 
i10V on each channel. From here the signals are passed to a computer. 
The drive signals are passed to power amplifiers which provide the current to 
move the brushless torque motors. Friction in the rig bearings introduces non-
linearities at the low-frequency end of the experimental band. Some attempt 
has been made to overcome this by applying small high-frequency 'dither' signals 
to the motors to overcome stiction, but the preferred solution is to incorporate 
closed loop feedback control of the measured forces. 
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Figure 3.9: PHS rig motion. 
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Figure 3.10: PHS rig transducer location. 
3.4.6 Co-ordinate systems 
Model co-ordinates 
There are two co-ordinate systems of interest. The model's motion is described 
in the pitch, heave, surge system shown in figure 3.1. The transducers which 
measure these motions form a slightly different system, described below. 
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11 Ii ii 1o1 
vjIO a 0 01 
L3i Lo 0 2aj L2i 
(3.46) 
Transducer co-ordinates 
The torques o and o 2 are measured close to the duck's axis by two sets of two 
strain gauge bridges, one set on each side of the Rig. The outputs from the two 
rear strain gauges (strain gauge 1 on figure 3.10) are combined to give a, and 
those of the two front gauges (strain gauge 2 on figure 3.10) combined to give 2• 
These torques are then used to derive the heave and surge forces. Pitch torque 
is inferred from the pitch motor curent. 
Heave and surge velocities are directly proportional to the the transducer outputs 
01 and 02,  measured at the heave and surge velocity transducers respectively (see 
figure 3.10). Since pitch velocity, qo,  is measured relative to the duck support 
(see figure 3.9 (a) & (b)), and since the angle of this support changes when surge 
motion occurs (figure 3.9 (d)), the contribution to pitch velocity from 02  must be 
added to co. 
This system of forces and velocities can be expressed in matrix form as follows: 
r 	1 	0 	0 	010 
Fh = 	0 	1/a —1/a . a 
	 (3.45) 
F 	—1/a 0 	1/a 	a2 
Where a is the distance of the duck axis from the rotation points (6"). These two 
relations assume that the experimental equilibrium position of the model relative 
to the rig results in right angles between the heave and surge rig members (i.e. 
1,] 
all heave members are horizontal, and all surge members vertical, as shown in 
figure 3.8 (b)). This is, indeed, the equilibrium position assumed by the cylin-
der model. Deviations from linearity of about 1% are associated with ±20mm 
displacements of the model axis from this position in heave or surge. 
It is preferable to operate around this equilibrium position because it minimises 
non-linearities and simplifies the geometry of the Rig. However, due to changes in 
the configuration of the Narrow Tank over the years the equilibrium experimental 
position for the duck model has been displaced approximately 45mm vertically 
below this point (figure 3.8 (c)). 
This change in equilibrium position for the duck model was necessary to allow 
extreme wave tests to be undertaken without water spilling over the tank walls. 
The cylinder model is still able to sit at the ideal equilibrium position because it 
has a larger diameter than the duck model, and it sits higher in the water. 
As a result we can expect some distortion of the relations given in equations 3.45 
and 3.46 for values measured at the duck model equilibrium point. There may 
be some extra, non-zero, cross-coupling terms (shown graphically in figure 3.9) in 
each of the two duck calibration matrices equivalent to equations 3.45 and 3.46. 
This is discussed in more detail in chapter 4. 
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3.4.7 Experimental control and data collection 
Experiments were conducted using a computer connected to a synthesiser (a 
multi-frequency, multi-channel signal generator). The computer generated the 
test frequencies and sampled the data. The test frequencies were integer multiples 
of the reciprocal of the sampling time (n/51.2Hz) in the range 0.511z to 1.5Hz. 
This bandwidth is sufficient because it contains approximately 90% of the power 
available in typical operating conditions for a device at model scale. To obtain the 
extra 10% of available power would require extending the bandwidth to infinity. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method was used to analyse signals. The 
results it produces are most accurate when the boundary conditions are periodic 
(hence the use of test frequencies which fit into the sample period an integral 
number of times). 
Transducer signals are passed to the sampling computer via an interface which 
configures the signals into a form and range which is compatible with the sampling 
computer. At the time of these experiments the sampling computer did not have 
a sample-and-hold facility, so that consecutive analogue channels were read in 
one after the other with a resultant time delay between them. This time delay 
translates into a phase delay between channels. Several of the buffered channels 
also had filters on them which introduced additional phase delays. 
Many of the following experiments are extremely sensitive to the relative phases 
between transducers. Most of these transducers will not be sampled consecutively 
and the cumulative phase delay between their outputs can therefore be significant. 
It was necessary to measure the relative phase relations between channels and to 
remove them before further analysis was done. Figure 3.11 shows these phase 
delays relative to the first sampled channel (channel 0). 
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Figure 3.11: Sampling phase delay (relative to channel 0). 
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3.5 Conclusions 
• The equation of motion of a device has been defined. This equation can be 
represented by a radiation condition, in which the device generates waves 
in otherwise calm water, and a scattering or diffraction condition in which 
the device is held fixed in the presence of incident waves. 
• The diffraction and radiation conditions can each be represented by a hy-
drodynamic coefficient which can be measured experimentally. 
• Complex-conjugate control has been defined. It is used to derive the relation 
between device force and velocity required for optimal power absorption. 
• A motion constraint is presented which allows the device to absorb power 
as optimally as possible for a given restriction on velocity in each degree-
of-freedom. 





In the following chapter the procedure for calibrating the entire experimental 
system is described and results of the calibrations given. The wavegauges used to 
calibrate the velocity transducers are introduced first, along with the new design 
of wavegauge used in the following experiments to measure wave amplitudes which 
are typically in the region of 1mm. 
Two types of calibration of the PHS rig are then outlined; static calibration of 
the force transducers and dynamic calibration of the velocity transducers. An 
equation similar to the equation of motion 3.5 is used to compare calibration 
values with measured springs and inertias within the rig. The static and dynamic 
calibrations are then used to derive a transfer function both for the complete 
system and for the PHS rig. 
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4.2 Introduction 
The calibration procedure ensures that the rig is correctly aligned and that the 
output signals are present with the correct polarity, and translates the trans-
ducer output voltages into SI units in the model coordinate system. In the static 
calibration the torque and force outputs are compared with absolute forces mea-
sured by calibrated load cells. In the dynamic calibration the velocities are found 
by connecting the duck tube to wavegauges which measure the amplitude and 
frequency of motion when the tube is oscillated sinusoidally. 
In all cases each degree-of-freedom was driven independently at three different 
amplitudes over the experimental bandwidth, with the remaining two degrees-of-
freedom driven so as to appear as rigid as possible. The only significant difference 
between calibrations at each amplitude is in the amount of noise on the output, 
showing that the Rig is linear within the region of interest. The signal-to-noise 
ratio is highest at the greatest drive amplitude and it is these values which are 
used to give the calibration factors. The complete procedure is described in detail 
below. 
4.3 Wavegauge calibration 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Wire resistance wave gauges are commonly used for measuring amplitudes in the 
range 2-100mm. 
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If the gauges are cleaned and wetted before use then for most amplitudes the 
meniscus can be assumed to remain the same shape as the waves rise and fall. 
However, for amplitudes below about 1mm the curvature of the meniscus is re-
duced slightly as the water reaches its highest point, noticeably affecting the 
output. This proves a problem, as wave amplitudes in the following experiments 
are often less than 1mm. The attenuation in measurement can be calculated 
and accounted for, but a better solution is to use the galvanometer heaving-float 
wavegauges (see section 4.3.2) which are much more insensitive to meniscus ef-
fects. 
In the initial experimental configuration two of the galvanometer heaving-float 
gauges were placed in front of the model to measure incident and reflected waves, 
and the third gauge placed astern to measure transmitted waves. An expanded 
aluminium beach situated behind the stern gauge absorbed the transmitted waves 
(see figure 3.2). When used in combination with this type of beaching between 
1% and 3% of the wave power incident to the rear wavemaker is re-reflected, as 
it is of the absorbing type developed at Edinburgh. This translates to between 
10% and 15% of the incident wave amplitude being reflected. 
A pair of gauges is necessary to fully resolve incident and reflected waves (see 
section 3.4.3), so it was hoped that the combination of beaching and absorbing 
wavemaker would eliminate the problem of only having one stern wavegauge. 
Initial results obtained using this set-up were encouraging, but it soon became 
clear that a fourth gauge would be necessary. Unfortunately, however, only three 
galvanometer gauges were available for use. Unexplained anomalies in the results 
required that the system be as completely defined as possible and the inability to 
resolve incident and reflected waves astern of the model was a serious problem. 
It was decided that it would be quicker to design and build four new gauges 
than to make an extra gauge of the old galvanometer type. The new optical 
heaving-float wavegauges are described in section 4.3.3. 
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4.3.2 Galvanometer heaving-float wavegauges 
The galvanometer wavegauges were built in the early days of the Wave Power 
Project and are described in [58] and shown in figure 4.1. They were generally 
used to measure amplitudes in the range 0.1-50mm. They utilise the same heave 
linkage as the PHS rig to produce straight line motion about the mean float posi-
tion for moderate displacements (see figure 4.1 (c)). The shorter of the horizontal 
linkage arms is connected to a pair of microammeter. movements. The voltage 
outputs of the coils are proportional to angular velocity. The angular velocity 
output is integrated to give a signal proportional to the position of the float. 
The galvanometer gauges are able to resolve waves which are barely visible 
( ±0.02mm), and are insensitive to meniscus effects. The floats extend to vir-
tually the full width of the tank and therefore measure the mean incident wave 
amplitude, helping to reduce errors due to cross waves. 
For calibration of the galvanometer gauges position output was measured rather 
than the velocity output. The integrator in the gauge circuitry which converts 
velocity to position is not perfect. Its leakage rate sets the low frequency limit 
of the gauges. Consequently, the galvenometer gauges are only used to measure 
a.c. signals and must be calibrated dynamically. 
The wavegauges were calibrated by sitting the float on an eccentric circular cam, 
which is fixed to the shaft of a small motor (see figure 4.2 - hidden lines have been 
left in, and the moving linkage is heavily outlined). The eccentricity of the cam 
can be measured to about ten microns with an engineers dial test-indicator. When 
the cam is rotated the wavegauge will undergo sinusoidal motion, the amplitude 
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Figure 4.2: Calibration of the galvanometer wavegauges. 
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Each wavegauge was calibrated at three different amplitudes (4.91mm, 9.81mm 
and 14.95mm) at three different frequencies (0.5Hz, 1.0Hz and 1.5Hz). Calibra-
tion results are taken from peak-to-peak values of position output, because the 
thickness of the cam can cause distortion of the sine wave input. 
The maximum variation in results was low enough to conclude that the wave-
gauges are effectively linear within experimental limits. The results of the cali-
bration are shown in figure 4.3. Note that the original and final calibrations (see 
section 4.9.1) are virtually coincident. The frequency-dependent phase shift is 
introduced by the integrator in the wavegauge circuitry. 
[Imag. part Cal. 2 I 
- - Real part Cal. 2 
-. - Imag. part Cal. 1 
- - Real part Cal. tJ 
Figure 4.3: Galvanometer wavegauge calibration values. 
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4.3.3 Optical heaving-float wavegauges 
The optical heaving-float wavegauges were designed jointly with Peter Woodhead 
and Richard Yemm, based on a concept developed for a different application 
by Stephen Salter. They were built because wire wavegauges are not sensitive 
enough at the wave amplitudes typical of these experiments, because they can 
be calibrated statically and because it was quicker to build four of this new type 
of gauge than one extra galvanometer heaving-float gauge (see section 4.3). The 
optical gauges are used in the range 0.01-5mm wave amplitude. 
The optical gauges are shown in figure 4.4. They consist of a float at one end 
of a long arm, the other end of which is supported by a point bearing for mini-
mum friction. A vane passing between a dual ISOCOM optical photo-cell pair is 
mounted at the bearing end of the arm (see inset in figure 4.4). 
The dual optical transducer consists of two photo-diodes (emitters) and two 
photo-transistors (receivers). The position of the optical-unit is adjusted such 
that at the mean water level position the vane obscures half of each of the light 
sources. As the float rises and falls with the wave so the vane exposes one source 
whilst cutting off the other. This creates a differential current which is propor-
tional to float displacement and hence wave height. 
An important difference between these gauges and the galvanometer gauges (apart 
from the physical configuration and resolution) is that the optical gauges can 
measure d.c. as well as a.c. signals. 
The gauges are calibrated statically. A micrometer depth gauge was placed under 
the float and adjusted so that its face was horizontal, supporting the float at the 
mean water position (see figure 4.5). Rotating the barrel of the micrometer 
causes the probe to move up and down displacing the float by a known amount. 
The resolution of the micrometer is such that displacement can be measured to 
±0.005mm. 
(a) Side View 
Figure 4.4: The optical wavegauges. 
VE 
Figure 4.5: Calibration of the optical wavegauges. 
The gauges were displaced from zero to ±5mm and back to zero in 1mm in-
crements. Analysis of the results of calibration shows that the gauges become 
non-linear at displacements above about ±3mm. This is not a problem since the 
non-linearity can be accurately quantified. A cubic spline [6] is fitted through 
the average of the data points (see figure 4.6). The boundary conditions for the 
splines are given by fitting a cubic to the four points closest to the ends of each 
curve, and taking the first derivative of that cubic. Once again, the initial and 
final calibration values are virtually coincident. 
Figure 4.6 also shows the error between the two calibrations. It can be seen 
that the error lies between ±2% for each of the gauges over their useful operating 
range. Note that error is defined in this figure as the difference between calibration 
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Figure 4.6: Optical wavegauge calibration values. The y-axis shows both displace-
ment and the error between the two calibrations. Error is defined as: (cal.2-cal.1) 
as a percentage of full scale (5mm) 
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The time-series output of the optical gauges is calibrated using the curves shown 
in figure 4.6. Thus the voltage output is converted to a measure of displacement 
in the time domain. This is different to the processing of the other transducers 
(which are asumed to be linear) in that the signal is calibrated in the time do-
main and then Fast Fourier Transformed, rather than transforming the output 
voltage and calibrating the resultant frequency domain data. Any non-linearity 
in the voltage output due to the set-up of the optical transducers (see previous 
paragraph) is therefore removed before frequency analysis. 
The principal advantage of a d.c. calibration is that any d.c. offset in the gauges 
caused by evaporation during experimentation can be accounted for, providing 
the offset is not so great as to take the gauges outside their operating range. The 
PHS rig and the galvanometer gauges both rely upon being returned to the same 
equilibrium position for accurate measurement, whereas the optical gauges do 
not. In fact, the gauges were used to set the equilibrium position by adjusting 
the water level in the tank until they reached a reading of zero. This meant that 
each experiment was started to within ±0.01mm of the defined equilibrium. 
4.4 Static calibration 
The force on the duck tube must be measured at a minimum of three different 
orthogonal positions if the system is to be described fully.. It was decided that the 
calibration procedure should be as similar as possible to the experimental proce-
dure, and this meant that the results should be obtained for multiple amplitudes 
at each of the test frequencies. 
The rig was placed on its mounting with the duck tube axis at the same equi-
librium position (relative to the rig frame) that the models adopted when in the 
water. This meant that the duck model calibration position was slightly different 
to the cylinder model calibration position. 
Me 
In the absence of a hydrodynamic restoring force the tube was supported by 
springs connecting it to an external static frame (see figure 4.7 (b)). The duck 
tube was then clamped rigidly at its centre to this external frame via a force. 
measurement unit, figure 4.7 (a), which is aligned so as to be coincident with 
the model coordinate system. If the rig is driven when clamped in this way, 
the rig force transducers will register a voltage proportional to the force exerted 
by the rig on the static frame. These forces will also be measured by the force 
measurement unit, the output of which is used to calibrate the force transducers. 
4.4.1 Force Measurement Unit 
The force measurement unit consists of three standard load cells. They have a 
range of ±20N and a travel of ±0.5mm. The springs which attach the load cells 
to the 'L-piece' (see figure 4.7) only transmit force longitudinally. Any transverse 
force causes the spring to deflect. In this way the load cells are isolated from 
transverse loads. 
Each cell was tested for the effect of off-axis loads. In each case a load of 0.5kg 
applied at right angles to the load axis produced an output which was less than 
0.5% of its 'load-axis' value. Off-axis loads therefore have a negligable effect on 
the results. 
The force measurement unit was calibrated by applying weights to each individual 
cell along its measurement axis from ON to t15N and back to ON in 5N steps. 
The output from each of the unloaded cells was also measured so that cross-terms 





















Figure 4.7: Static calibration of forces. 
These calibration factors are found by 'least-squares-fitting' a straight line to the 
fourteen-point calibration described above. A quadratic curve was also fitted to 
the points to give a measure of linearity. The cells were found to be linear to 
within 1% over their operational range. 
We now have a matrix, k,  relating the force on each load cell to the voltage 
output from each load cell; 
FA 	 VA 
FB =k VB 	 (4.1) 
Fc 	 VC  
where F is force, V is voltage output and the subscripts A, B and C refer to the 




LCA 	 LCB 	 LCC 
FA -19.791 (NV -1 ) 	7.305 (NV-1 ) 	-6.921 (NV -1 ) 
FB 7.093 (NV') 	-28.289 (NV -1 ) 	7.587 (NV -1 ) 
Fc 4.818 (NV -1 ) 	-4.855 (NV -1 ) 	21.512 (NV -1 ) 
Table 4.1: Force measurement unit calibration factor matrix, L. The values 
shown are for the initial calibration only (calibration 1). 
We can convert the loads on each individual load cell into Pitch, Heave and Surge 
forces by the application of a second, simple matrix; 
T 	—r r 0 	FA 
Fh = 	110 	FB 	 (4.2) 
F. 	001 	F 
where r is the radius of the duck tube. We now have an independant measure of 
the force exerted by the rig on an external frame. 
4.4.2 Force transducers 
We can define a force calibration matrix J which relates forces to transducer 
outputs as follows; 
T 	 010 
Fh 	 o•i 	 (4.3) 
F3 	 02 
where OO to Or2  are the strain gauge outputs shown in figure 3.10. The force 
measurement unit provides an independent measure of the force exerted by the 
rig on the static frame when the rig is driven in each degree-of-freedom (i.e. the 
left-hand side of equation 4.3). This measure can be used to convert the rig 
strain gauge output voltages into Pitch, Heave and Surge forces. Each degree-
of-freedom was driven independantly at three different amplitudes to give an 
estimate of linearity. 
The force calibration matrix A is shown for the cylinder model equilibrium and 
for the duck model equilibrium in figure 4.8. There is no significant difference 
between the values measured at the two equilibrium positions. 
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Figure 4.8: Force calibration matrix, i, measured at the duck model equilibrium 
position (the values measured at the cylinder model equilibrium position do -not 
differ significantly). 
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In these figures, as in many of the subsequent figures, there is no useful infor-
mation to be gained from values which are very close to zero. The graphs are 
intended to give an idea of the relative sizes of calibration terms. If an apparently 
small term is significant it will be explicitly pointed out. 
4e5 Dynamic calibration 
The dynamic calibration is used to calibrate the velocity transducers of the PHS 
rig. The rig remains on its mounting with the duck tube resting at its respective 
equilibrium experimental position. The force measurement unit is removed so 
that the duck tube is no longer clamped rigidly to the external frame but is now 
free to move. However, it is still attached to the external frame by the restoring 
spring which substitutes for hydrodynamic buoyancy. 
4.5.1 Velocity measurement 
Velocity is measured by attaching the duck tube to the three small amplitude 
heaving-float wavegauges. These wavegauges are especially good at measuring 
displacements of the order of ±10mm. They give outputs proportional to both 
position and velocity, but it was the position output that was measured in the 
dynamic calibration. Rig velocities could then be calibrated by comparison with 
known displacements. 
The wavegauges are attached to the rig by very low inertia connecting rods (see 
figure 4.9). The rods are connected to the duck tube by leaf springs to decouple 
the unwanted degrees-of-freedom. The rods are long (0.5m) compared with the 
amplitude of motion (0.01m) so that any transverse movement results in very 
small longitudinal deflection. 
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Figure 4.9: Dynamic calibration of velocities. 
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Proir to dynamic calibration the duck tube was locked in heave and surge. The 
rods connecting wavegauges B (heave) and C (surge) were then adjusted so that 
an oscillation in pitch produced a constant amplitude second-order coupling term 
in heave and surge. Thus any residual cross-coupling is automatically removed in 
the FFT procedure. The connecting rods attached to wavegauges A and C were 
set horizontal with a spirit level, and the connecting rod attached to wavegauge 
B aligned vertically with a plumb line. 
We can define a matrix relating the displacement of each wavegauge to the velocity 
in each degree-of-freedom; 
0 	—1/rn 0 —1/rn 	aA 
Vh =ZW 	0 	—1 	0 	a 	 (4.4) 
V, J 
	
0 	0 	1 	ac 
where v is velocity, a is amplitude and the subscripts A, B and C refer to the 
respective wavegauges. The constant m is the moment arm between the duck axis 
and wavegauge A connecting rod (see figure 4.9). The factor iw on the right-hand 
side of the equation converts displacements to velocities. 
4.5.2 Velocity transducers 
Once more, each degree-of-freedom was driven independently at three differ-
ent amplitudes over the experimental bandwidth, with the other two degrees-
of-freedom driven such that their displacement is minimal (i.e. the calibration is 
as orthogonal as possible). As before, increasing amplitude (within the experi-
mental limits) resulted only in an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio, indicating 
linearity. 
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We can now define a velocity calibration matrix K relating velocities to transducer 
outputs such that; 
11 	[1 
Vh 	K. 	 ( 4.5) 
L3J [ 2 ] 
where co  to q2  are the galvanometer outputs shown in figure 3.10. The velocity 
calibration matrix K is shown for the cylinder model equilibrium (figure 4.10) 
and for the duck model equilibrium (figure 4.11). 
4.6 System Transfer Function 
The rig is linked to a synthesiser which produces the drive signals for its motors 
and for the wavemakers in the test tank. This allows simulation of both stable 
and unstable controllers. 
As a consequence, a method of synthesis is used to operate the Rig. A transfer 
function, G, is derived which relates rig motor and tank wavemaker drives to 
measured system states. This function is used to calculate the signals required 
to achieve desired states. An iteration procedure is used to converge towards the 
transfer function. 
Drive signals must be provided for three power-amplifiers (one for each degree 
of freedom) and two wavemakers. Therefore, at least five system states must be 
known to fully define G. The forces on the model depend on the velocities of 
motion and on the incident wave amplitudes from ±x. Consequently velocity and 
wave amplitude were chosen to be the five variables which make up the system 
state vector, M. 
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Figure 4.10: Velocity calibration matrix, K, measured at the cylinder model 
equilibrium potition. 
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Figure 4.11: Velocity calibration matrix, K, measured at the duck model equi-
librium position. 
The equation defining the system transfer function is 
(4.6) 
G is a complex, frequency dependent, 5x5 matrix relating the modulus and phase 
of the drive voltages to duck velocities in each degree of freedom and to the 
incident wave amplitudes. 







. Vw - 
V P 
Vh 
M= I V. I 	 (4.8) 
a2+ 
The subscripts p, h and s refer to pitch, heave and surge as before, w+ and w—
to the wavemakers at +x and —x respectively, and i+ and i— to incident waves 
from +x and —x respectively (i.e. inc+ and mc-). 
IN 
4.7 PHS rig transfer function 
Synthesis of control functions can be achieved by considering the system as a 
whole. A general transfer function can be derived which accounts for the charac-
teristics of the rig and the model together, as has been shown above (matrix G). 
The specific effects of rig inertia and friction on the motion of the model need not 
be determined. However, it is desirable to know the rig transfer function so that 
a more complete description of the system can be obtained. Also, if real-time 
control is to be implemented then it will be necessary to know the rig transfer 
function as it must be accounted for along with the device. 
Using a method similar to separation of the equation of motion 3.5 we can define 
the forces at the duck axis as a function of current input to the rig motors and 
of velocities measured at the duck axis; 
J_P.JQ.v 	 (4.9) 
where 
I is a complex, frequency dependent 3x1 vector containing the currents 
input to the rig motors. 
P is the rig static transfer function (motor torque constant matrix). It is a 
complex, frequency dependent 3x3 matrix relating hydrodynamic forces to 
motor currents (i.e. it contains the motor torque constants). 
Q is the rig motion impedance matrix. It is a complex, frequency dependent 
3x3 matrix relating hydrodynamic forces to duck axis velocities. 
F is the force vector measured at the duck axis. 
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Matrix P describes the torque generated at the motors for a given current input 
to the rig motors. It is shown in figure 4.12. Matrix Q accounts for the proportion 
of that torque required to accelerate the rig. It is shown in figure 4.13. These 
matrices can be found from the static and dynamic rig calibrations. 
4.8 Rig power amplifier calibration 
The system transfer function, G, relates system states to system voltage inputs. 
The experimental set-up is such that the voltages input to the rig power amplifiers 
cannot be sampled, as there are not enough free channels. However, the current 
output from the power amplifiers to the rig motors is sampled. The power am-
plifiers are designed such that they maintain a constant relation between voltage 
input and current output over the experimental frequency range. If we measure 
this relation we can deduce voltages input from currents output. Figure 4.14 
shows the factors used to derive voltage input from current output. There is 
negligable cross-talk between power amplifiers. 
4.9 Results and discussion of calibrations 
4.9.1 Re-calibration 
The calibration procedure is detailed and lengthy. It requires several different 
configurations, each with delicate equipment and each needing many iterations of 
adjustment before it can be run. To complete calibration properly, with repeats 
to check the results, can take between two and three weeks of work. 
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Figure 4.12: PHS rig motor torque constant matrix, i., measured at the duck 
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Figure 4.14: Power amplifier calibration matrix. 
The system was calibrated at the duck equilibrium position before the experi-
ments presented here were undertaken (referred to as calibration 1), and again 
after their completion (calibration 2). There is a space of one year between these 
two calibrations. It was not possible to make intermediate calibrations because 
of the length of time they would have taken. Previous experience with the rig 
suggested that the transducers would not drift significantly [65]. Differences in 
the results due to the recalibration are not extreme. 
Both the initial and final calibrations at the duck equilibrium position were con-
ducted at three amplitudes (to measure linearity) and at three repetitions of the 
maximum amplitude (to measure repeatability). Increasing amplitude increased 
the signal-to-noise ratio but the mean results agreed to within *2%. Similarly, 
repeating the maximum amplitude run three times did not cause fluctuations of 
more than ±2%. 
Each of the figures for the duck equilibrium calibration matrices show the values 
from the initial and final calibrations (the calibrations relating to the cylinder 
position were only measured once for reasons outlined below). There appear to 
be some relatively significant differences, but it is difficult to estimate at a glance 
how these differences propagate from calibration into the final results because.of 
the effects of cross-coupling. 
It is not immediately obvious what effect a calibration difference in a particular 
element will have, especially when results are derived from the product of several 
different matrices as in the case of power measurements. What might appear to 
be a large error in a cross term in one matrix may not significantly affect results 
if it is cancelled by a reciprocal difference in another matrix (see section 7.3.3). 
The duck equilibrium calibration was undertaken twice, but the cylinder equi-
librium calibration only once. This is because the cylinder experiments were all 
completed in the space of three weeks, and the rig was calibrated immediately 
after this. No significant calibration differences were expected to occur over a 
three week period. 
In order to avoid confusion between calibrations, the following should be borne 
in mind; 
• All results for the duck experiments are calculated using the initial calibra-
tion values measured at the duck equilibrium position. 
• There is only one set of calibration values for the cylinder experiments, 
measured at the cylinder equliubrium position. 
• Some of the duck experimental results have been re-calibrated using the final 
calibration values and are presented alongside the results from the initial 
calibration values to show that errors due to differences in calibration are 
tolerable (see section 7.3.3). 
4.9.2 Wavegauges 
Galvanometer wavegauges 
There is virtually no difference in the initial and final calibration values as shown 
in figure 4.3. 
Optical wavegauges 
The differences in calibration are more significant for the very small amplitude 
gauges than for the galvanometer gauges (of the order of ±2%, see figure 4.6). 
However, this will not necessarily propopgate through to the wave amplitudes 
because the gauge outputs are calibrated before they are fourier transformed. A 
small variation in the pre-calibrated output might appear as a harmonic, rather 
than as a significant distortion of the fundamental. 
4.9.3 Static calibration of forces 
The force measurement unit calibration matrix L is shown in table 4.1. It will 
be noted that the force measurement unit calibration values are frequency inde-
pendent. This is because all the measurements are undertaken well within the 
bandwidth of the load cells. 
There is very little difference in the value of the force calibration matrix J mea-
sured at the duck and cylinder equilibrium positions. If we compare figure 4.8 
with the relationship we expected from equation 3.45 we can see that the general 
pattern is correct. 
The magnitudes of the terms will be determined by the amplification factors in the 
interface circuitry, and do not relate directly to the magnitudes in equation 3.45. 
However, we can see that the sign relationships between the non-zero elements 
are maintained (J20 = Joo/a where a = 0.1524, and J12 = — J22 ). The coordinate 
definition leads to a positive voltage input to the torque motor producing a neg-
ative torque, hence element J00 is negative. Each of the non-zero elements is real 
only. 
The real parts of J00 , Jio and J11 vary most significantly between calibrations. 
The effect of the difference in J10 is seen later in matrix P. 
Me 
4.9.4 Dynamic calibration of velocities 
The velocity calibration matrix K (figures 4.10 and 4.11) can be compared to 
the relation in equation 3.46. Once again, the magnitudes are a function of the 
interface circuitry. Element K02 = ( K22 * 2a) in each case as required. All non-
zero elements are real only. 
The comparison between K measured at the cylinder equilibrium and at the duck 
equilibrium positions show that a new term has appeared in element K 01 at the 
duck equilibrium position. This is a cross-coupling resulting from the unequal 
lengths of the heave parallelogram (see figure 3.7). 
4.9.5 Relative phases 
It will be seen later on (chapters 7 and 8) that the relative phases between force 
and velocity have a very great influence on the results under certain conditions. 
This is particularly true in surge, where a very small error in the relative phases 
of force and velocity can produce a significant anomaly in the results. 
The problem is compounded by the fact that heave and surge forces and ve-
locities are derived from multiple transducer outputs. The filtering phase delay 
introduced by the sampling system (see section 3.4.7) is accounted for as well as 
is possible, given that the correction is only an average value. 
When calibrating the galvanometer wavegauges it would have been better to use 
a phase-locked-loop controller for the drive motor so that it could be synchronised 
to the sampling system. However, no such controller was available. 
The net result of this is that anomalies may occur in the results in certain critical 
regions. Wherever possible these regions have been identified and the utmost 
care has been taken, given the above restrictions, to minimise the effects of phase 
errors. 
4.9.6 Checking the transducer calibration matrices 
We can define a relation similar to equation 3.5 which describes the dynamics of 





F is the duck tube force vector. 
' is the motion impedance matrix. 
is the duck tube velocity vector. 
In this case since we have no incident waves we do not need a force coefficient 
vector. The motion impedance matrix, Z',  is directly analogous to the radiation 
impedance matrix, and is shown in figure 4.15. It was calculated at the duck 
equilibrium position only. It contains several separable elements; 
where 
D' is any damping in the system. Friction and stiction are non-linear errors 
which often appear as damping. 
M' is the duck tube inertia. 
is the restoring spring matrix. 
o" is the calibration pendulum spring error. 
IL' is the rig inertia forward of the strain gauges. 
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Figure 4.15: Motion impedance matrix, .', measured at the duck model equilib-
rium position 
We can use Z' to check the force and velocity calibration matrices J and K. Ta-
ble 4.2 contains the spring, damping and inertia terms which have been obtained 
from W using a 'least-squares-fit' method. If we compare these best-fit terms 
with their values estimated from knowledge of the physical set-up and geometry 




Spring 	 Damping inertia 
P tor./P vel. 0.336 (Nmrad 1 ) 
0.272 (e) 
0.0129 (Nmsrad 1 ) 
. 
0.0022 (Nms2rad 1 ) 
0.0022 (e) 
P tor./H vel. -0.41 (N) -0.0024 (Ns) -0.0051 (Ns 2 ) 
P tor./S ye!. 0.781_(N) -0.0423_(Ns) 0.016 (Ns 2 ) 
H force/P vel. -0.177 (Nrad 1 ) 0.005 (Nsrad') -0.0008 (Ns 2rad 1 ) 
H force/H vel. 267.49 (Nm') 
284.858 (e) 
0.878 (Nsm 1 ) 
. 
2.925 (Ns2 n 1 ) 
2.937 (e) 
H force/S vel. 1.416 (Nm') -0.0193 (Nsm') -0.0489 (Ns 2 ) 
S force/P vel. 0.597 (Nrad 1 ) -0.0699 (Nsrad') 0.0067 (Ns 2rad 1 ) 
S force/H vel. -8.191 (Nm 1 ) -0.06 (Nsm 1 ) -0.406 (Ns 2n') 
S force/S vel. 102.511 (Nm 1 ) 0.744 (Nsm') 2.863 (Ns 2 ) 
2.909 (e) 
Table 4.2: Duck tube motion impedance 'best-fit' spring, damping and inertia 
terms. The values shown are for the initial calibration only (calibration 1). Terms 
marked '(e)' are estimates based on the configuration and geometry of the rig. 
In general, the estimated terms agree with measured 	terms to better than 
10%. This is good enough to give validity to .' as the estimated figures are only 
'ball-park' values. 
Ut 
4.9.7 Rig transfer function 
Matrix P is shown in figure 4.12 as measured at the duck equilibrium. It repre-
sents the torque constant (i.e the force/torque produced as a function of current 
input) of each of the rig motors, and should be real only. The values of elements 
P10 and P20 can be estimated from element Poo and the rig geometry. These 
expected values are superimposed on figure 4.12. 
There is a slight discrepancy in element P10 . This error is present for the initial 
calibration only. It would therefore appear that the real part in element J10 for 
the second calibration is correct. This error in the initial calibration is due to 
the connection between the force measurement unit and the external static frame 
not being perfectly stiff (see fig 4.7) and is, in fact, negligable. None of the other 
elements vary significantly between the two calibrations. 
Matrix Q is the rig motion impedance matrix, and is shown in figure 4.13 as 
measured at the duck equilibrium. 
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4.10 Conclusions 
. A new type of wavegauge using optical transducers has been developed for 
measuring very small incident wave amplitudes. 
• Relations have been derived from the geometry of the PHS rig which de-
fine SI forces and velocities in terms of the rig transducer outputs. These 
relations assume that the rig is operating at its optimal equilibrium where 
non-linearities are minimised. This assumption is correct for the cylinder 
model. 
• Changes in the configuration of the Narrow Tank have led to the rig equilib-
rium being displaced from its optimum for the duck model. Consequently, 
the experimentally measured calibration matrices display the interrelations 
predicted for the ideal equilibrium (i.e. the elements of each matrix are in 
the expected proportion to each other), but with additional cross-terms. 
• The transducers were calibrated twice, once before the experiments de-
scribed here were conducted and once on their completion. There is a year 
between the two sets of measurements. There are noticable differences be-
tween them, but these differences are tolerable (see section 7.3.3). 
• All the following duck experimental results are calculated using the initial 
calibration (calibration 1) measured at the duck equilibrium. This decision 
is justified in chapter 7. 
• All the cylinder experimental results are calculated using the calibration 





In order for the behaviour of the duck to be determined accurately it is necessary 
to account for the effects of any outside factors. The most important exterior 
influence on the exerimental results is the behaviour of the Narrow Tank, and the 
way in which it distorts measurements of the wave amplitudes. 
A thorough investigation is made of the wave power attenuation due to inter-
raction with the tank walls and bottom. The response of the tank to uni- and 
bi-directional waves of varying amplitude and frequency is investigated. A mean 
attenuation factor is calculated as a function of frequency. 
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5.2 Introduction 
All of the following experiments take place in the Narrow Tank at the wave power 
project (see figure 3.3). The Narrow Tank is 6m long, has a nominal width of 
0.3m and a still water depth of 0.58m. The tank walls are supported by several 
pairs of uprights on either side, and water pressure causes the walls to bow out 
by a millimetre or so at the centre of the unsupported sections. Thus the nominal 
width varies slightly with position along the tank. 
The model is placed at the centre of the tank, and incident /reflected waves are 
measured at a point 1.3m either side of the model (see section 6.2 and figure 3.3). 
Friction between the water and the tank walls attenuates the power in the waves. 
This attenuation error will be halved when the wave amplitudes are calculated 
(since power is proportional to the square of wave amplitude). The result is that 
the amplitudes of incident waves will be measured to be slightly higher than their 
true value, and the amplitude of reflected waves will be measured to be slightly 
lower. 
It is important, therefore, to be able to account for this attenuation if power 
losses are to be accurately quantified. It is also important to separate attenuation 
losses from inaccuracies in wave measurement. A complete program of tests was 
therefore undertaken to isolate the effect of various parameters on attenuation, 
in order that measurements can be made as accurately as possible. 
5.3 Wavemaker calibration 
A schematic of the wavemaker is shown in figure 3.4. Wave generation is the 
most critical part of all experiments. One of the main problems with producing 
waves is that the wavemaker transfer function (amplitude/voltage) is non-linear 
with both amplitude and frequency. Figure 5.1 shows the transfer function for a 
wave of 1mm generated at +x, and waves increasing in amplitude from 0.25mm 
to 1mm in steps of 0.25mm originating at —x. 
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Figure 5.1: Wavemaker drive transfer function. The wave amplitude from +x is 
nominally 1mm, and from —x increases from 0.25mm to 1mm in steps of 0.25mm. 
The sinusoidal variation in wavemaker drive with frequency is a function of the 
standing wave caused by waves travelling in both directions in the tank. The 
length of the generated waves determines whether the resulting standing wave 
has a node or antinode at the wavemaker position. A node will require less input 
energy to sustain the standing wave than an antinode. This effect appears to be 
non-linear. 
Further non-linearities are introduced by friction between the gusset material 
(which seals the front of the wavemalcer from the water) and the wavemaker flap, 
particularly at the overlap between the sides of the flap and the tank walls. The 
wavemaker feedback circuits are also very sensitive to changes in humidity, both 
of which factors lead to good repeatability between consecutive tests but lesser 































5.4 Evaporation tests 
The very small ampliude wavegauges are capable of measuring ac and dc signals, 
so by taking the dc signal component we can measure the evaporation rate of 
water in the tank, an example of which is shown in figure 5.2. 
The duration of each experiment is approximately 1.5 hours, and the water level 
will typically drop by 0.5mm in that time. The rate of evaporation will, of course, 
be temperature and humidity dependent. 
- - wavegauge 3 I 
- wavegauge 2 I 
- - - wavegauge 1 
wavegaugçj 
Figure 5.2: Typical evaporation rates, for two experiments conducted several days 
apart. Note that the trend for each wavegauge is the same in each experiment. 
We 
The dc offset and evaporation rate at each wavegauge is not important, providing 
it it not so large as to take the signal outside its calibration limits. What is 
important, however, is that each gauge should measure the same evaporation 
rate. The fact that the slopes of the lines in figure 5.2 are roughly the same for 
each wavegauge in a given experiment indicates that the calibration values for 
each gauge are at least mutually consistent. 
The dc offset of each gauge was measured for each of the experiments described 
in this chapter, and checked before a new experiment was undertaken to ensure 
that the wavegauge calibrations were consistent. 
In one experiment the laboratory doors were opened for a number of tests to 
allow the ambient temperature to change by a significant amount. This change 
in temperature was reflected in the mean evaporation rate at each wavegauge 
position (as we might expect). The effect was common to all four wavegauges. It 
appears, then, that temperature does not adversely affect wavegauge calibration 
or, therefore, wave amplitude measurement. 
The polystyrene floats on the wavegauges are slightly absorbent, and their dc 
level is thus dependent to a certain extent on the amount of time they have been 
in contact with the water, and the amplitude of the waves they are measuring 
(larger waves wet more of the float surface). They take about an hour to become 
saturated (causing them to sit about 1mm lower than when dry), which is long 
enough for any difference between consecutive tests to be negligible. 
5.5 Fixed frequency 
If the results obtained from these experiments are to be of use they must be 
repeatable. After having checked that the measured evaporation rates at each 
wavegauge are the same it was necessary to check that the gauges measured the 
same amplitude for a given drive over the period of an experiment. 
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Three frequencies were chosen to test repeatability: 0.51lz at the bottom end of 
the frequency bandwidth; 1.0Hz in the middle of the bandwidth and 1.5Hz at 
the top of the bandwidth. At each frequency the wavemakers were driven for ten 
tests and stationary for ten tests alternately, for a total of fifty three tests (the 
number of tests in a complete experiment). This meant that frequency dependent 
effects could be spotted more easily. 
The results of these three experiments can be seen in figure 5.3. The demand 
wave amplitude from +x was 1mm and from —x was 0.Om in each case. The 
fact that the measured amplitude is not the same for each experiment reflects the 
frequency dependance of the wavemaker transfer function, and is not due to any 
effect of the wavegauges. The power attenuation shown in this and subsequent 
graphs is the ratio of power measured at the model position to power measured 
at the wavegauge position. 
A change in frequency will result in a change in the flap amplitude of the wave-
maker for a generated wave of constant amplitude (flap amplitude will decrease 
as frequency increases). 
The most interesting feature of these results can be seen in the first few tests of 
each experiment. The amplitude fluctuates most in the first few tests (this can 
be seen most clearly in the incident wave + attenuation), after which it tends 
to settle down to the demand amplitude which it maintains for the duration of 
the experiment. This is almost certainly due to the gussets readjusting them-
selves between frequencies. Once they are 'bedded in' the wavemakers are able 
to maintain a steady amplitude. The effect is small, but noticeable. 
This ramping up is probably more pronounced given the difference in frequency 
between these three consecutive tests. In a typical experiment adjacent frequen-
cies change in steps of 0.0211z rather than 0.5Hz so the gusset has less adjusting 
to do between tests, but the effect may still be present to a lesser extent. It is 
also likely to be present if there is a significant change in wave amplitude between 
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Figure 5.3: Wave amplitude and power attenuation ratios for constant frequency 
tests. The wavemaker drive amplitudes are the same in each case. 
The wavegauges for this experiment are in the same position on the tank as in 
the next section. 
5.6 Incident waves in one direction only 
The first and simplest measure of attenuation comes by sending incident waves of 
increasing amplitude in one direction only, with incident waves from the opposite 
direction of zero nominal amplitude. The wavegauges were positioned as shown 
in figure 5.4, with one set at the forward position and one set at the duck axis. 
The datum gauges are the two inside gauges (WG1 and WG2). 
Note position of individual wavegauges 
Incident wave 












(a) lnc+=025mm, (b) lnc+=05mm, (c) lnc+=0.75mm, (d) inc+=1.ømm 
Figure 5.4: Wavegauge set-up. Incident waves from —x have a nominal amplitude 
of zero, and from +x increase in amplitude from 0.25mm to 1mm in steps of 
0.25mm. 
Attenuation is measured as the ratio of power at the duck axis to power at 
the forward datum for waves incident from +x, and to power at the aft datum 
for waves incident from —x (attenuation of reflected waves being the inverse of 
IDI( 
these two ratios). Waves were incident from +x only, on the assumption that any 
effects will be roughly symmetrical. 
Figure 5.5 shows the amplitudes and attenuations for waves incident from +x of 
0.25mm, 0.5mm, 0.75mm, and 1.0mm amplitude, and waves incident from —x 
of zero amplitude (the experiment numbers (a)-(d) correspond to figure 5.4). It 
is obvious from this figure that waves incident from —x are not exactly of zero 
amplitude, but they are as close as time and iteration would allow. 
It can be seen that as incident wave amplitude from +x increases so the attenu-
ation of this wave increases at low frequency. The gauges also find it harder to 
determine the attenuation of the smaller incident wave as its amplitude becomes 
a lesser proportion of the wave incident from +x. This is not too much of a prob-
lem though, as the relative power in this wave becomes negligible as the ratio 
a+ : a— increases. 
The fact that waves are incident from both +x and —x means that there will be a 
resultant standing wave in the tank. The sinusoidal variation in attenuation with 
frequency for the wave from —x is a function of this standing wave. The error it 
introduces becomes a greater proportion of the wave from —x as the amplitude 
of this wave decreases. This is why it is barely noticeable in the incident wave 
attenuation. 
The trend in the attenuation of the wave from —x seems to match that of the wave 
from +x, although as explained above it oscillates significantly about this mean. 
The mean variation in attenuation with frequency appears roughly parabolic. 
Particle velocity will increase with frequency for a given wave amplitude, and 
drag is proportional to the square of velocity. 
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Figure 5.5: Measured wave amplitudes and power attenuation ratios for the set-up 
shown in figure 5.4. 
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5.7 Incident waves in both directions 
Tank attenuation may depend not only on the amplitude (and frequency) of the 
incident wave from +x but also on relative amplitude of the wave from —x. Four 
more experiments were undertaken with the incident+ wave amplituide fixed and 
the incident- wave amplitude increased. 
The set-up of the gauges for these experiments is as shown in figure 5.4, but in 
this case waves from +x are kept to a nominal limit of 1.0mm with waves incident 
from —x increasing in amplitude from 0.25mm to 1.0mm in 0.25mm steps. These 
results are presented in figure 5.6. Once again, the resolution of the smaller 
wave improves as the ratio of the two wave amplitudes decreases, but there is no 
significant change in the mean attenuation curve for each wave. 
5.8 Checking the effect of the gauges 
It would appear that mean attenuation does not vary significantly with relative 
wave height, but that the variation in attenuation about that mean increases for 
the smaller wave as the reflected wave amplitude becomes small compared with 
the incident amplitude. Variations are most marked at low frequencies. It is 
now necessary to check the effect of the gauges on wave measurement, to ensure 
that any differences in attenuation are due to the tank and not to the gauges 
themselves. 
This was done using the set-up shown in figure 5.7. Waves were incident from 
each direction with a nominal amplitude of 1mm, the reflected amplitude being 
zero (figure 5.7 (a) & (b)). The wave gauge pairs were swopped over, and the 
same waves are run again for comparison (figure 5.7 (c) & (d)). Note that the 
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Figure 5.6: Measured wave amplitudes and power attenuation ratios for an mci-
dent+ wave amplitude of 1mm, and reflected+ wave amplitude increasing from 
0.25mm to 1mm in 0.25mm steps. 
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Figure 5.7: First wavegauge set-up for checking gauge effects. 
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The results are shown in figure 5.8. There is an overall difference of some 2-3% in 
these results, which is no greater than the variation observed for changing wave 
height. The above experiments were repeated with the wavegauges measuring 
at the rear gauge position and at the duck position. The results did not differ 
significantly from those presented above, and so are not shown. 
A final set of experiments was done with the gauge sets at their datum positions, 
but with the sets alternately rotated through 180° so that the datum gauge is 
alternated in each case (see figure 5.9). Waves are incident from +x only, with 
an amplitude of 1.0mm. The attenuation is now roughly twice that of the above 
experiments, (see figure 5.10) as would be expected if the waves were travelling 
twice as far. The variation in results is of the order of 1.5-2%, which is similar to 
that seen in all the above experiments. It can be concluded, therefore, that the 
gauges themselves do not significantly alter attenuation measurements. 
5.9 Calculation of attenuation 
It was decided that the best way of accounting for attenuation was to choose 
an average value and assume that any effects due to absolute and relative wave 
amplitude are negligible. The previous results suggested this as a justifiable 
approach. The experiments described in section 5.8 were chosen as the most 
appropriate for averaging, as they cover the most representative types of waves 
used in the following tests and also minimise any gauge effects. 
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Figure 5.8: Measured wave amplitudes and power attenuation ratios for the set-up 
shown in figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.9: Second wavegauge set-up for checking gauge effects. 
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Figure 5.10: Measured wave amplitudes and power attenuation ratios for the 
set-up shown in figure 5.9. 
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Each of the power attenuation factors was approximated by a best-fit quadratic 
curve, and the average of these quadratic curves taken to be the overall tank 
power attenuation for a wave travelling in either direction, measured on either 
side of the duck axis. This is an approximation, but a reasonable one. In these 
and subsequent experiments, attenuation is accounted for when calculating wave 
amplitude. Power attenuation must therefore be transformed into amplitude at-
tenuation. 
The width of the tank varies according to position along the tank, as mentioned 
earlier. If the power of the wave is to be conserved then any increase in tank 
width, or wave frontage, must be accompanied by a decrease in wave height. 
Wave height will vary as the root of the ratio of tank widths. 
We have stated that: 
Pinc+ Pref+ = Pinc_ = Pref- 
	 (5.1) 
where P is power attenuation and the subscripts indicate incident wave direction. 
The ratio of tank width at the duck axis to tank width at the forward wavegauge 
position is 1.011:1. The ratio of tank width at the duck axis to tank width at the 
rear wavegauge position is 1.016:1. 
Amplitude attenuation, A, can now be calculated from power attenuation as 
follows: 
Ainc+ = Fi i~ 
 (5.2) 
Aref + = 	/i.011 x (5.3) 
Ainc- = 
I (5.4) V 1.016 
Arej - = 	v11016 x (5.5) 
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where subscripts are as for P. Amplitude attenuation is shown in figure 5.11. 
We can now attempt quantify the gauge attenuation error. It is not possible to 
say how much each individual gauge is in error, or even how much each pair is 
in error, but it is possible to estimate the overall error in attenuation due to the 
gauges. The process is somewhat arbitrary, as it relies upon the choice of mean 
attenuation, but it can give us an idea of the relative error in the gauges. 
Attenuation error, , is defined as follows: 
1 (aoi ) 
(5.6) 
Aav a23 
where a01 and a23  are the wave amplitudes measured by wavegauge pairs 01 
and 23 respectively. Aav is the average attenuation factor calculated from one 
of equations 5.2 - 5.5. Which one is chosen depends on the relative positions of 
wavegauge pairs 01 and 23,- and the incident wave direction. 
Figure 5.11 shows the values of for the experiments used to calculate average 
attenuation; The curves are smooth because both A and aoi /a23 have been 
approximated by best-fit quadratics. It shows that average amplitude attenuation 
is at most ±1.5% different from the individual experiments, and is for the most 
part similar to within ±1%. As mentioned above, it is impossible to seperate 
this error into its wavegauge components, but it shows that the overall error 
introduced by the gauges is acceptable and negligible. 
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Figure 5.11: Amplitude attenuation (as used in the following experiments) and 
approximate gauge error. 
5.10 Conclusions 
• The wavemaker transfer function is sufficiently non-linear that several itera-
tions have to be undertaken to accurately produce a desired wave amplitude. 
• By comparing the evaporation rates of individual wavegauges we can see 
that their calibrations are self consistent, since each gauge records the same 
rate of evaporation for a given experiment. 
• Changes in temperature cause consistent changes in gauge output, indicat-
ing that any temperature dependancy is common to all the gauges and will 
not therefore effect efficiency measurements based on wave amplitude. 
• The wavemakers can take several tests to 'bed-in', but changes between 
consecutive tests are small enough that re-adjustment by the wavemakers 
should not affect results significantly. 
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• Mean attenuation does not vary significantly with relative wave height, but 
the variation in attenuation about that mean increases for the smaller wave 
as the difference in incident and reflected amplitudes increases. This is 
not too much of a problem because the relative power in the smaller wave 
becomes negligible as the difference in amplitudes increases. Variations in 
attenuation are most marked at low frequencies. The variation about the 
mean is an error introduced by the standing wave in the tank. 
• Changing the position and orientation of the gauges does not increase the 
spread of the results, which indicates that errors in the gauges do not ad-
versely affect the measurement of wave amplitude and power. 




Experimental determination of 
the hydrodynamic coefficients 
6.1 Summary 
In this chapter the experimental procedure is outlined, and the hydrodynamic 
interaction between the water and two test models quantified. The impedance 
matrix and wave force coefficient vector for a horizontal, semi-submerged cylinder 
and a duck model are found. The results for the cylinder are compared with exact 
analytical solutions. S 
The relation between the wave force coefficient and the impedance is explored 
for both shapes. The radiation pattern matrix is derived, and is also related to 
the impedance. The scattering pattern vector is measured. Checks are made on 
these quantities. 
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6.2 Experimental Set Up 
The set-up used for this series of tests is as shown in figure 3.3. The PHS rig 
is placed in the centre of the tank with the two datum wavegauges placed 1.3m 
either side of the model. 
6.3 Iteration of experiments 
The equation of motion (equation 3.5) can be split into two parts; forces due to 





and forces due to the device being held stationary in the presence of an incident 




Theoretically, any five experiments can be used to derive the coefficients. In 
practice, however, the system is sufficiently sensitive to errors that if good results 
are to be obtained the experiments must be made as orthogonal as possible. This 
is best achieved by heavily damping the 'fixed' axes. There is no difficulty in 
damping the pitch axis, but the phase delay between input and output for the 
heave and surge power amplifiers is large enough to produce instability at all but 
very small dampings. This problem could be overcome but not without a great 
deal of modification of the power amplifiers, which was thought to be undesirable. 
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Since feedback could not be incorporated in the rig without redesign the problem 
of fixing the undriven degrees-of-freedom had to be solved differently. The chosen 
solution was to use iteration, based on successive approximations of the drive 
signals leading to accurate reproduction of the desired system state. 
The drive signals were initially chosen somewhat arbitrarily, with the intention 
of deriving a rough first approximation of the system transfer function G. When 
multiplied by a given state vector M, this determines the drives necessary to 
produce the system state defined by M. However, since we have only a rough 
approximation of G the state we actually achieve, M', will be different to the 
state we are trying to achieve. The size of that difference will depend on the 
accuracy of the system transfer function. 
Many (13-14) iterations of the impedance experiments were needed before G was 
measured accurately enough to achieve a desired system state M.  Each iteration 
was more orthogonal than the previous one due to G being re-estimated between 
iterations. This procedure continued until G converged to stable values. 
Sufficient iterations were carried out to estimate G to a reasonable level of accu-
racy. It was found that measurements would converge to a mean value and would 
then oscillate about this value without any further improvement. 
Even after many iterations G was still not quite accurate enough to produce a 
desired system state directly. In order to save time a manual feedback process was 
introduced. When running the experiments described in the following sections 
the actual state in the previous iteration, M',  is compared with the desired state, 
M. An error correction, is defined which is equal to the difference between 
desired and actual states (M - M'). 
This error correction is multiplied by 	and the resultant power amplifier drive 
signals added to the signals which produced M' in the previous iteration. If state 
M' is, say, 10% in error then the new experiment should be 10% of 10%, or 1%, 
in error. This process produced reasonable results in a relatively, short time. 
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Iteration of a particular experiment was halted when successive results oscillated 
about a mean with constant error. There proved to be a maximum error in 
the system state of approximately E4 - 5% which could not be reduced without 
unreasonable repetition of experiments. Some outputs, particularly in surge, 
proved very difficult to achieve, mostly as a result of small but critical phase 
errors in the calibration (see sections 3.4.7 and 8.5.2). 
6.3.1 Limits of linearity 
With the exception of a couple of specific experiments the incident wave amplitude 
was restricted to a maximum of 1.5mm to limit non-linearity, particularly at the 
low frequencies where the Pitch, Heave and Surge rig itself becomes significantly 
non-linear. This limit is much smaller than the useful wave amplitude. Heave 
and surge velocities were restricted to a maximum of 0.02ms 1 for the same 
reason. Non-linearity proved less of a problem than natural resonances in the 
system, particularly in surge. These were tuned to be as far as possible outside 
the experimental bandwidth. 
6.4 Hydrodynamic forces 
In order to determine what proportion of the measured force is due to model 
motion in each degree-of-freedom and what proportion is due to the incident 
wave, five experiments were carried out. Three of these experiments involved 
driving one of the degrees of freedom of the model in still water while fixing 
the other two. In the fourth and fifth experiment all three axes are fixed in the 
presence of an incident wave from +x and —x respectively. This corresponds to 
separating the radiation condition from the scattering condition. 
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We now have enough simultaneous equations to determine Z. and W. Note that 
the wave force coefficient is defined as a 3x2 matrix in this case, because it depends 
upon waves incident from two directions. 
From these five experiments we can set up the following equation at each fre-
quency 
[zw] =  IF:FhFF~ F_] IMPMhMsM+M_] 1 	(6.3)
The superscripts refer to the degree-of-freedom being driven in each of the five 
orthogonal experiments, the remaining degrees of freedom being heavily damped. 
The right-hand side of this equation contains quantities we have measured, and 
hence we can find Z and W. 
6.4.1 Impedance matrix 
The following section describes the impedance matrices for the cylinder and the 
duck model. The most important feature of the impedance matrix is that it 
should be symmetrical [51]. 
Impedance is generally represented in terms of its real and imaginary parts, or 
added damping and added mass respectively. The real part relates directly to 
the ability of the device to radiate (and therefore to absorb) energy, while the 
imaginary part describes the energy stored in the dynamic system. 
Semi-submerged horizontal cylinder 
The impedance of the cylinder is shown in figure 6.1. The off-diagonal terms 
should be zero, owing to the axisymmetric model shape. Any residual off-diagonal 
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Figure 6.1: Radiation impedance matrix, Z, for a semi-submerged horizontal 
cylinder. 
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The damping in heave is fairly constant (heave being a good absorber even at 
low frequencies, because it displaces water at all frequencies). The imaginary 
heave term is dominated by the hydrodynamic restoring spring. Surge damping 
is better at higher frequencies when the water is less able to flow around the body, 
and the imaginary surge term is mass dominated. 
Comparison of cylinder impedance with analytical results 
Recalling equation 3.6, we see that the hydrodynamic impedance of a device 
is composed of several parts: the added mass and damping; the device inertia; 
hydrostatic spring and, in the case of these experiments, two error terms which 
have been removed from the results shown here. 
It is common to find added mass and damping displayed in the form of nor-
malised coefficients versus normalised frequency. An example of this can be seen 
in Leonard et. al. [37]. They used a finite element method incorporating radiation 
boundary dampers to numerically derive the hydrodynamic interference between 
two-dimensional, semi-submersed, horizontal right circular cylinders in obliquely 
incident momochromatic incident waves. 
Their added mass and damping coefficients are non-dimensionalised by pA and 
wpA respectively, where A is the submerged area of the cylinder (i.e. half its 
cross-sectional area). Frequency is non-dimensionalised to be w 2 a/g, where a is 
the radius of the cylinder. These coefficients depend only on the underwater and 
water-plane shapes of the device. They have the advantage that they can easily 
be generalised to any size or scale of cylinder. 
It is certainly useful to display these coefficients in this way if they are the focus 
of one's study. However, in this thesis the coefficients are simply a step in the 
process of synthesising optimal control. It is more convenient for the purposes 
of this work if the graphs contained in it are not normalised. Consequently, 
Leonard et. al's results must be presented in a way which is consistent with the 
approach adopted here. 
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Leonard et. al calculated the added mass and damping coefficients for a single 
cylinder in beam seas, with a water depth equal to ten times the radius of the 
cylinder (which is roughly the same depth-to-radius ratio used in the experiments 
in this thesis). These figures are for a two-dimensional numerical model, and must 
therefore be multiplied by the width of the experimental test model (w=0.294m). 
The inertia and hydrostatic spring of the experimental model (shown below) are 
then added to the added mass and damping to make them comparable with 
experimental measurements. The resulting impedance coefficients are compared 
with experimental results in figure 6.1. 
The first order hydrostatic spring matrix is given by: 
I 2wpga 0 1 	1 360.5 0 1 
= L 	0 	0] = L 0 	0] 	
(6.4) 
The model inertia matrix is: 
o=I - 	 (6.5) 
o]. [1.8242 	0 	
] = Lo M 	0 	1.8242 
where M is the mass of the cylinder model. 
Figure 6.1 shows a very good agreement between experimental results and nu-
merical results. The measured heave imaginary part is slightly higher than the 
numerical value, particularly at high frequencies. This can be explained by a 
small error in the measured heave inertia perhaps due to some small unaccounted 
mass on the water side of the force transducers. It is also possible that end effects 
are occuring which are not predicted by the numerical results. 
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Heave damping agrees well with the numerical result, but surge damping is 
slightly lower than predicted at high frequencies. In general, though, the agree-
ment between the two sets of results is good. 
Duck 
Duck impedance is shown in figure 6.2. The matrix is reasonably symmetrical, 
which is consistent with theory. An optimal controller for a device like the duck 
must have off-diagonal terms in it, because a controller utilising leading diagonal 
terms only may well result in negative damping over all or part of its bandwidth, 
making it unstable. 
It is interesting to note that the impedance based on the final calibration values 
differs significantly in its imaginary part only, and follows the same trend as the 
original calibration. This means that errors due to the different calibrations will 
be most marked in the imaginary terms, and will have little or no effect on the 
efficiency and energy capture results from the device, assuming the impedance 
matrix is symmetrical (see section 7.3.3). 
Note also that the duck impedence is inhomogeneous due to our definitions of 
force and velocity. 
Surge pendulum error and the mass of the rig forward of the strain gauges have 
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Figure 6.2: Radiation impedance matrix, Z, for a duck. 
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6.4.2 Wave force coefficient matrix 
If the impedance is symmetrical, then equation 3.26 shows that the optimal ve-
locity should be in antiphase with the wave force. This is more likely to be true 
in practice for the cylinder than for the duck model, because the off-diagonal 
terms in the cylinder impedance are approximately equal to zero. Wave force 
coefficients are displayed as magnitude and phase plots. 
Cylinder 
Figures 6.3 & 6.4 show the wave force coefficients for the cylinder. Due to the 
vertical symmetry of the device we would expect heave elements W00 and W01 
to have the same magnitude and phase, whereas the two surge elements should 
have equal magnitude, but with a 1800  phase shift. This is, in fact, what we see. 
Comparison of cylinder wave force coefficient with analytical results 
Wave force is commonly represented by a normalised coefficient, as are added 
mass and damping. It is not normalised in this thesis for the same reason that 
that added mass and damping are not normalised (see section 6.4.1). 
Several papers have investigated the wave force coefficients of infinitely long, 
semi-submerged horizontal cylinders in deep water. Figure 6.3 shows numerical 
values from papers by Martin and Dixon [39] and Newman [48]. The two sets of 
numerical results agree very well with each other, and the comparison with the 
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Newman used the Haskind relation [28] to derive his wave force coefficients from 
the wave-height ratio (defined as the wave amplitude at infinity per unit ampli-
tude of heave displacement). He used values of the wave-height ratio calculated 
by Porter [55]. 
Martin and Dixon used a multipole method to produce numerical results for 
the wave force coefficient, and these are compared with experimental results from 
their own and other people's work. The experiments Martin and Dixon performed 
themselves were undertaken in the same tank as the experiments in this thesis, 
but with a different experimental rig and model. 
They found that surge forces were predicted very accurately by linear theory 
for values of A/a up to 0.6, where A is the incident wave amplitude and a is 
their model radius (0.05m). Heave forces were predicted rather less accurately, 
however. The reduction in accuracy of the heave force predictions was attributed 
to the large value of A/a used in their experiments. 
The heave results derived in this thesis agree better with linear prediction than 
the surge values, particularly at higher frequencies, which seems to be at odds 
with Martin and Dixons' observations. However, they were measuring the forces 
on a fixed model and not deriving the wave force coefficient from a set of five 
simultaneous experiments as was the case for this work. The spread of Martin 
and Dixons'experimental results around the linear prediction was similar to that 
shown in figure 6.3. 
The deviation in surge force from linear prediction at high frequencies cannot 
be explained by depth effects, as such effects are negligible at high frequencies. 
There may, however, be some kind of end effect produced by the rig supports. 
The agreement between Martin and Dixon's results and experimental results for 
the phase of the wave force coefficient is good, and is shown in figure 6.4 
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Duck 
The duck wave force coefficients are shown in figures 6.5 & 6.6. The elements are 
well-behaved, and agree well between calibrations with the greatest deviations 
being seen in the heave terms. The heave terms are of the same magnitude as for 
the cylinder, but the surge terms are about twice as large for the duck. 
6.5 Radiated/ scattered waves 
It has been shown in section 3.3.6 that the linear monochromatic wave field around 
a model can be expressed in much the same way that we describe the forces on a 
model. There is a radiated element described by the radiation pattern matrix, R, 
and dependent upon the motion of the body in otherwise still water. In parallel 
with this radiation element there is a scattering or diffraction element described 
by the scattering pattern matrix, ., and relating to reflected /transmitted waves 
when the body is fixed in the presence of incident waves. 
The same five experiments which were used to calculate the impedance and wave 
force coefficients can be used to derive the radiation and scattering pattern ma-
trices. Following equation 6.3 we get: 
= [erh:r3:r+:r_] . I
MP:M
h MM+M_] 	 (6.6) 
Once more, the quantities on the right-hand side of the equation are known. 
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6.5.1 Radiation pattern matrix 
Cylinder 
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the cylinder radiation pattern matrix modulus and 
argument respectively. Again, due to the vertical symmetry of the cylinder we 
would expect heave elements R00 and R 10 to be identical, and surge elements 
R01 and R 11  to have the same modulus but antiphase arguments. This is indeed 
what we find. Note that when transposed the arguments are very similar to the 
arguments of the wave force coefficient matrix. This is not surprising given that 
both W and B. can be used to derive the real part of the impedance matrix. 
Comparison of cylinder radiation pattern matrix with analytical results 
Vugts [71] and MacCamy [38] both calculate the amplitude ratio for an infinitely 
long, semi-submerged horizontal cylinder in deep water. These predictions are 
compared with experimental results in figures 6.7 and 6.8. 
The agreement with experiment is better for heave than for surge. Heave agrees 
best at high frequencies, and surge at low frequencies. This variation is larger 
than, but similar to, the variation of wave force coefficient from predicted results. 
The general trend of the numerical results isfollowed in each case. 
It is not surprising that Vugt's and MacCamy's results should differ from those 
measured in the Narrow Tank at low frequencies because this is where deph 
dependent effects are greatest. Once again, however, the coefficients relating to 
surge velocity diverge at higher frequencies which is where one might expect them 
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It is interesting to note that the numerical predictions of the radiation pattern 
matrix do not agree as well with each other as different predictions of wave 
force coefficient. The oscillation in the experimental radiation pattern matrix is 
probably due to standing waves caused by large incident and reflected waves. 
Duck 
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the transpose of the duck model radiation pattern 
matrix modulus and argument respectively. The agreement between the two 
calibrations is good. Once again we can see that the transpose of this matrix has 
very similar arguments to the wave force coefficient matrix. 
Relation of radiation pattern matrix to impedance matrix 
Skyner [65] and Garrison [25] show that by equating power put into the water by 
the duck with the power flux in the far field radiated wave we can relate the real 
part of the radiation impedance to the radiation pattern vector; 
N-i 









The coefficient C is a factor accounting for depth dependent effects. The term 
rLa relates to the boundary through which the power flux passes (an arc /a at 
a radius r). In the case of the following experiments the boundary corresponds 
to the width of the tank at the datum wavegauge positions fore and aft of the 
model. The radiation pattern is measured at these two places. 
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Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show predictions of the real part of the impedance ma-
trix calculated from the radiation pattern matrix as described in equation 6.7. 
The prediction of the real part for the cylinder is virtually coincident with the 
experimentally measured value. 
The conjugation involved in equation 6.7 means that the imaginary terms result-
ing from the solution of this equation should equal zero. The diagonal terms 
have to be zero, but the fact that the off-diagonal terms are also close to zero 
indicates good experimental values of R (in spite of the apparent deviation of R 
from numerical predictions at high frequencies). 
The off-diagonal imaginary parts are also close to zero for the duck but the real 
terms deviate significantly from experimental values, particularly on the leading 
diagonal. The deviation in pitch, which is the most pronounced, can be explained 
by stiction and friction in the pitch bearings (see section 8.5.2). However there are 
also lesser differences in the heave and surge diagonal terms, which are not present 
for the cylinder. This suggests that the effect which causes these discrepancies is 
not a problem with the rig but is a function of the model. 
It may be that friction is the cause, due to the surface of the foam duck model 
being rougher than the cylinder model. It may also be that the shape of the 
duck at the intersection with the free surface is such that it promotes losses. 
Certainly, the model surface is far from vertical at the surface intersection which 
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Figure 6.11: Prediction of the impedance matrix, Z, from the radiation pattern 
matrix, R, for a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder. The predicted real part is 
virtually coincident with the measured real part. The imaginary term calculated 
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Figure 6.12: Prediction of the impedance matrix, Z, from the radiation pattern 
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Relation of radiation pattern matrix to wave force coefficient 
Martin and Dixon [39] state that the wave force coefficient can be found from the 
radiation pattern matrix by use of the following relation: 
Wk = PwR iw 
where D = tanh kh+khsech 2 kh (D - 1 as h -p oc) and w is the tank width. The 
term Wk is the force in the kuil degree-of-freedom per unit incident wave amplitude 
and R3  is the radiated wave per unit velocity in the 
j1h  degree-of-freedom. The 
wavenumber, k, is found from the dispersion relation. 
Figure 6.13 shows the values of W predicted from the numerical values of 
calculated by Vugts and MacCamy (see section 6.5.1) using the relation defined 
in equation 6.9. 
Also shown on this figure is the prediction using the experimental value of B 
shown in figure 6.3. The equivalent prediction for the duck is shown in figure 6.14. 
The numerical heave terms, which differed significantly from the radiation pattern 
matrix at low frequencies, now agree well with the prediction from the experi-
mental value of R. This is because depth effects have been accounted for. The 
numerical surge terms diverge with increasing frequency as was the case for the 
radiation pattern matrix, but the calculation from B. agrees well with experiment. 
The relation between B and  W is consistent for the experiments in this thesis. 
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Figure 6.13: Magnitude of the wave force coefficient, W, predicted from the 
radiation pattern matrix, #, fora semi-submerged horizontal cylinder. 
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Relation of wave force coefficient vector to impedance matrix 
We have shown that there is an equation governing the relation between the 
radiation pattern matrix and the wave force coefficient (equation 6.9). This means 
that the wave force coefficient can also be used to calculate the real part of the 
radiation impedance. 
Substituting for B. in equation 6.7 and rearranging we get: 
k2 	 N-i 
Re{Z 3 k}=—Cr WWk 	(6.10) 
3 (pgww (tanh kh + sech2 kh)) 2  n=° 
This relation yields values which are almost identical to the predictions of Z 
shown in figures 6.11 and 6.12, and so is not shown. 
6.5.2 Scattering pattern vector 
The scattering pattern vector describes the interaction of an incident wave train 
with a 'fixed object. A proportion of the incident energy will be reflected up-
stream as a propagating wave, and the remaining energy will be transmitted as 
a downstream propagating wave (assuming no losses on the body surface). The 
reflection and transmission coefficients are the ratios of the amplitudes of these 
wave systems to the incident wave amplitude. 
Newman [50] defines some relations between the scattering and radiation prob-
lems. For conservation of energy the sum of the moduli of the reflection and 
transmission coefficients should be equal to 1 (assuming no losses on the body); 
RR + TT = 1 	 (6.11) 
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Where R± and T± are the reflection and transmission coefficients for waves 
incident from +x and —x respectively (note that R+ = Soo, T = S io, R_ = 
811, T_ = S01 ). 
For a body with vertical symmetry about its axis the phase angle relation is given 
by 
argR - argT± 1 	 (6.12) 
These dependencies provide means of checking the measured values of the scat-
tering pattern matrix. 
Note that for the phase angle relation to be valid the datum wavegauges must be 
placed symmetrically about the model. 
Cylinder 
We would expect diagonally opposite terms to have the same modulus and argu-
ment. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show this to be the case for the cylinder. The checks 
on conservation of energy and phase angle relation agree with the predictions 
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Figure 6.16: Argument of the scattering pattern matrix, S, for a semi-submerged 
horizontal cylinder. 
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Comparison of cylinder scattering pattern vector with analytical re-
suits 
The modulus and phase of the scattering pattern vector have been measured 
experimentally and calculated numerically according to linear theory by Mar-
tin and Dixon [39] for a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder. Their conclusions 
are worth repeating because they apply equally well to the comparison between 
their numerical values and the experimental values measured for this thesis (see 
figures 6.15 and 6.16). 
They state that the reflection coefficient R (elements Soo and 811)  was not pre-
dicted accurately by linear theory and was consistently over-estimated; even for 
small amplitude waves the discrepancy was significant. Finite depth effects are 
important at low frequencies. However, at high frequencies finite depth effects 
are negligible but the difference between theory and experiment is not. 
Dean and Ursell [14] had previously noted the same phenomenon. They also 
measured T (elements 801  and S) and showed that energy is lost in the reflection 
process (the cause of the loss is yet to be established), which is consistent with 
the loss shown in figure 6.20. 
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Duck 
It is less clear what we should expect from the duck, but given that it is fairly 
cylindrical there is little reason for the scattering pattern matrix to differ wildly 
from the value for the cylinder, which figures 6.17 and 6.18 confirm. The two 
calibrations do not show significantly different results. Energy appears to be 
conserved well at low frequencies but is lost at higher frequencies. The phase 
angle relation does not appear to hold for the duck, but it is not symmetrical 
about its vertical axis so this result is not too surprising. It is interesting to note 
that the phase angle relations for incident waves from +x and —x are symmetrical 
about 7r/2 (see figures 6.19 and 6.20). 
The unexpected phase relation may have something to do with energy loss on the 
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Figure 6.17: Magnitude of the scattering pattern matrix, S, for the duck. 
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Figure 6.19: Amplitude relation (conservation of energy) for the radiation and 
scattering matrices of the duck and the cylinder. 
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Figure 6.20: Phase relation for the radiation and scattering matrices of the duck 




• The radiation impedance matrix, wave force coefficient matrix, radiation 
pattern matrix and scattering pattern matrix have been found for a semi-
submersed horizontal cylinder and a duck model. 
• The experimental results for the impedance of the cylinder have been com-
pared with numerical values. The measured heave imaginary part is slightly 
higher than the numerical value, particularly at high frequencies. Heave 
damping agrees well with the numerical result, but surge damping is slightly 
lower than predicted at high frequencies. In general, though, the agreement 
between the two sets of results is good. 
• Both impedance matrices show a good degree of symmetry as expected. 
Duck impedance has been measured for two calibration values. The impedance 
based on the final calibration values differs significantly in its imaginary part 
only, and even then follows the same trend as the original calibration. Er-
rors due to the different calibrations will be most marked in the imaginary 
terms, and will have little or no effect on the efficiency and energy capture 
results from the device. 
• The wave force coefficient for the cylinder was compared to numerical and 
experimental results. The heave values derived in this thesis agree better 
with linear prediction than the surge values, particularly at higher frequen-
cies. The deviation in surge force from linear prediction at high frequencies 
cannot be explained by depth effects, as such effects are negligible at high 
frequencies. There may, however, be some kind of end effect produced by 
the rig supports. 
• The radiation pattern matrix for the cylinder is compared to numerical 
results. The comparison is better for heave than for surge. Heave agrees best 
at high frequencies, and surge at low frequencies. This variation is larger 
than, but similar to, the variation of wave force. coefficient from predicted 
results. The general trend of the numerical results is followed in each case. 
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• The real part of the impedance matrix is calculated from the radiation 
pattern matrix for the cylinder and the duck. The comparison is excellent 
for the cylinder, but less good for the duck indicating losses on the duck 
model. 
• The wave force coefficient is predicted well from the radiation pattern ma-
trix for both the cylinder and the duck. 
• The scattering pattern vector for the cylinder was not predicted accurately 
by linear theory and was consistently over-estimated. At high frequencies 
finite depth effects are negligible but the difference between theory and 
experiment is not. This agrees with the findings of other researchers. 
• Energy is lost in the reflection process. The cause of the loss is yet to be 
established. 
• In general, the agreement between experimentally measured hydrodynamic 






In this chapter complex-conjugate control has been synthesised for a semi-submerged 
horizontal cylinder and a duck model, using the techniques described in previous 
chapters. The results of these runs are presented here as force, velocity and effi-
ciency in each degree-of-freedom, total efficiency based on wave amplitudes and 
on forces and velocities, and discrepancies between these two total efficiency cal-
culations. Predictions of these values are also included, and are calculated from 
knowledge of the hydrodynamic coefficients. 
The cylinder was included in the previous chapter so that its hydrodynamic co-
efficients could be compared with known analytic results, thereby proving the 
quality of the experimental method and configuration. It was decided that it 
would also be used for complex-conjugate synthesis for several reasons: it does 
not have a pitch degree-of-freedom, and will not therefore suffer from the problem 
of pitch bearing friction and stiction; its impedance matrix has no off-diagonal 
terms, so it will not be affected by residual asymmetry of the impedance; this lack 
of asymmetry also makes it the perfect candidate for complex-conjugate control 
with motion constraint, which is explored here. 
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Each degree-of-freedom is first considered seperately for both models, and is then 
combined with every other degree-of-freedom to establish the usefulness of each 
particular motion, and to isolate external scale effects on the model. All unused 
degrees-of-freedom are driven to remain as fixed as possible. There will inevitably 
be some movement of the inactive degrees-of-freedom which may contribute to 
power absorption. As a result, graphs are included for these degrees-of-freedom 
so that the reader can judge how much they affect overall results. 
7.2 Introduction 
In all but two of the following runs the incident wave amplitude was restricted 
to a nominal maximum of 1.5mm, in order to limit non-linearities. A strict 
limit was also placed on model velocities. Heave and surge velocities were each 
limited to 0.02ms' to prevent model motions becoming severely non-linear. The 
restriction on velocity overrode the restriction on wave amplitude, so that at 
low frequencies incident wave amplitudes were scaled such that heave and surge 
velocities remained within their prescribed limits. 
Two runs are performed on the duck moving in three degrees-of-freedom at an 
upper wave amplitude of 2mm and 2.5mm, to measure the linearity of response 
at higher frequencies. The low frequency responses are very similar to the 1.5mm 
restriction run, since at low frequencies all three of these experiments are limited 
by velocity constraint rather than amplitude constraint. 
The cylinder is restricted in the same way, but some additional experiments are 
performed with a different type of motion constraint, described in section 3.3.4. 
For these additional experiments instantaneous velocity (the hypotenuse of heave 
and surge velocities) is restricted to 0.005ms 1 , O.01ms 1 and 0.02ms 1 , but with 
no corresponding proportional reduction of incident wave amplitude. The task 
for the synthesised control algorithm is now to absorb as optimally as possible 
given this restriction. 
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The impedances and wave force coefficients used to generate the demand forces 
and velocities used in these experiments are based on those shown in the previous 
chapter. However, the real and imaginary parts have been smoothed in each case 
to prevent compound errors producing singularities. The smoothing involved 
using a triangular weighting at each point which gave most importance to the 
actual value at that point, but which also gave a lesser weighting due to adjacent 
points. These coefficients were also used to generate the predicted results shown 
on the graphs. 
There is a figure for imaginary efficiency quoted for each case. In reality, there 
is no such thing as imaginary efficiency - it has no meaning. It is used here, 
however, to show the amount of energy which is stored by the dynamic system 
over a complete cycle as a proportion of incident wave energy. It is directly related 
to the amount by which the power take-off must be overrated (see section 3.3.2). 
7.3 Discussion of Results 
7.3.1 Single degree-of-freedom synthesis 
The single degree-of-freedom results for the cylinder are shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2 
(heave only and surge only respectively), and for the duck in figures 7.3 to 7.5 
(pitch only, heave only and surge only respectively). Each figure in this section 
and in the remainder of this chapter has two parts, (a) and (b). Part (a) contains 
the forces, velocities and incident wave amplitudes. Part (b) shows the efficien-
cies (for each degree-of-freedom and total, real and imaginary) based on forces 
and velocities, the total efficiency based on wave amplitudes and the difference 
between these two values (i.e. the 'missing' power). Loss fraction is also included 
in part (b), and will be discussed more fully in the following chapter. 
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Cylinder - Heave only 
The impedance matrix indicates that heave should be a good absorber at all 
frequencies in the experimental bandwidth and this is borne out by the results 
of the heave only synthesis. Heave achieves the theoretical maximum of 50% 
absorption over the whole bandwidth. Surge force is much lower than heave 
force in these circumstances. Heave velocity is quite low, and the incident wave 
amplitude does not require scaling. 
Heave velocity is closely in antiphase with element W00 of the cylinder wave force 
coefficient, as predicted by equation 3.26 (note that the phase of the incident 
wave is such that its imaginary part is zero). At low frequencies heave force 
and velocity are close to being in quadrature, with large imaginary efficiencies 
resulting at those frequencies. The discrepancy between overall device and wave 
efficiencies fluctuates between 5 and 10%. 
Cylinder - Surge only 
Both the heave and surge forces are much higher for surge only control than for 
heave only control (allowing for the fact that the incident wave has been scaled to 
restrict surge velocity). As is expected, surge is not as good as heave at absorbing 
the low frequencies. Surge force and velocity are very close to quadrature for the 
whole of the bandwidth which leads to an imaginary efficiency which is up to 10 
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Figure 7.1: Part (b): Efficiency and power balance for heave only complex-
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Figure 7.2: Part (b): Efficiency and power balance for surge only complex-
conjugate control of a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder. 
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Duck - Pitch only 
Pitch is very good at absorbing waves at frequencies above 1.25Hz at model scale 
where the wavelength is an order of magnitude greater than the duck diameter 
or smaller (85% wave efficiency, and 65% device efficiency). Pitch becomes in-
creasingly worse at absorbing at frequencies below this. The reason is that longer 
waves imply large particle orbits, and pitch is unable to match these orbits at 
low frequencies so the wave energy passes underneath the device. The cylindrical 
stern is unable to generate waves to cancel this transmitted wave. 
The poor ability of pitch to match particle motion at low frequencies, and the 
closer matching at higher frequencies, is clearly seen in the pitch results. Very 
little of the wave is reflected (ref+), but at low frequencies most of the incident 
wave is transmitted (ref-). As pitch becomes better at absorbing the higher 
frequency waves so the imaginary power and imaginary efficiency reduce to zero. 
Note that pitch velocity argument is almost exactly in antiphase with element 
Woo of the force coefficient matrix as expected. 
Pitch force and angular velocity are close to being in quadrature at low frequen-
cies, where imaginary power is greatest. There is a large discrepancy (up to 20%) 
between wave and device efficiencies in pitch, which will be discussed more fully 
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Duck - Heave only 
Pitch and surge forces do not differ greatly from the pitch-only case, but heave 
force is nearly doubled at low frequencies and tripled at high frequencies. Note 
that heave force reaches a minimum at approximately 1.0Hz which corresponds 
to heave resonance. Imaginary heave efficiency passes through zero at this point, 
and the relationship between heave force and velocity arguments switches phase 
by 180°. 
The heave force and velocity vectors are close to being at right angles to each 
other except in the region of heave resonance when they approach antiphase. High 
imaginary efficiencies are associated with quadrature of heave force and velocity. 
Once again, heave velocity is close to being in antiphase with its corresponding 
element in the wave force coefficient matrix (element W10 ). 
The discrepancy between wave and device efficiencies for heave only is small 
(5%) at all but the lowest frequencies. Heave is slightly more efficient than 
pitch at low frequency, but worse at higher frequencies. It reaches a peak of 70% 
at about 1.2511z. This is better than for the cylinder because of the asymmetry 
of the duck shape. 
Duck - Surge only 
Surge force is increased quite dramatically from the pitch and heave only cases, 
particularly at low frequencies where it is some five times greater than in the 
pitch only case. Pitch torque rises to nearly twice its pitch only value at high 
frequencies. In all of the following experiments on the duck surge proved the most 
difficult to synthesise at low frequencies. 
Surge resonance occurs at about MHz, where surge motions are still significant 
(unlike heave resonance, where displacements are moderate. Pitch resonance 
lies outside the experimental bandwidth). This explains the deviations of surge 
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Surge velocity is in antiphase with the wave force coefficient (element W20 ), and 
surge efficiency is steadily increasing with increasing frequency as is expected, 
from 20% to 60%. Surge force and velocity are close to being in quadrature over 
the whole frequency range, so imaginary surge power is quite large. Device and 
wave efficiencies differ by between 5 and 10%. 
7.3.2 Two degree-of-freedom synthesis 
The two degree-of-freedom results for the cylinder are shown in figures 7.6 to 7.6 
(heave and surge), and for the duck in figures 7.7 to 7.9 (pitch and heave only, 
pitch and surge only and heave and surge only respectively). 
Cylinder - Heave and surge 
Surge has to work much harder than heave at low frequency to achieve effective 
absorption. The incident wave is severely reduced in amplitude in this range to 
effectively limit surge velocity. The predicted efficiencies assume unrealistic and 
erratic values because incident wave amplitude is so small in this area, and have 
therefore been clipped on the diagrams to prevent detail being lost. 
The combination of heave and surge produces close to 100% overall wave and 
device efficiencies, but device efficiency fluctuates somewhat (again this is due to 
the small size of the incident wave). Both heave and surge velocities remain in an-
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Figure 7.6: Part (b): Efficiency and power balance for heave and surge complex-
conjugate control of a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder. Note that predicted 
efficiency results are clipped and erratic at low frequencies. This. is due to -the 
small size of the predicted incident wave in this region. 
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Duck - Pitch and heave only 
The forces in pitch and heave are higher at low frequencies and lower at high 
frequencies than for control in their respective degrees-of-freedom only. The ve-
locities, however, are lower over the whole bandwidth. Surge force is much the 
same as in pitch only and heave only control. 
Pitch and heave velocities are in phase in the middle of the bandwidth, with the 
result that pitch motion increases apparent heave spring. This means that heave 
resonance has increased to around 1.1Hz, as indicated by the dip in heave force, 
the 1800  phase change in the phase difference between heave force and velocity 
and heave imaginary efficiency passing through zero. 
Both pitch and heave velocities are deviating from antiphase with the wave force 
as slight asymmetries in the impedance matrix are introduced. 
Pitch real efficiency is negative up to MHz, with pitch therefore radiating power 
gained by heave. The overall efficiency has improved over both the single degree-
of-freedom cases, retaining the high pitch efficiency (75-80%) at high frequencies 
and gaining the higher heave efficiency (30-40%) at low frequencies. Imaginary 
power is growing at low frequencies due to heave, but is still low at high frequen-
cies as for pitch. This gives a feel for the way dominance is passed from heave to 
pitch as frequency increases. 
It should be possible to achieve 100% efficiency with a combination of any two 
degrees-of-freedom. The agreement between device and wave powers is good at 
low frequencies (3-5%) but grows with frequency to around 10%. 
It is important to note that wave power (i.e. as calculated from the wave am-
plitudes) is always greater than device power (i.e. as calculated from force and 
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Duck - Pitch and surge only 
Pitch and heave forces are not much different from the previous condition (except 
in the middle of the bandwidth where heave force rises to a resonant peak twice 
that of the previous case), but surge force is much lower than when operating 
in surge only, as is surge velocity. Pitch velocity is once again lower than for 
pitch only. Surge force and velocity are very nearly in quadrature over the whole 
bandwidth, so that real surge efficiency is very low. 
Pitch efficiency has improved at low frequencies, and it would appear that surge is 
helping make pitch more effective at those frequencies. This is not too surprising, 
as the narrow tank becomes a shallow water tank at about 0.8Hz and so particle 
orbits will become flattened at frequencies below this. The 'beak' of the duck is 
therefore better able to match particle motions if a surge motion is imposed on 
it than if a heave motion is imposed on it. 
The overall efficiency is much the same as in the previous case, but the difference 
between wave and device efficiency has increased to around 15% at low frequen-
cies. 
Duck - Heave and surge only 
Heave and surge velocities are higher at low frequencies and lower at high fre-
quencies than in single degree-of-freedom control. The same is true of heave and 
surge forces. Pitch and heave forces are very similar to pitch and heave only 
control, but surge force is much greater than for pitch and heave only control. 
Once again, surge force and velocity are very close to being in quadrature over 
much of the bandwidth such that surge contributes very little real efficiency but 
adds to the imaginary efficiency. Have resonance has moved back to around 
1.0Hz as surge can have little effect on heave spring. 
Overall efficiency has improved dramatically at low frequency (70-80%), but drops 
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7.3.3 Three degree-of-freedom synthesis for the duck 
The three degree-of-freedom results for the duck are shown in figures 7.10 to 7.12. 
Pitch, heave and surge forces and velocities are all higher at low frequencies, 
and lower at high frequencies, than for any of the preceding cases. Forces are 
all similar at low frequencies, but higher at high frequencies. Heave resonance 
has moved back to about 1.1Hz as expected. The arguments of velocity in each 
degree-of-freedom are beginning to deviate significantly from the respective wave 
force due to asymmetries in the impedance matrix. 
Surge velocity is very close to being at right angles to surge force for the lower 
three quarters of the bandwidth, so that surge contributes very little to real 
efficiency. Pitch and heave powers are both dramatically larger (in the region of 
15 times the incident power) up to MHz. Heave real efficiency is positive in this 
region but once again pitch real efficiency is negative, so that a large amount of 
power is being passed between pitch and heave. 
Each degree-of-freedom is generating large amounts of imaginary power, partic-
ularly at low frequencies, but this largely cancels out. Overall performance is 
excellent, with efficiencies of between 80 and 90% being maintained over the 
whole of the bandwidth. Device overall efficiency equates well with wave effi-
ciency (approx. 10% difference) at all but the lowest frequencies, where device 
efficiencies of greater than 100% are both predicted and achieved (suggesting a 
slight measurement error in this region). 
By the definition of Narrow Tank efficiency, it should not be possible to achieve 
more than 100% real efficiency. However, the problems associated with surge 
resonance combined with any small error in surge force or velocity argument (see 
section 8.5.2) mean that errors at the low frequency end of the bandwidth are 
exaggerated. However, the wave efficiency is expected to be accurate to within 
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Increasing the incident wave amplitude constraint has very little unexpected effect 
beyond increasing force and velocity proportionately, and slightly decreasing the 
difference between device and wave overall efficiency (to around 5%). For this 
reason, these results are not included here. The system is therefore fairly linear 
at higher frequencies. 
By way of comparison, and in order to justify using figures derived from the initial 
calibration (calibration 1), the values for three degree-of-freedom synthesis for a 
duck were re-generated using the final calibration (calibration 2). Figures 7.11 
and 7.11 show the percentage errors introduced by using the final calibration. 
In figure 7.11 error is defined as the difference between calibration 2 values and 
calibration 1 values (from figure 7.10) as a percentage of 1.0 - i.e. as a percentage 
of maximum possible efficiency. Each of the error curves has been smoothed 
slightly to reduce noise. 
Pitch torque is relatively unchanged, although it oscillates about its calibration 
1 value. Heave force is reduced by some 15% over the bottom of the bandwidth. 
Surge force is most affected, being increased by up to 30% at low frequencies. 
Pitch velocity is increased by 5% in the middle of the bandwidth, and heave and 
surge velocities are both reduced by approximately 5% (although surge velocity 
increases towards the high frequency end). Incident wave amplitude is relatively 
unchanged. 
However, when working out efficiencies we see in figure 7.11 that the majority 
of the error in force and velocity is transferred to imaginary power (this was 
predicted in section 6.4.1, where the significant difference between the two cali-
brations was seen in the imaginary part of the impedance). Only heave efficiency 
is reduced significantly. This leads to a 50% reduction in device efficiency for the 
bottom quarter of the bandwidth. 
IM 
We have already stated that surge resonance makes the results in this region of 
the bandwidth unusable, and so the reduction in efficiency here is not significant. 
Wave efficiency is virtually unchanged using calibration 2 results, but device 
efficiency is actually increased!. 
However, the use of the initial calibration (calibration 1) for the results quoted 
in this and subsequent chapters is justified in that even though individual forces 
and velocities can vary by up to 30%, total device and wave efficiency remain the 
same to within approximately ±5%. The results displayed here were conducted 
closer in time to calibration 1 than to calibration 2. Using calibration 1 appears 
to underestimate the effectiveness of the synthesis. 
When the wave is incident from the rear of the device surge becomes the primary 
power extractor, with pitch and heave effectively redundant. Overall efficiency 
suffers in the bottom half of the bandwidth (down to 50%), but is slightly better 
over the remainder of the bandwidth. The difference between duck and wave 
powers has increased, however, to around 20%. 
7.3.4 Motion constraint on a cylinder 
The results of velocity constraint on the cylinder are shown in figures 7.13 to 7.15 
(0.005ms 1 ,0.01ms 1 and 0.02ms 1 ). Note that it is only the instantaneous ve-
locity which is constrained. Incident wave amplitude is the same for all three 
cases. The controller must behave as optimally as possible within the constraint 
(it will still be applying complex-conjugate control, but in a restricted way). 
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Figure 7.13: Part (b): Efficiency and power balance for two degree-of-freedom 
complex-conjugate control of a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder, with a veloc-
ity constraint of 0.005ms 1 . 
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Figure 7.14: Part (b): Efficiency and power balance for two degree-of-freedom 
complex-conjugate control of a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder, with a veloc-
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Figure 7.15: 	Part (b): Efficiency and power balance for two degree-of-freedom 
complex-conjugate control of a semi-submerged horizontal cylinder, with a veloc- 
ity constraint of 0.02ms'. 
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It is interesting that heave is dominant at low frequencies, where it is better at 
absorbing than surge for a given displacement. As the constraint is relaxed, so 
heave force increases in inverse proportion at low frequencies, but remains fairly 
constant elsewhere. Surge force is not dramatically affected. As the constraint 
is relaxed towards full complex-conjugate control so heave and particularly surge 
force and velocity come closer to being in quadrature with each other, with a 
corresponding increase in imaginary power and efficiency. Both velocities are in 
antiphase with the wave force in each case. 
It is obvious that the synthesis is sub-optimal, because for all the constraints 
overall efficiency is lower than for unconstrained two degree-of-freedom control. 
The exception is the weakest constraint (0.02ms 1 ), where the controller becomes 
fully optimal at about 1.25 Hz, and the device is able to absorb close to 100% 
of the incident energy. This corresponds to the point at which the incident wave 
amplitude is no longer scaled in full two degree-of-freedom control. The overall 
efficiency curves therefore represent the upper limit on achievable efficiency for 
an incident wave amplitude of 1.5mm and the prescribed maximum velocity. 
Note especially that differences between overall wave and device efficiencies are 
very small ( 2%). 
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7.4 Conclusions 
• Synthesised complex-conjugate control has been successfully implemented 
in single and multiple degrees-of-freedom for both a cylinder and a duck 
model. 
• The experimental values measured for these synthesised runs agree very well 
with the predicted values, indicating that both the measured coefficients 
and the theory on which the predictions are based may reasonably be used 
to describe the system behaviour. 
• Generally speaking, increasing the number of controlled degrees-of-freedom 
increases force and velocity by a significant amount at low frequency and 
decreases force and velocity slightly at high frequency. Surge force, in par-
ticular, increases dramatically at low frequencies. 
• Velocity arguments remain in antiphase with their respective wave force 
coefficients. This is particularly so for the cylinder which has a greater 
degree of symmetry to its impedance matrix than the duck 
• Real efficiency increases with the number of controlled degrees of freedom. 
The cylinder gets very close to its maximum possible efficiency in each case 
(50% for heave only and surge only, 100% for heave and surge together). 
The duck has somewhat more difficulty reaching its optimum output, but 
this is probably due to slight asymmetry in its impedance matrix. 
• The difference between wave efficiency and device efficiency for the duck 
fluctuates between 10 and 20%. The loss fraction for the duck approaches a 
more reasonable value (0-10%) as more degrees-of-freedom are added. This 
suggests that viscous losses on the duck are high, particularly in pitch. The 
losses for the cylinder vary from 0-10% (or better) in all cases. 
• Losses tend to be higher for all experiments involving large pitch motions, 
which points towards friction in the pitch bearings. 
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• For both the duck and the cylinder surge force and velocity are often close 
to being in quadrature with each other, particularly at low frequencies. This 




This chapter addresses the observed anomalies in the results presented in chap-
ters 6 and 7. Viscous losses on models held rigidly in the presence of incident 
waves are examined first, followed by the effects, on complex-conjugate synthesis 
in multiple degrees-of-freedom. The deficit in absorbed power is calculated as a 
fraction of incident power and as a fraction of total power passing through the 
device. A more detailed presentation is made of the efficiency in each degree-of -
freedom, and of the relative phases between force and velocity. 
It appears that theories of viscous loss on submerged cylinders in oscillatory 
flow should be applied with caution to a floating, oscillating duck model in the 
presence of incident waves, operating at very low Keulegan- Carpenter numbers. 
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8.2 Introduction 
Some of the experiments carried out in the previous chapter showed that the 
power absorbed by the device as calculated from the incident, reflected and trans-
mitted wave amplitudes is up to 20% higher than the corresponding figure cal-
culated from device forces and velocities. The reasons for this discrepency must 
be investigated to establish the validity of the results, and to determine whether 
the effect is likely to affect the performance of a full-scale device. 
Folley [24] states that comparisons between tank experiments and sea trials on 
wave energy converters have shown theoretical, inviscid approximations of device 
hydrodynamics to be inadequate. It is reasonable to assume that this inadequacy 
is largely due to the viscous effects of water having been ignored. It is possible, 
then, that the observed power loss is due to viscous damping and/or vortex 
shedding at the model. 
8.3 Viscous effects and power dissipation 
There is very little in the literature which considers the viscous effects of oscilla-
tion and/or wave motion on a floating body. However, for a first approximation 
the duck can be modelled by the sinusoidally oscillating flow about a submerged 
cylinder or the sinusoidal motion of a submerged cylinder in a viscous fluid oth-
erwise at rest. 
Stansby & Dixon [68] among others state that for a circular cylinder in waves and 
planar oscillating flows in a U-tube the force per unit length, F, is fortuitously 
close to that predicted by Morison's equation: 
1 	 D2 
F = pDUIUICD + PUM 	 (8.1) 
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where p is the density of the fluid, D the diameter of the circular cylinder, U the 
velocity of the ambient flow (U = Urn cos 27rt/T), T the period of flow oscillation 
and t the time. CD and CM are the drag and inertia coeffecients respectively, 
to be determined experimentally. This equation can be adapted for oscillating 
bodies by equating Urn with the body velocity. 
Much experimental effort has gone into the determination of drag and inertia 
coefficients for variously shaped bodies, particularly for smooth and rough cylin-
ders (see Sarpkaya & Isaacson [62] for multiple references). These coefficients are 
generally stated in terms of the Keulegan- Carpenter number (K = Um T/D), the 
Reynolds number (Re = Um D/) and the Stokes number (/3 = Re/K = D2 /Tv). 
Experiments done by Folley [24] show an increase in drag coefficient of an oscillat-
ing spheroid at low Keulegan- Carpenter numbers. Similar results were obtained 
by Sarpkaya [63] for the flow around cylinders. Sarpkaya, among others, also 
states that for large values of 0, CD can be found from the Stokes-Wang equa-
tion: 
CD = 	[(70) + (70)1 1 	 (8.2) 
The viscous power loss due to planar oscillatory flow around a cylinder is then 
given by: 
Floss = FDH• UM = PUCD 	 (8.3) 
where FDH  is the harmonic drag force calculated from CD.  If we equate Urn with 
aw, where a is the incident wave amplitude and w the incident wave frequency in 
complex-conjugate synthesis, we can express this loss as a percentage of incident 
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Figure 8.2: Power loss as a proportion of incident wave energy for flow past a 
fixed model 
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8.3.1 Honji vortices 
Sarpkaya [63] has shown that oscillatory viscous flow becomes unstable to axially 
periodic vortices (so-called "Honji vortices") above a critical Keulegan- Carpenter 
number given by: 
Re cr  
Kcr = 	= 5.7780-14- ( i + 0.205/3) 	 (8.4) 
Typical values of K and Ks, for the experiments described herein are given in 
figures 8.3 and 8.4. It should be noted that the calculation of these numbers 
assumes that the composite oscillation in these experiments can be described by 
the sum of the oscillating flow and oscillating body solutions. There is, however, 
some doubt about the validity of this assumption [35]. It can be seen that the 
actual K is less than its critical value in each case. 
Sarpkaya found that the Stokes-Wang prediction only matched experimental drag 
coefficients for K <Kcr , and that there exists a region for which K > Kcr before 
the onset of separation and turbulence in which drag coefficients are several times 
higher than Stokes-Wang predictions. 
8.4 Experimental losses 
8.4.1 Losses on a Fixed Model 
If we fix a duck rigidly in the presence of incident waves we can measure the 
power lost by viscous shear on the body surface. This loss can be predicted from 
the scattering pattern vector (see section 6.5.2). Recalling equation 6.11 we have: 
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Figure 8.4: Keulegan- Carpenter numbers for complex-conjugate control in three 
degrees-of-freedom. Waves are incident from +x. 
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The result of equation 6.11 for a fixed duck is shown in figure 8.1 (the solid 
line). It is interesting to note that the body losses are very similar to the tank 
attenuation losses. Indeed, it is tempting to think that this similarity is because 
tank attenuation has not, in fact, been accounted for. However, the dotted lines 
on figure 8.1 show the results of equation 6.11 when tank attenuation is not 
accounted for. 
The losses measured experimentally are as shown in figure 8.2 as a fraction of 
incident wave power (i.e the power loss is divided by incident wave power), along 
with the losses approximated by the Stokes-Wang solution. The measured losses 
are clearly several times larger than the Stokes-Wang losses, but the approxima-
tion is correct to an order of magnitude. This is true for all the cases considered. 
Note that power is measured to *2%. Also shown on this figure is the predicted 
value 1 - (R±R + T±T), which agrees well with experiment. 
The loss for an incident wave from —x is slightly higher than the loss from +x, 
probably as a result of the axial asymmetry of the duck. The slope of the rear 
of the duck body at the water-plane intersection is quite far from being vertical, 
and this can cause severe non-linearities and 'beach-like' losses at that point. 
8.4.2 Losses for simulation of complex-conjugate control 
The losses measured experimentally for complex-conjugate synthesis are shown in 
part(b) of the figures in the previous chapter. They are presented as a fraction of 
incident wave power (wave efficiency - duck efficiency) , and as a loss fraction (see 
the next paragraph). The viscous power loss approximated by the Stokes-Wang 
equation is not presented for any of the cases in the previous chapter because it is 
several times smaller than the measured loss in each case, and is therefore clearly 
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Figure8.5: Incident power attenuation as a result of viscous loss at the tank 
walls. The attenuation is measured from the wavegauges to the model. Re-
flected/radiated power attenuation is the reciprocal of this figure. 
It is useful to recall the definition of hypoteneuse power (see equation 3.14). If 
we express the magnitude of missing power as a fraction of the sum of the device 
hypoteneuse power in each degree-of-freedom, we get the loss fraction. Note that 
in doing this we are relating losses to device power, rather than to wave power as 
before. Loss fraction is shown for all the complex-conjugate synthesis experiments 
presented in the previous chapter (see figures 7.1 to 7.15, parts (b)). 
The incident wave power attenuation factor is shown in figure 8.5 and is the 
smoothed average of many experiments (see section 5). 
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8.5 Discussion 
8.5.1 Vortex shedding 
For a circular cylinder at rest in oscillatory flow at subcritical Reynolds numbers, 
vortices are found at all Keulegan- Carpenter numbers above about 3 [2]. Otsuka 
et. al. [52] have shown that for K = 3 - 6 the drag coefficients on horizontal, 
submerged cylinders in waves are higher than those in plane oscillatory flow. 
Perhaps, then, laminar viscous forces on cylinders in waves might also be higher 
than those in plane oscillatory flow. 
It can be seen from figure 8.4 that for complex-conjugate synthesis K << 3, and 
hence vortices are unlikely to be formed. Visualisation of the flow around the 
duck (using talcum powder) in these experiments did not reveal any vortex like 
structures. It is unlikely, then, that the measured losses shown in figure 8.2 are 
several times higher than their Stokes-Wang predictions as a result of turbulent 
vortex shedding. 
The models used for the complex-conjugate synthesis experiments are made from 
foam which has been sanded into shape and painted. The surface of the models is 
fairly pitted, due to the structure of the foam. The relative roughness (depth of 
pitting/ diameter of device) of the model is estimated to be approximately 1/200. 
Matten [41] has shown, however, that at low Keulegan- Carpenter numbers surface 
roughness has little or no effect on the drag coefficient of circular cylinders in 
waves, although Sarpkaya [63] suggests that for oscillatory flow the net effect of 
surface roughness is to increase Cd relative to its Stokes-Wang prediction. 
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8.5.2 Body loss 
Loss as a fraction of total device power 
It can be seen from the previous chapter that when expressed as a fraction of 
real (or absorbed) wave power, duck losses vary between 10-20%. There is good 
reason for this at low frequencies (0.5-0.7Hz), as will be discussed below. However, 
when we take this same power loss and express it as a fraction of the hypoteneuse 
power (i.e. as the loss fraction) we see that in most cases it assumes much 
more reasonable proportions -particularly at low frequencies-, varying from zero 
to 10%. This is particularly true as the number of degrees-of-freedom increases. 
Indeed, it is of a magnitude and variation comparable to the losses around a 
fixed model (figure 8.2). It is still, however, somewhat larger than its Stokes-
Wang approximation. 
What this result suggests is that there are losses in the imaginary power cycle, 
as well as in the real power cycle. Imaginary power is the reactive power stored 
in the dynamic system during one cycle.. The integral of imaginary power over a 
wave cycle is zero. One can imagine, however, that losses occur through viscous 
dissipation as the reactive power passes between the wave and the device. This 
loss of imaginary power would appear as real power when integrated over a wave 
cycle. It may therefore be inappropriate to express the power loss (j - 772) as a 
fraction of incident wave power. 
The losses on a fixed device are essentially amplified when the device is moving. 
The relative motion of the device and the water is greater than when the device 
is fixed, and the loss is equivalent to a larger amplitude wave on a fixed device. 
It is interesting to note that for a cylinder loss as a fraction of both wave power 
and hypoteneuse power is much lower than for the duck, being of the order of 
0-5% 
Rig Bearing Loss 
The loss fraction for single degree-of-freedom experiments on the duck is roughly 
the same as wave efficiency minus device efficiency. This is because the imaginary 
power in these cases is not particularly great. However, for pitch only control the 
loss fraction is much larger. Similarly, the loss fraction for each of the two degree-
of-freedom cases containing pitch is much greater than that for heave and surge 
only control. 
This strongly suggests that pitch bearing friction, which unlike heave and surge 
bearing friction is not measured by the strain gauges, may be an important con-
tributor to viscous loss. The pitch bearings are changed regularly but they operate 
totally submerged and unsealed, and become 'sticky' after a few days. The input 
signal to the pitch axis has a low amplitude, high frequency component which is 
intended to overcome bearing stiction. 
Friction and stiction in the pitch bearings would help explain the discrepency 
between the real part of the impedance calculated from the radiation pattern 
matrix and the real part measured experimentally (see section 6.5.1). 
The non-vertical body surface at the water-plane intersection may explain why 
the losses on a fixed device are so much larger than approximate Stokes-Wang 
losses. 
Once again, it is useful to note that in all cases the loss fraction for a cylinder is 
much lower than for a duck. The cylinder model does not have a pitch degree-of-
freedom and therefore does not suffer from pitch bearing friction. The asymmetry 
in the duck shape may produce an awkward flow around the device. The surface 
roughness of the duck model (which is much greater than that of the cylinder) 
may, indeed, have an adverse effect on the boundary flow. 
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Phase Error 
It has been noted that in many cases power loss as a fraction of incident wave 
power behaves unexpectedly between 0.5Hz and 0.711z. The total device efficiency 
actually exceeds 1.0 in this range for three degree-of-freedom control, suggesting 
that the device is absorbing more power than is available to it. However, if we 
look at real and imaginary efficiencies in surge for this case (figure 7.10) we can 
see that imaginary power is perhaps ten times greater- than real power. 
The relative phases of surge force and velocity in many cases are such that they 
are nearly in quadrature. This is a feature of complex-conjugate control. Even 
• very small error in relative phase, and hence imaginary power, could produce 
• very large error in efficiency. A relative phase error of just 1 - 2° could cause 
device efficiency to exceed wave efficiency at low frequency (see section 4.9.5). 
Couette losses 	 - 	- 
The Couette losses in the pitch torque and velocity transducers, caused by the 
relative motion between rotor and stator, have been calculated but are considered 
insignificant (< 1% of the incident power). 
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8.6 Conclusions 
• All the Stokes-Wang approximations relate to submerged cylinders. The 
duck is a surface-piercing device, and this may well adversely affect the loss 
process. Also, the duck has a far greater surface area than a cylinder, partly 
as a result of its "beak" and partly as a result of the experimental rig (the 
internal rotary transducers are filled with and surrounded by water). 
• The amplitudes of the duck and incident wave velocities relative to the duck 
diameter are such that vortex shedding is not expected. Any viscous losses 
are probably caused by laminar shear at the body surface. 
• Approximating the duck model to a submerged oscillating circular cylinder 
produces power losses which appear to be 20% of the magnitude of the 
losses observed in complex-conjugate synthesis. 
• Expressing power loss as a fraction of the total power passing through the 
dynamic system produces results which are very similar to the losses on a 
fixed device as a fraction of incident power. This loss is in turn of the order 
of incident wave power attenuation at the tank walls from the wavegauges 
to the model. 
• A small error in the relative phase of surge force and velocity can account 
for the anomalous results at low frequency when expressing device power 
as a fraction of incident wave power. 
• Friction in the pitch bearings contributes to power loss. 
• The figures obtained from the device are extremely sensitive to error in 
measurement and calibration, and could be improved by an increase in 








In part I experimental values were obtained for optimal (complex-conjugate) con-
trol of an Edinburgh duck model in the presence of unidirectional monochromatic 
incident waves in a one-dimensional test tank of intermediate depth. These results 
are used in part II to predict values at full-scale in the presence of unidirectional 
Pierson- Moscowitz wave spectra. Several full-scale mooring configurations are 
considered. Force, velocity, acceleration and displacement for complex-conjugate 
control in each configuration are presented. Two sub-optimal control strategies 
are outlined, as are the coefficients required to achieve them. Estimates of ef-




Chapters 6, 7 and 8 described the process for synthesising optimal (complex-
conjugate) control of a wave energy device. The complex-conjugate control ma-
trix was derived empirically for a O.lm diameter duck operating in monochro-
matic, unidirectional incident waves. The device was constrained to move in 
three degrees-of-freedom. The values of force, displacement, velocity and accel-
eration per unit wave-steepness were measured for motion in combinations of all 
degrees-of-freedom. All figures were given for water of intermediate depth. 
If the optimum full-scale diameter of the duck is to be determined it is necessary 
to find some measure of the full-scale loads and motions that the device will 
experience in its every-day operation. This chapter uses the results given in 
chapter 7 to approximate full-scale values for real spectra in deep water. Results 
are also quoted for three further types of constraint; the fixed-heave, fixed-aft 
and translated-axis cases (see section 9.5). 
9.3 Changing scale and water depth 
The duck model used for these experiments has a diameter of 0.1m. The full-
scale device is expected to have a diameter in the region of 8-14m. The model 
is assumed to be 1/100th  scale for the remainder of this chapter (i.e. full-scale 
diameter is lOm). 
The Pierson- Moscowitz (P-M) spectrum [45], which has been widely used to 
describe the conditions in which the duck will operate, has the property that it is 
invariant under change of scale. The wave steepness (defined here as the ratio of 
wave amplitude to wavelength) of a nominal amplitude deep water P-M spectrum 
is a constant, and is also invariant with scale. 
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The forces and velocities for complex-conjugate synthesis were measured using 
waves with a different steepness to a P-M spectrum. To convert from monochro-
matic values to spectral values the forces and velocities were divided by experi-
mental wave-steepness and then multiplied by P-M wave steepness. 
The Narrow Tank is of intermediate depth for the range of test frequencies 
used in these experiments. At low test frequencies (0.5-0.8 Hz,kh < 1, where 
k=wavenumber and h=tank depth) depth dependent effects are significant. At 
high test frequencies (1.2-1.5 Hz, kh >> 1) depth effects become negligable. Scale 
depth is a little less than for a long spine system and about right for a solo duck. 
Force and velocity per unit wave-steepness change with depth. If we were to 
multiply an experimental force per unit wave steepness measured at 0.5Hz by 
deep water P-M steepness its spectral value would be distorted. 
It is impossible to say how device loads and motions are affected by depth when 
they are translated to full scale. The best we can do is make some arbitrary sim-
plifying assumptions. For a given frequency, the energy (and, therefore, power) 
in a wave remains constant regardless of depth (assuming no losses due to bottom 
friction and refraction). It seems reasonable, therefore, to preserve device power 
regardless of depth. 
The P-M spectrum is defined for deep water (see equation [45]). The full-scale 
duck will be situated such that depth dependent effects are significant for at least 
part of its bandwidth. We require to convert the deep water steepness of a P-M 
spectrum into a shallow water steepness to account in some way for depth effects. 
This conversion is described in appendix C. 
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We have arbitrarily chosen to preserve device power with depth. As a result of 
this choice the P-M steepness is converted such that absolute force and velocity 
are preserved at full scale regardless of the water depth. Thus a value of, say, 
force measured in shallow water at a given frequency, amplitude and wavelength 
is the same as the value of force in deep water at the same frequency but with the 
equivalent deep water amplitude and wavelength. Scaling of loads and motions 
is therefore achieved relatively easily using multiplication factors. These factors 
maintain at full scale the ratio of model inertial forces to gravity forces (Froude 
scaling [40], see table A.1 [73] in appendix A). 
9.3.1 Conversion from monochromatic to spectral values 
We need to convert loads and motions measured in monochromatic waves of a par-
ticular exprtimental amplitude and wavelength to values in a spectrum of waves 
at various different amplitudes and wavelengths. This is achieved by dividing 
those values by experimental wave-steepness and multiplying them by spectral 
wave-steepness. 
Equivalent wave-steepness 
There are two ways of converting to spectral values. The first is to calculate the 
monochromatic equivalent of a sea spectrum. This is a monochromatic wave with 
the same energy and power as the spectrum it represents, having the same energy 
period (Te ) as that spectrum. The steepness We of this equivalent wave can then 
be calculated and expressed as a function of equivalent wave energy frequency fe 
(=11Te ). The P-M spectrum is useful in this application because in deep water 
its wave-steepness is constant with energy frequency. 
Multiplying values per unit experimental wave-steepness by We at a given fre- 
quency, f, gives an approximation of those values for a device operating in a P-M 
spectrum with energy period T e = 11f. The factor We is derived in appendix C. 
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Spectral wave-steepness 
The second method is to calculate the spectral wave-steepness W of a P-M sea 
as a funtion of frequency for a particular energy period T. This function is such 
that multiplying (RMS quantity per unit experimental wave-steepness) 2 by (W 8 ) 2 
generates a frequency spectrum for that quantity. Integrating that spectrum with 
respect to frequency gives the mean square quantity for a device operating in a 
P-M spectrum with that T e . The factor W 3 is derived, in appendix C. 
The RMS values resulting from the application of We and W 3 to complex-
conjugate control are shown in figures 9.16 - 9.19. They are presented as RMS 
quantities for the standard case, and as ratios with respect to the standard case 
for each of the other three cases (see section 9.5). Note that all forces are dynamic. 
Static buoyancy forces are not included. 
The graphs of RMS quantities obtained using W 3 are smoother than those gen-
erated using We. This is to be expected, as integrating the quantity spectra to 
obtain RMS values is a smoothing process. The values obtained by the two meth-
ods agree well. The clipping effect of the limited experimental frequency range 
applies to the spectral estimates only, and does not seem to distort the results 
adversely. 
Power fraction 
For many of the figures contained in this section the relation of the generated 
values to wave period is such that plotting value vs period (or frequency) is 
not the most useful representation when seeking to optimise that value. Power 
fraction can be a more relevant variable than wave period for determining the 
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Figure 9.1: Power fraction vs period. 
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Figure 9.2: Power fraction vs frequency. 
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Power fraction is a function of period (see figures 9.1 and 9.2, and appendix B). 
It is the sum with period of the power in each of the South Uist 399 spectra, 
expressed as a fraction of the total power available in the 399 set. It shows, for 
a given range of wave periods, what percentage of the total power in the South 
Uist set is available in waves within that range. 
Both W and W 3 are calculated for a standard P-M shape. Real seas are described 
by this standard shape, together with multiplication factors for fitting this shape 
to recorded data. Consequently, the 399 sea set shows a spread of wave steepnesses 
around this standard value (see figure 9.3). 
The mean annual 399 set steepness is approximately two thirds of the standard 
P-M steepness. Mean annual forces, velocities etc. are therefore approximately 
75% of those shown in figures 9.16 - 9.19. However, individual seas may have 
steepnesses (and hence forces etc.) which are greater than or less than those 
shown. 
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Figure 9.3: Wave steepness for the 399 set. 
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9.4 Transformation of axes 
The experimental values are stated in terms of the coordinate system defined 
in figure 9.4(a). At full scale it is expected that a solo duck will be moored to 
the sea bed by members attached at 45°. It is therefore necessary to rotate the 
heave and surge coordinates to the full-scale system defined in figures 9.4(b) and 
(c). The model-scale system is non-standard and was chosen logically to match 
the motion of the duck. The full-scale coordinates are defined to be standard 
right-handed axes. 
9.5 Motion constraints 
The experimental system, 5, is related to the full-scale system, 5', by two trans-
formation matrices; 1F  which transforms force and T. which transforms velocity. 
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Figure 9.4: Model-scale and full-scale coordinate systems 
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= 	rcos(y — cr) 	cosy sin  




In both matrices -y is the rotation of the full-scale coordinates relative to the model 
coordinates, and (r, a) is the polar translation of the full-scale origin relative to 
the model-scale origin. 
The control matrix can be transformed by the application of both T and T as 
follows; 
C'=T •C•T 1 = F = =v (9.3) 
Displacement and acceleration can be found from velocity using the equivalence 
Tt 	iW. 
The derivations of T and T are not included here, but similar transformations, =F =v 
and the techniques for finding them, can be found in Ránky & Ho [56] and 
Snyder [67]. 
and 
Four cases are considered in this report 
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9.5.1 Standard case 
The standard case is the most general form of constraint that can be applied 
in the test tank. The duck is free to move in all three of its available degrees-
of-freedom. The full-scale axes are rotated through an angle, -y, of 450 The 
origin is not translated, so that r and c are both zero. A schematic of the set-up 
for standard control is shown in figure 9.5, and the standard complex-conjugate 
control matrix is shown in figure 9.6. 
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Figure 9.6: Standard complex-conjugate control matrix 
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9.5.2 Translated-axis constraint 
In the standard case the axis about which the duck pitches is some distance 
from the point through which all the external dynamic forces pass, resulting in 
a couple. The torque applied to the duck must provide a reaction to this couple 
as well as doing work. Translating the axis of rotation can alter the size of this 
couple, and hence the total torque on the duck, without affecting the forward and 
aft forces (it may, however, alter the forward and aft velocities). Since the cost 
of the pitch power take-off is largely a function of torque any reduction of torque 
could result in a reduction of the cost of pitch power. 
It should be noted that to an outside observer the only difference between the 
standard case and the translated axis-case is that the mooring lines are attached 
to the duck body in a different position. The observed device motion will be 
the same in both cases. Hence the overall efficiency is the same for both cases, 
but the fractions of power absorbed in the individual degrees-of-freedom will be 
different (see figures 9.22 and 9.24). 
Sharing the power more effectively between the degrees-of-freedom can mean that 
the power rating in one or more degrees-of-freedom can be reduced, and thus the 
cost of conversion hardware may fall. By moving the centre of rotation slightly 
closer ( 2.5m) to the beak of the duck the power radiated in pitch at the central 
wave frequency is reduced by 10%, as is the power absorbed by the fore leg. The 
power absorbed by the aft leg remains unchanged as the translation is parallel to 
the aft axis. The fore and aft forces are also unchanged. 
Pitch torque, however, is reduced by 30% (see figure 9.17) reducing the cost of 
the pitch primary power take-off proportionally. This is largely due to a reduction 
in imaginary pitch power of 50%. Translating the axis by a relatively small 
amount may therefore reduce overall cost without distorting the shape of the 
device. The beak of the duck is shaped such that translating the pitch axis in 
this way actually leaves more room for the power take-off (and the spine and back 
bearing for the spine based system) than in the standard case. 
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The translated-axis case is defined by a rotation of the axes through —45° and a 
translation of the origin by (2.5, —45) relative to the model-scale coordinates. 
A schematic of the set-up for translated-axis control is shown in figure 9.7, and 
the translated-axis complex-conjugate control matrix is shown in figure 9.8. 
Figure 9.7: Schematic set-up for Translated-Axis control 
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9.5.3 Fixed-heave constraint 
The fixed-heave case is included because it requires a lower rating for the power 
take-off mechanism than the standard case. The power take-off does not need 
to react against the large buoyancy forces in heave, which are resisted by anchor 
cables. This means a large reduction in the imaginary power passing through the 
power take-off. 
The fixed-heave system can be simplified to the set-up shown inset in figure 9.9. 
Only one of the 'pull-only' hydraulic power take-off units will active at any time. 
The values of force, velocity, displacement and acceleration for the fixed-heave 
case represent the 'working cycle' values for each power unit. 
The maximum dynamic force on the anchor cables is presented separately in 
figure 9.20. This force will be reduced in a non-linear manner by any forward/aft 
force, but will not exceed that shown in figure 9.20. 
The fixed-heave complex-conjugate control matrix is shown in figure 9.10. 
Figure 9.9: Schematic set-up for Fixed-Heave control 
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9.5.4 Fixed-aft constraint 
Fixed-heave represents two-degree-of-freedom motion in the model-scale coordi-
nate system. Fixed-aft represents two-degree-of-freedom motion in the full-scale 
coordinate system. It differs fundamentally from the fixed-heave case in that the 
buoyancy forces pass through the power take-off units and are not carried by 
anchor cables. It has some advantages over fixed-heave since it removes the need' 
for a power take-off on the aft mooring lines. 
A schematic of the set-up for fixed-aft control is shown in figure 9.11, and the 
fixed-aft complex-conjugate control matrix is shown in figure 9.12. 
Figure 9.11: Schematic set-up for Fixed-Aft control 
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9.6 Benchmark efficiency 
The efficiencies given in section 7 are achieved using complex-conjugate synthe-
sis. Complex-conjugate control produces optimum results but is difficult, if not 
impossible, to achieve. The ultimate aim of this research is to produce a stable 
controller which simulates complex-conjugate control as closely as possible over 
the useful bandwidth. A controller of this type will be referred to as a pseudo 
complex-conjugate controller. 
The benchmark controllers described in this section are very simplistic, but are 
good first attempts at controlling a duck. They are capable of achieving mean 
annual efficiencies of up to 70-80%. These results are promising in themselves, 
but the real use of a benchmark controller is to provide a datum against which 
subsequent, sophisticated controllers can be compared. 
One of the simplest forms of control that we can apply is to approximate the real 
part of the impedance matrix to a constant damping term, and the imaginary 
part to the sum of a constant spring and a constant inertia term. This method 
can be used to derive two simple pseudo complex-conjugate controllers, based on 
spring, damping and inertia terms only. Off-diagonal terms are also included [46]. 
The first pseudo complex-conjugate controller uses twenty-seven terms in total, 
being a spring, a damping and an inertia in each of the nine elements of the 
control matrix. These terms are fixed. They are derived from a least-squares-fit 
of the real and imaginary terms, using the 399 set annual power density function 
as a weighting. It will be called the 'annual-weighting' control. 
The next pseudo complex-conjugate controller also contains twenty-seven terms 
as above, but this time the terms are not fixed and may be varied slowly over 
time. Rather than optimising for the 399 set as a whole, we can optimise for 
each of the 399 spectra individually. For each spectrum, the control matrix is 
approximated by constant coefficients using a weighting function which is the 
power density for that spectrum. 
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Spectral conditions change slowly and with a good degree of predictability. Con-
sequently, as conditions change from a Tg of, say, 8s to a Te of 12s it may be 
possible to alter the control coefficients from their optimal constant value at 8s to 
their optimal constant value at 12s. Hence the second pseudo controller, called 
the 'individual-weighting' control, uses coefficients that may remain constant for 
hours at a time, but which vary over a period of days. 
Figures 9.13 - 9.15 contain the best-fit spring, damping and inertia terms pre 
dicted for standard individual-weighting control. 
We can now derive the efficiency of the device as a function of power fraction. 
The force and velocity resulting from a particular controller can be derived from 
knowledge of that controller, and of Z, W and a. Setting a to im gives the 
force and velocity per unit wave amplitude, which lead to values of power per 
unit (wave amplitude)' at each frequency. 
When multiplied by (wavelength) 2 this gives power per unit (wave steepness) 2 . 
Multiplying this by (W 3 ) 2 for each of the 399 South Uist spectra gives the device 
power density for each spectrum, which when integrated gives the RMS power 
absorbed by the device in that sea state. Dividing the RMS absorbed power by 
the total power available in that spectrum over a frontage equal to the scaled 
width of the test tank gives an estimate of the efficiency of the control in a sea 
of that T e . The test tank is 10% wider than the duck model. 
The total power available in each sea is found by integrating the sea power density 
function over the experimental frequency range. This may result in a slight over-
estimate of efficiency, but is more valid than integrating over all frequencies to 
find total power. The controller is derived and optimised only over this limited 
range and should, therefore, only be evaluated over this range. 
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The figures derived in chapter 7 were found to include power losses, which are 
discussed in chapter 8. They have the consequence that efficiency predicted 
from device force and velocity is reduced slightly (10%) compared to efficiency 
predicted from incident and reflected wave amplitudes. These losses appear in 
part to be due to the small model scale and may not be present at full scale - 
depending on the effectiveness of the power conversion system. 
Figures 9.21 - 9.26 show both the power output and the efficiency in each degree 
of freedom and in total for standard complex-conjugate, individual-weighting and 
annual weighting control, and translated-axis, fixed-heave and fixed-aft individual-
weighting control respectively. 
Total real efficiency in each case contains two sets of results. The upper cluster 
is the wave efficiency (which is real only), and the lower cluster is the device 
efficiency. Mean annual values are shown as a dotted line on each element of 
each graph. Mean annual efficiency is defined as the sum of the powers absorbed 
by the device in each sea divided by the total power in the 399 set (within the 
experimental bandwidth). The actual efficiency will be somewhere between the 
two sets of data, with a bias toward the wave efficiency (since this result is more 
accurate than the device efficiency, and since the reduction in device efficiency is 
due at least in part to model scale effects). 
Both real and imaginary efficiencies are. presented. Real efficiency is derived from 
real power, which is power available to be converted to electricity. Imaginary 
efficiency is derived from reactive power, which is a measure of the power stored 
in the dynamic system during a wave cycle. Imaginary power must be temporarily 
stored by the device, but does not contribute to its output. It is important to 
consider imaginary power because the instantaneous power passing through the 
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The power take-off for the device will only produce on output less than the real 
power but it may need to be rated for the instantaneous power. A large imaginary 
power component may mean that the power take-off system has to be rated for a 
much higher power than it can actually generate, making it less cost-effective. For 
this reason, both real power and maximum instantaneous power are presented. 
In every case, maximum instantaneous power is at least double the real power 
output. 
Real power is the product of in-phase force and velocity, while imaginary power 
is the product of out-of-phase force and velocity. The relative sizes of real and 
imaginary power (and hence efficiency) indicate the relative phase of force and 
velocity in each degree-of-freedom. 
For a device to be economically viable a limit will have to be placed on the power 
it can absorb. In the absence of complete data on the full-scale device an arbitrary 
limit of 100KWm' is used here 
The limit applies to power absorbed by the device and not to the power which is 
available to the device. A sea may have  mean power of, say, 150KWm 1 but if 
the device is 60% efficient in that sea it will only absorb 90KWm 1 . Hence, even 
though the sea has a mean power which is much greater than the power limit the 
device may still be operating below its limit (with an efficiency in this case of 
60%). 
If the device is 80% efficient in a sea with a mean power of 150KWm' then it 
will absorb 120KWm 1 unlimited. When limited it can only absorb a maximum 
of 100KWm 1 and hence its efficiency drops from an unlimited value of 80% to 
a limited value of 66.66% (assuming it can absorb all the power up to this limit). 
Values for overall efficiency under standard individual-weighting control with a 














































Figure 9.16: log io(rms force, velocity, displacement and acceleration) for Standard 
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Several of the elements of the control matrix contain negative coefficients. These 
coefficients are only unstable if the overall damping, control plus hydrodynamic, is 
negative. Perfect complex-conjugate control operates at the very limit of stability. 
It is likely that a small reduction in the best-fit coefficients will render them stable, 
with little or no reduction in the consequent efficiency. Thus individual weighting 
control is close to being a practical pseudo complex-conjugate controller. 
Figures 9.28 and 9.29 provide a convenient way of assessing each control strategy 
and configuration. The ratio of the area under any of the curves to the area 
under the windowed sea curve gives the efficiency of that strategy/ configuration. 
Note that, as mentioned previously, the sea power is windowed by our choice 
of frequency limits, but by comparison with the full sea curve we can see that 
it contains approximately 95% of the total sea power available. Note also that 
the variation due to choice of control strategy (complex-conjugate, individual-
weighting, etc.) is less than the variation due to choice of configuration (standard, 
fixed-heave, etc.). 
9.7 Conclusions 
9.7.1 Sub-optimal control strategies 
• Complex-conjugate control produces theoretical mean efficiencies of 100% 
and measured mean efficiencies of 90% in unidirectional monochromatic 
incident waves [46][47]. Efficiency, as it is defined here, cannot exceed 100%. 
• Standard three degree-of-freedom individual and annual-weighting controllers 
(based on spring, damping and inertia terms only) both produce mean an-
nual efficiencies of 70-80% in unidirectional wave spectra 
• Reducing to a two degree-of-freedom device reduces mean annual efficiency 
(relative to Standard control) by 10% as the redundancy of the third 
degree-of-freedom allows a better fit for the constant spring, damping and 
inertia terms. 
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. A limit of 100KWm 1 on total absorbed power reduces mean annual effi-
ciency by 15% relative to a device with unlimited capability. 
• In both standard and translated-axis cases the fore power take-off absorbs 
the equivalent of 200% of the incident power, while the pitch and aft power 
take-offs together radiate the equivalent of 185% of the incident power into 
the water. 
• In fixed-heave, most of the power is absorbed in pitch. 
• In fixed-aft, most of the power is absorbed by the fore power take-off. 
• Individual-weight control (in which control parameters are changed for each 
sea state) gives a 2-3% increase in mean annual efficiency over annual-
weighting control (in which control parameters remain fixed). 
• Either of the two sub-optimal strategies would provide a good platform 
from which to develop a more sophisticated pseudo-optimal controller. 
• Translated-axis, fixed-heave and fixed-aft control all produce lower pitch 
torques than standard control, thus reducing the cost of power absorbed in 
pitch for each case relative to standard control. 
• Forward/aft dynamic forces are the same for standard control as for translated-
axis control. They are lower than standard for fixed-heave and fixed-aft 
control. 
• A combination of fixed-aft and translated-axis control is likely to result in 
a significant reduction in all forces, a small increase in pitch velocity and 
a negligable increase in forward/aft velocities relative to standard control. 
Power will be more evenly distributed between the two working axes, and 
pitch should spend more of its time absorbing rather than radiating power. 
• Choosing the power take-off configuration roughly determines the effective-
ness of the device. Cloosing the correct control strategy for that configura-
tion fine-tunes performance. 
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9.7.2 Validity of the figures 
The forces, velocities, accelerations, displacements and efficiencies quoted in part 
II are transformations of predicted values (calculated from empirical knowledge 
of the impedance Z. and the wave-force coefficient W in part I). This enables the 
conversion from model-scale to full-scale to be undertaken for any shape with 
knowledge of Z. and W only, and without the necessity for further experiment. It 
is shown in [46] and [47], and in part. I of this thesis, that the results of prediction 
and experiment are sufficiently close to justify this decision. 
Forces, velocities, accelerations and displacements are quoted for standard wave-
steepness (defined here as the ratio of wave amplitude to wavelength). Mean 
annual wave-steepness for the South Uist 399 wave set is approximately two 
thirds of the standard steepness (see figure 9.3). Therefore, mean annual forces, 
velocities etc. are approximately 75% of those shown. Forces etc. in individual 
seas may, however, vary from 25% to 200% of those shown here. 
The model-scale values include losses which may not be present at full-scale. The 
effects of losses on the magnitudes of force and velocity are small. However, the 
reduction in efficiency due to loss is significant and is presented. 
Depth dependent effects have been accounted for arbitrarily preserving device 
power regardless of depth. 
The bandwidth of the experimental data is finite, and may not contain frequen-
cies which are significant in certain spectra. For this reason rms values may be 
underestimated. The angular spreadings of spectra have been ignored since the 
experiments were undertaken for unidirectional incident waves. All spectra are 
assumed to be unidirectional, and to approach the duck head-on. Unidirectional 
spectra are likely to produce higher efficiencies than multi-directional spectra. 
However, an isolated model in a wide tank may be able to exploit point absorber 
effects which will increase efficiency. Numerical studies by Pizer [53] suggest that 
a solo duck is better able to absorb short oblique waves than short head-on waves. 
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Efficiency is defined here as the ratio of power absorbed by the device to the 
power available in the sea over a frontage equal to the scaled width of the test 
tank. It cannot, therefore, exceed 100%, as to do so would mean that the device 
is absorbing more power than is present in the sea. The tank is 10% wider than 
the model. The sea power and the device power are evaluated over the (limited) 
experimental frequency range, and not over all frequencies. This may also result 
in a slight over-estimate of efficiency. 
All figures assume linearity, and for this reason and those outlined above it is 
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Figure 9.20: Fixed-Heave buoyancy force. 
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Figure 9.27: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for Standard and 
Translated-Axis individual-weighting power limited control in the South Uist 399 
Set. Device power is limited to 100KWm 1 . Wave efficiency is not included, 
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Figure 9.29: Power distribution in the 399 set for various types of individual-
weighting control. The ratio of the area under any of the individual-weighting 






• The hydrodynamic coefficients for a duck model and a semi-submerged 
horizontal cylinder have been determined experimentally. 
• These coefficients have been used to synthesise complex-conjugate control 
in multiple degrees-of freedom. The experimental results obtained for these 
optimal runs agree well with predictions based on hydrodynamic theory. 
• These results show that the complex-conjugate method can be used in con-
junction with numerical predictions of the hydrodynamic parameters to 
predict the effects of device shape on economic and practical considera-
tions. 
• Discrepancies have been found which show that power loss is a severe prob-
lem for optimal strategies. Any practical power take-off system must be 
extremely highly efficient if power is to be extracted at all. 
• Two sub-optimal control strategies have been suggested which produce re-
suits close to optimal. 
• Several device configurations have been evaluated which reduce device forces 
and velocities for a small reduction in overall performance. 
• The scale at which testing was done for this thesis, while appropriate for 
the facilities available, is really too small. It should be increased with the 
intention of reducing the apparent scale losses. 
• Further control strategies should be investigated, and implemented for a 





PARAMETER INDEX OF SCALE 
Wave height and length 1 
Period 0.5 
Frequency -0.5 
Pitch angle 0 
Angular Velocity -0.5 
Angular acceleration -1 
Buoyancy 3 
Inertial forces 3 
Velocity forces 3 
Drift forces 3 
Torque 4 
Power 3.5 
Power per unit length 2.5 
Force per unit length 2 
Torque per unit length 3 
Mass 3 
Inertia per unit length 4 
Buoyancy spring per unit length 3 
Damping per unit length 3.5 
Heave and surge distances 1 
Heave and surge velocities 0.5 
Heave and surge accelerations 0 
Table A.1: Froude scale factors 
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Appendix B 
Calculation of power fraction 
B.1 The South Uist 399 Spectra 
The Institute of Oceanographic Sciences has been collecting wave data at a point 
8 nautical miles to the west of South Uist in the Outer Hebrides since 1976. A 
Datawell Waverider buoy, sitting in about 42m of water, measured the surface 
elevation every 3 hours for a period of about 15 minutes. 
By comparison with long term annual wind statistics Crabb [12] selected 399 
wave records which represented a typical year, and converted them to frequency 
distributions. Each spectrum was then described as the sum of three Pierson-
Moscowitz components [45], one for the local wind conditions, one for the con-
ditions just prior to sampling and one for the effects of distant storms. The 
component seas each have a spectral compression factor' (Ci ), an amplitude 
multiplier (0) and angular spreading distribution. These corrections to the stan-
dard P-M shape were required so that it could be fitted to the recorded data 
(they are derived in appendix B). 
'Cf is really an expansion factor, but for historical reasons it is still referred 
to as a compression factor 
III 
It is the South Uist 399 set that is used here to predict values for control of a full 
scale duck, since these spectra best represent the conditions in which the device 
is to operate. The data were measured in 42m of water. Mollison [44] points out 
that Crabb's synthesis makes no account of this finite water depth. Refraction, 
which is negligable in lOOm depth for all but the lowest frequencies, is significant 
in 42m depth for the wavelengths which carry most power. Consequently, a depth 
correction is included in the 399 set which modifies the raw spectral data to 100m 
depth. 
B.2 Power fraction 
The power fraction expresses the percentage of total power available in the 399 
spectra as a function of period. It is the integral with period of the sum of the 
power spectra of the 399 set. 
We require a definition of C1 such that a compressed wave contains the same 
energy and power as an uncompressed. wave. C1 performs a linear mapping of 
period T onto T' which preserves Hrms and Te (note that a linear mapping in 
time does not produce a linear mapping in frequency). 
This mapping is described in this appendix, along with a definition of the power 
fraction. 
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B.3 Conservation of energy 
The spectra S(T) and E(w) are defined such that: 
	
= j S(T)dT = j E(w)dw 	 (B.1) 
Energy E per unit width of wave-front is directly proportional to the root mean 
square wave amplitude H ms . 
The definition of E(w) is given in equation C.17. We can derive S(T) given E(w) 
by a change of variable; 
1
00 	 jco 2 7r 27r 
)dT 	 (B.2) S(T)dT = 	E(-- 
0 
2r(,r)2\ 
S(T) = 	E --) 	 (B.3) 
The compression factor Cf is defined by the mapping: 
T'=CfT+O 	 (B.4) 
where 0 is an offset such that T maps onto itself. 
If we make a change of variable from T to T' in equation B.1 we get: 
j
00 
 S(T)dT = 	j s 
(T 0) dT' 
= 10'  S'(T')dT' 	(B.5) 
 Cf 
Thus: 
S'(T') = -s ( T'- 0) 	 (B.6)
Cf 
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B.4 Conservation of power 
Power per unit width of wave-front is given by: 
- pga 2 T 
8ir 
(B.7) 
for a monochromatic wave in deep water. Therefore for a spectrum: 
P cx or TS(T)dT 	 (B.8) 
Substituting for T' in B.8 gives: 
1 
00 	 p 1 ' IT' - ) (T_0) dT' = J
00 
T'S"(T')dT' (B.9) TS(T)dT = Cf Jo 
	c1 o 
We can separate the integral in B.9 such that: 
coo 	 1 °°T' "T'—O" 	0 °° 1 (TI —O\
/ TS(T)dT = 	j S ( 	)dT' - j 	S 	1 ) dT'  Cf I \ C1 /
Substituting for S'(T') from equation B.6 into B.10 we get: 
I TS(T)dT = -- I T'S'(T')dT' - - j S'(T')dT' 	(B.11) Jo 	 C1 Jo 	 Cf  
which becomes: 
ITS(T)dT = -- [T'S'(T')dT' 0 
_ 	C1 e 	 --J S(T')dT' 	(B.12) 000 	
1
,cP 	 KP 	 icE 
The underbraced terms come from equations B.1 and B.8, where the constant of 
proportionality ic is given by: 
4ir 




9 = (lCf)ç 
0 = (1 - CAT, 	 (B.14) 
Substituting for 0 in equation B.4 we get: 
T' = C1T + (1 - Cj)Te 	 (B.15) 
We now have an expression for T' in terms of T and the compression factor 
C1. T maps onto itself as required. Note that the lower limit of integration for 
compressed seas is T'= 0. 
Since the figures in this report relate to experiments in which the incident wave 
is unidirectional, we can ignore the angular spreading distributions of the 399 
component spectra. 
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We can now define the power fraction, 2(T). The power fraction from period 
T1 to period T2 , 2(T) , expresses the power available in waves between these 
periods as a percentage of the total power available in the 399 spectra. We can 
see from equation B.9 that: 
T'S"(T') = -TS(T) 	 (B.16) 
Cf 






We can now define a new variable, v(T'), such that: 




3 =o [(.)2fT2 vi(T)dTI] 
2(T) k - >= [ i f vi 
The 	
( B.19) 
superscripts j = 0, 1, 2 refer to values of compression factor and 11rms  multi-
plier for the wind sea, old wind sea and swell sea components respestively. 
The integral from 0 to oo of the denominator of equation B.19 is proportional to 
power. It is also equal to HmBTe.  We can therefore re-write equation B.19 as: 
i 	>I= [()2 J'2 z4(T')dT'j 
(B.20) P(T)I = 
(0 . 01361) 2 	> 2 
 




	0 	 ifCf >1 	
(B.21) 
(1 - Cf) T, otherwise 
T1 = 





Accounting for depth 
C.1 Monochromatic equivalent of a wave spec-
trum 
The dispersion relation states that for linear, monochromatic waves: 
w 2 =gktanhkh 	 (C.1) 
where: 
w is the angular frequency. 
g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
h is the water depth (h = 0.58m x s for a scale factor s). 
k is the wave number (k = ). 
) is the wavelength. 
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For deep water waves (kh >> 1) this becomes: 




kd is the deep water wave number (kd =  Ad 
\d is the deep water wavelength. 
This leads to the ratio of the wave length in water of any depth to the length in 
deep water as: 
- = tanhkh 
Ad 
(C.3) 
For a given frequency the energy in a wave remains constant regardless of depth 
(assuming no losses due to bottom friction and refraction). The energy flux (or 
power) per unit width is given [43] by: 
~2k
1w1 	2kh \1 




P is the power per unit width. 
p is the density of water. 
a is the wave amplitude. 
Substituting for w from equation C.l and rearranging, this becomes: 
\1 = p92IaI2T I tanh kh (i + j 2k/i  h2kh)] 	 (C.5) 8ir 
where: 
T is the wave period. 
We are equating power in deep water to power in shallow water. The wave 
frequency does not change, but its amplitude will. Referring to equation C.5, 





(i + ih 
2k/i)]
(C.6) 
ad 	 sn 
We can now express the deep water wave-steepness as a function of the shallow 
water wave-steepness; 
ada 8 ad\8 
-. - 
	 ( C.7) 
a8 Ad 
Substituting from C.3 and C.6 we get: 
ad - a3 _________  - 	Itanh3 k/i (i + 2k/i )] 	 (C.8) sinh 2k/i 
The Pierson- Moscowitz spectrum [45] best describes the sea-state in which a duck 
will operate. The principal feature of .this spectrum is that it is invariant under 
change of scale. In particular the deep water wave-steepness is constant; 





Hrms  is the root mean square wave amplitude of the spectrum (which is also 
the rms amplitude of a monochromatic wave containing the same energy 
and power as the spectrum - the monochromatic equivalent wave). 
) is the energy wavelength (i.e. the length of the monochromatic equiva-
lent wave). 
If equation C.8 is equated to the P-M steepness we get: 
'1 1 (a8 \ 





which when rearranged gives: 
	
sinh2kh)] 	
(C.11) (:) We 	
1  - 
= 	[tanh3 	i+ 2kh kh(  
We is the shallow water steepness of monochromatic P-M equivalent waves as a 
function of frequency. The factor of L is included because equation C.8 relates 
to peak amplitude, not rms amplitude. It should be noted that a further factor 
of -I- must be included if we are to predict an equivalent rms quantity from a 
measured peak quantity (all the figures quoted in part I are peak amplitudes). 
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C.2 Spectral Wave-Steepness 
The spectrum E(w) is defined such that: 
r - 
E(w)dw - H,2,,,., 	 (C.12) -  Jo 
Since we are testing at discrete frequencies, this can be written as: 
n 




(arms ) = E(w1 )6w 	 (C.14) 
Rearranging equation C.1 in terms of Ad and substituting for .Ad in equation C.8 
gives an expression for rms wave amplitude as a function of shallow water wave-
steepness (for a monochromatic wave); 
/ /gir 1a3 \  
arm$d = 	2 (ç) Itanh 3 	
2k/i 




Equating C. 14 and C. 15, and rearranging, we can define the spectral wave steep-
ness W 3 : 
1 
E(w) 
I 6w 	(C.16) 
gr 
(a) = (
8w)W 3 = 	
[2tanh3 kh(1 +2kh/sinh2kh)J 
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The P-M spectrum [45] is defined by: 
	
E(w) = g'w`exp(_ 	 (C.17) 
\ W)J 
where: 




The P-M spectrum describes fully-developed wind-generated seas, and U0 is the 
wind speed measured 19.5 metres above the still water surface. 
We can make the spectrum a function of Te (rather than U0 ) using the following 
relation; 




Substituting for E(w) in C.16 we get: 
exp 
_ )3 	)4) 
____________ I
(C.20) 
[wtanh3 kh(1 + 2kh/sinh2kh)j 
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where: 
( = 0.020257 	 (C.21) 
= 6.14106 
W 3 is the shallow water wave-steepness spectrum, and is a function of E(w) and 
hence Te. 
To find, say, the force spectrum F(w) for a particular value of Te , we multiply the 
calculated values of force per unit wave-steepness (F 3 ) by 34),  to find the force 
of each spectral component. If we integrate this over the whole spectrum we get 
the rms force at that Te , given by 
- 	 I p00 
Frms = ( I F()dw)2 = ((Frms)W) 	 (C.22) "Jo 
where 
( F, ..,) 2 = 	^)i12 	 (C.23) 
Note that once again, if we are to find rms values from peak amplitudes we must 
multiply the force per unit wave-steepness by 	. 
Similarly, we can find displacement, velocity and acceleration spectra. When 
integrated these spectra give values of rms force, velocity, displacement and ac-




A 	Amplitude attenuation 
a 	Complex wave amplitude, rig dimension 
a 	Incident wave amplitude 
Real part of the impedance matrix 
b 	Complex wave amplitude 
C 	Capture width 
C 	Control matrix 
C 	Complex wave amplitude 
12 	Damping matrix 
12' 	Duck tube damping matrix 
F Force acting in a particular degree of freedom 
F 	Model force vector 
System transfer function 
g 	Gravity 
h Tank depth 
I 	Identity matrix, rig motor current matrix 
IM 	Imaginary part of complex number 
J 	Force calibration matrix 
K 	Velocity calibration matrix 
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k 	Wavenumber 
Keulegan- Carpenter number 
L 	Force measurement unit calibration matrix 
M System state vector 
M 	Mass matrix 
M' 	Duck tube inertia matrix 
M 	Calibration dimension 
P 	Power 
P 	Power attenuation 
P. Rig static transfer function (Motor Torque Constant matrix) 
Q 	Rig motion impedance matrix 
R 	Reflection coefficient 
Re 	Real part of complex number 
Re 	Reynolds number 
Radiation pattern matrix 
r 	Translation distance of duck axis 
r 	Position of incident wave train 
S 	Experimental co-ordinate system 
31 	Full-scale co-ordinate system 
Scattering pattern vector 
T 	Transmission coefficient 
T 	Transformation matrix 
T 	Sampling period 
V 	Voltage 
Drive voltage vector 
V 	Velocity in a particular degree-of-freedom 
V 	Model velocity vector 
W 	Wave force coefficient vector 
W 	Spectral wave steepness 
w 	Tank width 
Radiation impedance matrix 
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Duck tube motion impedance matrix 
Greek Symbols 




Velocity limit matrix 
-y 
	Velocity constraint in each degree-of-freedom 











Duck inertia matrix 
Rig inertia forward of strain gauges 
P 
	
Density of water 




Force transducer output 
0. 
	
Restoring spring matrix 
a 
	
Hydrostatic spring matrix 
or 
	
Experimental pendulum spring error matrix 
or 
	
Calibration pendulum spring error matrix 
0. 
	















A Added value 
A Load cell/wave gauge A 
B Load cell/wave gauge B 
C Load cell/wave gauge C 
d Deep water 




inc+ Wave incident from --x 
mc- Wave incident from -x 
P Pitch 
r Radiation condition 
ref+ Wave reflected to +x 
ref- Wave reflected to -x 
S Surge, shallow water, spectral value 
V Velocity 
W Scattering condition 
ws Value per unit wave steepness 
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Maximizing the efficiency of wave-energy plant using 
complex-conjugate control 
P Nebel 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Edinburgh 
A method of determining the hydrodynamic coefficients of a floating wave-energy absorber is outlined, and the coefficients of a Salter's 
duck are measured experimentally. A complex-conjugate synthesizer, derived from these coefficients, is used both theoretically and 
experimentally to predict and to measure the efficiency of a duck in unidirectional monochromatic waves. The synthesis produces a 
higher efficiency over a greater bandwidth than has been achieved before. The reason for the improvement in efficiency is explained, and 
conclusions are drawn about the implications of complex-conjugate control for predicting practical engineering constraints on the 
design of afull-sized wave-energy absorber. 
NOTATION 
a 	incident wave amplitude 
C capture width 
C 	control matrix 
DA  frequency-dependent added damping matrix 
F 	force vector 
g gravity 
Im imaginary part of complex number 
MA  frequency-dependent added mass matrix 
P power 
q 	q-factor 
R radiation pattern vector 
r 	position of wave in tank 
Re real part of complex number 
t 	time 
T sampling period 
V 	duck velocity vector 
W tank width 
W wave force coefficient vector 
Z 	complex radiation impedance matrix 
cc wave angle 
ii 	efficiency 
A wavelength 
i 	duck inertia matrix 
p density of water 
a 	hydrostatic spring matrix 
w Angular frequency 
Superscripts 
T 	transpose of matrix 
* complex-conjugate 
Subscripts 
I 	incident wave 
r radiation condition 
R 	reflected wave 
T transmitted wave 
w 	diffraction condition 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Diffraction theory provides a useful model for determin-
ing the hydrodynamic characteristics of a floating body 
(1-4). It has been shown that an optimum (complex-
conjugate) control function for maximizing power 
absorption by a wave-energy device can be derived from 
knowledge of these characteristics (4-6). Although this 
relationship is widely quoted, little attention has been 
given to implementing this control for a wave-energy 
absorber. 
Values of the frequency-domain coefficients must be 
known over a wide bandwidth to predict the response 
of the device to random seas or to formulate a time-
domain simulation (7, 8). Jefferys (9) has developed 
methods for characterizing the hydrodynamics over a 
large range of frequencies using values of the coefficients 
found at a few frequency points. 
Complex-conjugate control is strongly linked to the 
underwater shape of a device. For many economically 
viable shapes, its implementation can require very large 
displacements to absorb power from seas with a small 
device-size/wavelength ratio. The Salter's duck is suited 
to complex-conjugate control in that, at low diameter/ 
wavelength ratios, displacements are of a reasonable 
amplitude. 
Complex-conjugate control is inherently unstable. A 
stable pseudo-complex-conjugate controller must be 
designed that simulates optimum control over as wide a 
bandwidth as possible. The Edinburgh Wave Power 
Project has developed pseudo-complex-conjugate 
control for flap-type wavemakers over a reasonable fre-
quency bandwidth. It is therefore likely that the diffi-
culties encountered in stabilizing optimal control for a 
wave absorber can be overcome. 
This paper describes a first attempt to synthesize 
complex-conjugate control for a duck model. The syn-
thesis is based on the transfer function relating signals 
operating the model to the forces and velocities experi-
enced by the model. This transfer function is used to 
calculate the operating signals needed to achieve partic-
ular forces and velocities, as opposed to controlling the 
forces and velocities in real time. It is necessary because, 
for these tests, the model does not incorporate control 
Synthesis is also useful because it is capable of simulat-
ing both stable and unstable controllers. 




The paper begins by describing the duck hydro-
dynamics and the experimental methods used to obtain 
the radiation impedance and wave-force coefficients. 
Complex-conjugate synthesis is implemented for a duck 
constrained to move in two and three degrees of 
freedom, subject to monochromatic incident waves. The 
results for both these cases agree well with predictions 
based on the model coefficients, suggesting that the 
linear model can be used to predict the effect of changes 
in shape on the forces, displacements and velocities of 
an optimally controlled device. 
The - control matrix derived for complex-conjugate 
synthesis is compared with procedures used previously 
for optimization of duck performance. These procedures 
involved the application of ordinary reactive loading 
(that is spring, damping and inertia) terms on the 
leading diagonal of the control matrix. The off-diagonal 
coefficients were set to zero. 
A complex-conjugate equivalent control matrix is 
derived, with coefficients on the leading diagonal only. 
Such a matrix will produce the same forces from a 
given velocity vector as will complex-conjugate control. 
Equivalent matrices can only be derived if the incident 
waves are unidirectional. These equivalents indicate 
that cross-terms are required in the matrix if the realiza-
tion of optimal control is not to become unstable. 
The complex-conjugate method can be used in con-
junction with numerical methods to evaluate the rela-
tive merits of different constraints and wave-absorber 
shapes. It can derive information necessary for the eco-
nomic optimization of an absorber, and it can be imple-
mented as a practical control strategy for an absorber. 
2 HYDRODYNAMICS 
This section defines the linear equation describing the 
interaction of the duck with the water, and the expres-
sions giving extracted power and efficiency for the par -
ticular control strategy implemented. 
A rigid body moving in three dimensions has six 
degrees of freedom, comprising a rotation about and a 
translation in each dimension. In these two-dimensional 
tests, duck models are constrained to move in only 
three of their possible six degrees of freedom, namely 
pitch, heave and surge (see Fig. 1). The state of the duck 
is defined by six functions of time t, these being three 
forces acting on the axes and three velocities measured 
at the axes. The incoming wave train is a function of the 
position r as well as of time. 
The same symbols are used to represent a variable in 
the time and frequency domains. If the dependence of a 
Fig. I Definition of duck degrees of freedom 
variable is not explicitly stated, it may be assumed to be 
a function of frequency. 
2.1 Equation of motion 
The linear equation of motion modelling the hydrody-
namic system is best described by separating the exter-
nal forces into two components (2-4); those caused by 
the incident wave, and those caused by the radiated 
wave: 
F(t) = Fr(t) + F(t) 	 (1) 
where Fr(t) = forces due to the motion of the duck when 
driven in still water, and depends on duck velocities v 
only, and F(t) = forces due to the duck being held 
stationary in the presence of an incident wave, and 
depends on incident wave amplitude a only. 
The linear equation describing the motion of the 
duck is therefore given by 
F((o, c) = Z(w) v(w, ) + W(co, c) - a(w, ) 	(2) 
where Z is the complex radiation impedance matrix, 
and W is the complex wave force coefficient vector. 
An explanation of these terms follows. The equation 
of motion relates the duck velocities to external forces 
and to wave forces. The matrix form of the equation 
indicates that the velocity in one degree of freedom 
depends on the forces acting in all the degrees of 
freedom, not just its own. 
Here Z is a complex 3 x 3 frequency-dependent 
matrix relating the modulus and phase of a force in one 
degree of freedom to unit velocity in another degree of 
freedom. It is dimensionally inhomogeneous, owing to 
the definitions of F and v. 
The imaginary part comprises an 'added mass' term 
(due to the inertia of the water that the duck displaces 
when moving) plus a term representing hydrostatic 
spring and a term representing the duck dry inertia. The 
latter must be removed from the imaginary part so that 
Z depends on the underwater shape of the duck only. 
The real part of Z is often referred to as the 'added 
damping' and is closely related to the power radiated 
from the duck when a component of velocity is in phase 
with the force. 
Using the equivalence d/dt iw, we can split Z into 
its component parts: 
Z(w) = DA(w) + 'COMA((0)  + iwlt + 	 (3) 
where 
DA is the frequency-dependent added damping matrix, 
MA  is the frequency-dependent added mass matrix, p is 
the duck inertia matrix, and a is the hydrostatic spring 
matrix. 
Newman (3) has shown that the radiation impedance 
matrix is symmetrical about the leading diagonal. 
The vector W describes the forces required to hold 
the duck stationary when a wave of unit amplitude is 
incident on it. In this case the incident waves are uni-
directional, so that a = 0. 
2.2 Control equation 
It is necessary to modify the motion of the duck if it is 
to extract power from an incident wave. The control 
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function being implemented is 
F=—Cv 	 (4) 
C(a) is a 3 x 3 frequency-dependent matrix which 
expresses forces as linear functions of velocity. 
The motion of the duck is now a function of C. On 
combining equations (2) and (4), we get 
_C.v=Zv+Wa=v—(C+Z) - ' Wa (5) 
Substituting for v in equation (4), 
F=C.(C+Z)_'Wa (6) 
Equation (4) describes how the hydrodynamic system is 
to be controlled (owing to our definition of Z, the 
hydrodynamic system is assumed, for the moment, to 
include the duck dry inertia). 
The average power P passing through the duck is 
given (4) by 
P = 4 [Re{F} . Re{v} + Im{F} . Im{v}] 	(7) 
The definitions of F and v lead to P being negative 
when power is absorbed by the duck. 
A maximum for absorbed power (4-6) occurs when 
C =Z*T (8) 
The relation expressed by equation (8) is referred to as 
'complex-conjugate control'. Its application in this 
context is directly analogous to maximizing the power 
output of a generator by connecting a load whose 
resistance is equal to its internal resistance. 
The radiation impedance matrix Z should be sym-
metrical (3) so that 
Z = ZT 	 (9) 
and 
c=z* 	 (10) 
Hence, for synthesis of complex-conjugate control, the 
demand velocities and forces from equations (5) and (6) 
become 
v= .—Re{Z}' . Wa 	 (11) 
F= Z . Re{Z} 1 W a 	 (12) 
23 Efficiency 





duck width  
with capture width defined as 
- 	power absorbed 	
(14) 
- power incident per metre 
Budal and Falnes (10) showed that this leads to a theo-
retical upper limit on the capture width of a device, as 
the width tends to zero, of 
Cm =q 	 (15) 
2it 
where q is the q-factor, which depends on the mode(s) of 
motion. For heave q = 1, for surge or pitch, q = 2, and 
for heave and surge (or pitch), q = 3. This can lead to 
efficiencies of well above 100 per cent. For two-
dimensional tests in the narrow tank, however, the duck 
efficiency is defined as 
- power absorbed 	
(16) 
- total power incident 
The efficiency is therefore dependent on the tank width 
and not on the capture width. This means that, unlike 
in the open sea, efficiencies in excess of 100 per cent are 
not achievable by definition (that is the duck cannot 
extract more energy than is available in the system). 
The total power absorbed by the duck is the sum of 
the powers absorbed by each degree of freedom. Power 
is the scalar product of the force and velocity vectors in 
time. This was expressed as a function of frequency 
[equation (7)]. 
Since the narrow tank is of intermediate depth, all 
wave powers have been corrected to allow for depth-
dependent effects (11). 
Efficiency is calculated in two ways. The first is based 
on the wave amplitudes: 
(P1 x w,) - (PR X WR) - (PT X WT) = 	 (17) 
Pt x w 1 
where P is the power and w is the tank width at the 
position of wave measurement. The subscripts I, R and 
T refer to the incident, reflected and transmitted waves, 
respectively. The second is based on the model forces 
and velocities: 
- Pp + h  + P 
'12 	 (18)  Pt x w 1 
where the subscripts p, h and s refer to pitch, heave and 
surge, respectively. These values should be the same, but 
in practice 	> 	This is because there are losses in 
the system. The unaccounted power represented by 
- 112) contains energy lost through 
friction; 
tank attenuation; 
non-linearity of duck motion; 
body losses (viscous damping, vortex shedding etc.). 
3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND METHOD 
The tests described here were undertaken in the 
6 metre-long flume at the University of Edinburgh 
Wave Power Project. The tank is 300 mm wide and has 
electrically operated flap-type wavemakers at both ends. 
The still-water depth was 580 mm. The duck was 
mounted midway between the wavemakers. Two surface 
elevation wavegauges were placed in front of the model 
to measure incident and reflected waves, and one was 
placed astern to measure transmitted waves. Beaching 
situated astern of the model absorbed the transmitted 
waves. Only about 3 per cent of the wave power inci-
dent to the wavemakers was reflected, as they are of the 
absorbing type developed at Edinburgh. The ripples 
seen on the experimentally determined graphs may be 
due to these reflections. 
Experiments were controlled by a computer, con-
nected to a synthesizer (a multi-frequency multi-channel 
signal generator). The computer generated the test 
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frequencies and sampled the data. The test frequencies 
were integer multiples of the reciprocal of the sampling 
time (1/51.2 Hz) in the range 0.5-1.5 Hz. This range was 
chosen because it covers the wavelength/duck diameter 
values that have proved most difficult to optimize. The 
depth-corrected wavelength is given as a function of the 
frequency in Fig. 2a, and the ratio of depth-corrected 
wavelength to model diameter is given in Fig. 2b. 
The incident wave amplitude was restricted to a 
maximum of 1.5 mm to limit non-linearity, particularly 
at the low frequencies where the pitch, heave and surge 
rig itself became significantly non-linear. Heave and 
surge velocities were restricted to a maximum of 0.01 
m/s for the same reason. 
The rig was used to control a 100 mm-diameter duck 
model, and constrains motion to the three degrees of 
freedom shown in Fig. 1. The rig incorporated no 
control for these experiments, consequently, control was 
achieved by 'synthesis'. To achieve synthesis, a transfer 
function was evaluated relating the power amplifier 
E 
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signals operating the rig to the forces and velocities 
experienced by the model. 
Demand forces and velocities were produced by 
working out the signals required to achieve them, and 
by supplying these signals to the power amplifiers 
during each test. This is as opposed to digitally control-
ling the forces and velocities in real time. Synthesis is 
capable of simulating both stable and unstable control-
lers. 
Equation (2), the equation of motion, can be split into 
two parts, namely the forces due to motion of the duck 
in still water (described by Z) which are dependent on v 
only: - 
F=Zv 	 (19) 
and forces due to the duck being held stationary in the 
presence of an incident wave (described by W), which 
are dependent on a only: 
F=Wa 	 (20) 
To determine what proportion of the measured force is 
due to duck motion in each degree of freedom and what 
proportion is due to the incident wave, four experiments 
were carried out. Three of these experiments involved 
driving one of the degree of freedom of the duck in still 
water while fixing the other two. In the fourth experi-
ment, all three axes were fixed in the presence of an 
incident wave. 
Matrix Z is a function of the duck forces and velo-
cities that have been measured. Vector W is also a func-
tion of the duck forces and of the incident wave 
amplitude, which has been measured. Any four experi-
ments can be used to derive the coefficients. All that is 
required is that the experiments be as orthogonal as 
possible. This is best achieved by heavily damping the 
'fixed' axes. 
In order to account for possible energy losses in 
experimental determination of the impedance, the radi-
ated wave was measured while the duck was being 
driven. The amplitude of the radiated wave at any point 
r can be related to the velocity vector v of the duck by 
the radiation pattern vector R, where 
a(r) = R(r) . v 	 (21) 
By equating power put into the water by the Duck with 
the power flux in the far-field radiated wave, we can 
relate the real part of the radiation impedance to the 
radiation pattern vector (4) by 
2 N—i 
Re{ZJk} = - 	R'(0,jR(cç)60 	 (22) 
n=O 
Two complex-conjugate synthesis runs were under-
taken. In the first, the model was allowed to move in all 
three of its possible degrees of freedom. In the second, 
the model was constrained to move in two degrees of 
freedom only (pitch and surge), being the motions 
easiest to engineer for full-scale control of the duck. 
4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Frequency 
Hz 
Fig. 2b Ratio of depth-corrected wavelength to duck model 
diameter 
Figure 3 shows the coefficients of a complex-conjugate 
control matrix. Also included in this Figure are the 
damping coefficients calculated from the energy flux in 
the radiated waves using equation (22). The imaginary 
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Fig. 3 Complex-conjugate control matrix 




parts of the predicted damping coefficients are included 
in Fig. 3. They are drawn to the same scale as their 
respective real parts. Their small size indicates that the 
values for R are good. 
It can be seen that the calculated damping coefficients 
are somewhat smaller than the measured coefficients, 
particularly on the leading diagonal. This effect was also 
noted by Skyner (12) in tests with similarly sized and 
shaped duck models, and points strongly to body losses 
in the model. Experiments are being undertaken at 
present to confirm and/or account for these apparent 
losses. - - 
Figures 4 and 5 show, respectively, the coefficients of 
equivalent three- and two-degrees-of-freedom control 
matrices with no cross-coupling terms. A complex-
conjugate equivalent matrix will calculate the same 
forces from a given velocity vector as a complex conju-
gate matrix. These equivalent matrices can only be 
derived if the incident waves are unidirectional. 
For two- and three- degrees of freedom synthesis, the 
duck is radiating energy in surge while it absorbs energy 
in pitch (and heave for three degrees of freedom). The 
leading diagonal equivalents shown in Figs 4 and 5 
require the damping applied in surge to be negative 
with respect to surge velocity over most of their range. 
Previous duck control strategies have been imple-
mented using leading diagonal terms only. This is 
perhaps one reason why complex-conjugate synthesis 
achieves close to 100 per cent efficiency over a wider 
bandwidth than previous strategies. Leading diagonal 
control prevents stable optimization. 
Complex-conjugate control is inherently unstable. 
The aim of these experiments is to produce pseudo-
complex-conjugate control which is stable over all fre-
quencies, and maximally efficient over as wide a 
bandwidth as possible. 
Theory suggests that a wave energy absorber with at 
least two orthogonal degrees of freedom, and which is 
capable of producing symmetric/antisymmetric waves 
forward and astern, should be capable of absorbing 100 
per cent of the incident power available in the tests 
described above (6). Figures 6 and 7 show the predicted 
and measured efficiencies for the two synthesis runs. 
The results for the three-degrees-of-freedom run are 
slightly better than those for the two-degrees-of-freedom 
run at low frequencies. This is partly due to the three-
degree-of-freedom case containing a redundant degree 
of freedom. Neither of the measured values of 'li  quite 
achieves the theoretical limit of 100 per cent absorption. 
However, the measured results agree well with the pre-
dicted results in Figs 6 and 7a, suggesting that this 
shortfall is due to non-linearity rather than failure of the 
theory. 
Predictions of the reflected and transmitted wave 
amplitudes do not compare as well with experimental 
results at low frequencies as do the forces and velocities. 
The dip in the predicted 'li  at approximately 0.6 Hz 
orresponds to the fundamental standing wave mode of 
he tank. The narrow tank is not quite long enough for 
is to be certain that transient wave modes (13) of the 
wavemakers and/or model are not corrupting wave 
neasurements. Rereflection of the transmitted and 
eflected waves may produce the 'ripple' seen on many 
f the following figures. A technique for eliminating 
ereflection is being evaluated. 
Ideally, the radiation impedance matrix should be 
symmetrical [see equations (9) and (12)]. The imped-
ance matrix used for synthesis in these experiments was 
calculated from one set of impedance tests only (owing 
to time restrictions). It may not, therefore, be exactly 
symmetrical. This is one source of error. It would be 
better if impedance were averaged from multiple sets of 
impedance tests, as will be the case in future experi-
ments. 
The value of '12  shown in Figs 6 and 7a falls some 20 
per cent short of for both the measured and the pre-
dicted values. - This is consistent with the predicted 
impedances being lower than the measured impedances 
as a result of model losses. The real part of the complex-
conjugate control matrix was replaced by the real part 
predicted from the radiation pattern vector. This new 
matrix was used to predict forces from the velocities 
measured in the synthesis runs. The power calculated 
from the product of the measured velocities and the pre-
dicted forces is plotted in Figs 6 and 7b, and compares 
well with the measured ?1,.This result also supports the 
presence of skin and corner losses in the model. 
Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the force and displace-
ment per unit wave steepness as a function of frequency 
for the three- and two- degrees-of-freedom cases, respec-
tively. Wave steepness is here defined as wave 
amplitude/wavelength. Also shown in Figs 8 and 9 are 
the ratios for the forces predicted from the radiation 
pattern vector. 
These curves can be used (within the limits of 
linearity) to predict force/displacement for a particular 
incident wave amplitude. They indicate that, at low 
frequencies and/or small device-diameter/wavelength 
ratios, the limit of linearity is reached rapidly for very 
small increases in the incident wave size. For each 
amplitude there will be a cut-off frequency below which 
the device cannot operate, as to do so would imply such 
displacements that it would jump out of the water. 
From the point of view of material, construction and 
capital costs, a full-scale duck should have as small a 
diameter as possible. Reducing the diameter also 
reduces the extreme wave loading on the device. A 
smaller diameter must be weighed against the engineer-
ing and control practicality of such a device absorbing 
large amounts of power from seas with a wavelength 
very much greater than this diameter. By maximizing 
the efficiency of the device at low frequency, complex-
conjugate control allows the projected full-scale diam-
eter of the duck to be reduced without significant 
degradation of its performance. 
A linear complex-conjugate controller applied to a 
small non-linear duck may not be able to achieve 
maximum efficiency, but it will be able to achieve higher 
efficiencies than a leading diagonal controller for the 
same duck diameter. 
Work is being undertaken by the Wave Power 
Project to develop the high-pressure oil hardware which 
will be able to control the duck forces. 
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The results obtained in this set of experiments strongly 
support theoretical predictions that a wave-energy 
absorber which is constrained to move in at least two 
orthogonal degrees of freedom, and which has a shape 
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Fig. 4 Leading-diagonal complex-conjugate equivalent control matrix for 
three-degrees-of-freedom synthesis 
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Fig. 5 	Leading-diagonal complex-conjugate equivalent control matrix for 
two-degrees-of-freedom synthesis 
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Fig. 6 Efficiency and power balance for three-degrees-of- 	Fig. 7 Efficiency and power balance for two-degrees-of- 
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----------- Prediction from radiation pattern vector 
Note: Wavelength has been depth-corrected 
Fig. S Force per unit wave steepness for three-degrees-of- 	Fig. 9 	Force per unit wave steepness for two-degrees-of- 
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capable of producing waves in both phase and anti-
phase forward and astern, can absorb 100 per cent of 
the incident power available in its own width in linear 
monochromatic waves. The bandwidth over which such 
absorption is achievable may be limited by the shape of 
the device. 
Experimental values compare well with predicted 
results, suggesting that the linear model is good. Since 
complex-conjugate control is dependent on the imped-
ance and wave force matrices, which can be derived 
numerically, it can be incorporated in a numerical 
model to predict the effects of changes of shape and 
constraint on the practical aspects of a wave-energy 
absorber. Such information can be used as a first com-
parison of different shapes/constraints which can guide 
model testing, and can help to derive an economically 
viable size for an absorber. 
Optimal control is only possible if the device is 
capable of radiating power in some degrees of freedom 
while power is being absorbed in others. This can be 
achieved by the inclusion of cross-coupling terms in the 
control matrix. 
It is hoped that the complex-conjugate method will 
allow the full-scale diameter of a duck to be reduced 
without significant loss of performance. For the Atlantic 
Ocean, this could mean a reduction from the projected 
figure of 14 m to about 8 m. The savings in material, 
construction and capital costs, lower body forces and 
greater economic efficiency could be achieved at the 
acceptable price of larger displacements and a highly 
sophisticated, possibly non-linear, controller. 
The high-pressure oil hardware required for control 
of the duck is being developed at the Wave Power 
Project. The next step in the realization of complex-
conjugate control is to improve the rig and refine the 
techniques for measuring absorber coefficients. Stable 
control will then bç investigated in the three-
dimensional wide tank at Edinburgh. 
The author is currently investigating the cause of the 
power loss ( - 112) mentioned earlier, and is applying 
and extrapolating the values contained herein to full-
scale applications in a wave spectra. 
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ABSTRACT 
An optimal (complex-conjugate) control strategy has been simulated for a O.lm diameter 
Duck model. Experimental conditions are such that the model operates at very low Keulegan-
Carpenter numbers. The experimental results agree well with predictions based on experi-
mentally derived coefficients. The power absorbed by the Duck is inferred from the incident, 
reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes, and from the device forces and velocities. The 
power extracted from the waves appears to be c 15% greater than the power absorbed by 
the device. Evidence suggests that the missing power results from very small errors in the 
relative phases of force and velocity, from bearing losses in the pitch axis and from viscous 
losses at the model/water interface which are several times larger than those predicted by 
Stokes-Wang approximations. 
NOTATION 
a Incident wave amplitude 
C Control matrix 
CD Damping coefficient 
CM Inertia coefficient 
D Model diameter 
F In-line viscous force 
Force vector 
g Gravity 
K Keulegan- Carpenter number 
P Power 
Radiation pattern matrix 
r Position of wave in tank 
R Reflection coefficient 
Re Reynolds number 
Real part of complex number 
Scattering pattern vector 
t time 
T Transmission coefficient 
T Cycle period 
U Ambient flow velocity 
Urn Maximum velocity in a cycle 
Duck velocity vector 
w Tank width 
W Wave force coefficient vector 
Complex radiation impedance matrix 
a Wave angle 
0 Stokes number 
77 Efficiency 
I, Kinematic viscosity 




The paper by Nebel [1] desibes the simulation of an optimal (complex-conjugate) control 
strategy for a floating wave-energy absorber. Experiments showed that the power absorbed 
1 
by the device as calculated from the incident, reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes is 
some 15% higher than the corresponding figure calculated from device forces and velocities. 
The reasons for this discrepency must be investigated to establish the validity of the results,, 
and to determine whether it is likely to affect the performance of a full-scale device. 
Folley [2] states that comparisons between tank experiments and sea trials on wave 
energy converters have shown theoretical, inviscid approximations of device hydrodynamics 
to be inadequate. It is reasonable to assume that this inadequacy is largely due to the viscous 
effects of water having been ignored. It is possible, then, that the observed power loss is due 
to viscous damping and/or vortex shedding at the model. 
This paper is a short note describing the work done so far on the problem, and 
outlining three probable contributing factors. Much work remains to be done, however, 
before any conclusive explaination can be given for the apparent discrepency. 
The paper begins by briefly outlining the Duck hydrodynamics and control function. 
A short description is given of the models currently used to predict viscous losses in oscillatory 
flow. 
The case of viscous losses on a Duck held still in the presence of incident waves 
is examined first, followed by the simulation of complex-conjugate control in three degrees-
of-freedom. The device efficiency calculated from the wave amplitudes is compared with 
efficiency calculated from force and velocity. 
The defecit in absorbed power is calculated as a fraction of incident power, and as a 
fraction of total power passing through the device. A more detailed presentation is made of 
the efficiency in each degree-of-freedom, and of the relative phases between force and velocity. 
It would appear that models of viscous loss on submerged cylinders in oscillatory 
flow should be applied with caution to a floating, oscillating Duck model in the presence of 
incident waves, operating at very low Keulegan-Carpenter numbers. 
2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND CONTROL 
The linear equation describing the motion of the duck is given by 
F(w,a)=().(w,cr)+YL(w,cx).a(w,cx) 	 (1) 
Where 
is the complex radiation impedance matrix. 
is the complex wave force coefficient vector. 
This equation separates the external forces, F, into two components [3] [4]: those due 
to the Duck being held stationary in the presence of an incident wave, which are described 
by W (the scattering problem); and those due to the motion of the Duck when driven in still 
water, depending on Duck velocoties y  and described by Z (the radiation problem). In these 
experiments, incident wave angle a equals 0 or ir. 
It is necessary to modify the motion of the duck if it is to extract power from an 
incident wave. The control function being implemented is; 
 
Here Q is a frequency-dependant matrix which expresses forces as linear functions of velocity. 
By combining equations 1 and 2 we can find an expression for velocity as a function of 




For two-dimensional tests in the Narrow Tank,Duck efficiency is defined to be 
Power absorbed 
Total power incident 
The efficiency is therefore dependant on the tank width. This means that, unlike the 
open sea, efficiencies in excess of 100% are not achievable by definition (i.e the Duck cannot 
extract more energy than is available in the system). 
Total power absorbed by the Duck is the sum of the powers absorbed by each degree-
of-freedom. Power is the scalar product of the force and velocity vectors in time. 
Efficiency is calculated two ways. The first is based on the wave amplitudes 
(P1 x WI) - (PR X WR) - (PT X WT) (5) 'li= 	 Pixwj 
Where P is power and w is the tank width at the position of wave measurement. The 
subscripts 1, R and T refer to the incident, reflected and transmitted waves respectively. 
The second is based on the model forces and velocities 
P+Ph+P 3 
'12= 	 (6) Pjxw1  
Where the subscripts p, h and s refer to pitch, heave and surge respectively. These values 
should be the same, but in practice ij > 712• It is this discrepency that is being investigated 
in this paper. 
2.2 Radiation/ Scattering of Waves 
Just as the force on the Duck can be split into its scattering and radiation components so the 
radiated/scattered waves can be related to incident wave amplitudes and body velocities; 
(w, a) = (w) . v(, a) + (w, a). a(, a) 	 (7) 
Where 
is the complex radiated/scattered wave vector. 
R is the complex radiation pattern matrix. 
is the complex velocity vector. 
is the complex scattering pattern vector. 
a is the incident wave. 
3 VISCOUS EFFECTS AND POWER DISSIPATION 
Very few papers have been written which consider the viscous effects of oscillation and/or 
wave motion on a floating body. However, for a first approximation the Duck can be modelled 
by the sinusoidally oscillating flow about a submerged cylinder or the sinusoidal motion of a 
submerged cylinder in a viscous fluid otherwise at rest. 
Stansby & Dixon [7] among others state that for a circular cylinder in waves and 
planar oscillating flows in a U-tube the in-line force per unit length, F, is fortuitously close 
to that predicted by Morison's equation [5]: 
3 
1 	 D2 
F = pDUIUICD + PIrTUCM 	
(8) 
where p is the density of the fluid, D the diameter of the circular cylinder, 
U the velocity of 
the ambient flow (U = Urn cos 2irt/T), T the period of flow oscillation and 
t the time. CD 
and CM 
are the drag and inertia coeffecients respectively, to be determined experimentally. 
This equation can be adapted for oscillating bodies by equating Urn with the body velocity. 
Much experimental effort has gone into the determination of drag and inertia coeffi-
cients for variously shaped bodies, particularly for smooth and rough cylinders (see Sarpkaya 
& Isaacson [8] for multiple-references). These coefficients are generally stated in terms of the 
Keulegan- Carpenter number (K = UrnT/D), the Reynolds number 
(Re = Um DIP) and the 
Stokes number (/3 = Re/K = D2 /Tv). 
Experiments done by Folley [2} show an increase in drag coefficient of an oscillating 
spheroid at low Keulegan-Carpenter numbers. Similar results were obtained by Sarpkaya [10] 
for the flow around cylinders. Sarpkaya, among others, also states that for large values of 0, 
CD can be found from the Stokes-Wang equation 
CD = 
37r 3 
 [(ir/3 	+ (R.19)_ 1 ] 	 ( 9) 
The viscous power loss due to planar oscillatory flow around a cylinder is then given 
MIA 
P1088 = FDH UM = pUL.CD. 	 (10) 
where FDH is the harmonic drag force calculated from CD. 
If we equate Urn with 
aw, where a is the incident wave amplitude and w the incident wave frequency in complex-
conjugate synthesis, we can express this loss as a percentage of incident wave power (see 
figure 4 and 9 ). 
3.1 Honji Vortices 
Sarpkaya [10] has shown that oscillatory viscous flow becomes unstable to axially periodic 
vortices (so-called "Honji vortices") above a critical Keulegan-Carpeflter number given by 
= 5.778/3 (i + 0.205/34) 	 (11) K,.=---- 
The values of K and K, for the experimtnts described herein are given in fig-
ures 1 and 2 . It should be noted that the calculation of these numbers assumes that the 
composite oscillation in these experiments can be described by the sum of the oscillating 
flow and oscillating body solutions. There is, however, some doubt about the validity of this 
assumption. It can be seen that the actual K is less than its critical value in each case. 
Sarpkaya found that the Stokes-Wang prediction only matched experimental drag 
coefficients for K < K, and that there exists a region for which K > K 
before the 
onset of separation and turbulence in which drag coefficients are several times higher than 
Stokes-Wang predictions. 
4 EXPERIMENTAL LOSSES 
4.1 Experimental Set-Up 
The tests described here were undertaken in the 6m long flume at the University of Edin-
burgh Wave Power Project. The tank is 0.3m wide and has electrically operated flap-type 
wavemakers at both ends. The still water depth was 0.58m. The Duck was mounted mid-
way between the wavemakers. Two surface elevation wavegauges were placed in front of and 
behind the model to measure incident and reflected wave amplitudes. The wavegauges can 
measure wave amplitudes to less than 1% error. 
The incident and reflected waves are attenuated by viscous shear on the tank walls, 
and since all the device coefficients are stated for values measured at the Duck tube the 
attenuation from the wavegauges to the Duck tube must be accounted for. The incident 
wave power attenuation factor is shown in figure 5. It is the smoothed average of many 
experiments, and is not observed to vary significantly with wave height. Reflected wave power 
attenuation is the reciprocal of this value. All the following experiments take into account 
tank attenuation. 
The incident wave amplitude was restricted to a maximum of 0.002m to limit non-
linearity, particularly at the low frequencies where the experimental rig itself becomes signif-
icantly non-linear. Heave and surge velocities were restricted to a maximum of 0.02ms ror 
the same reason. The rig was used to control a 0.1m diameter Duck model, and constr&tis 
motion to the three degrees-of-freedom shown in figure 6. 
4.2 Losses on a Fixed Model 
If we fix the Duck in the presence of incident waves we can measure the power lost by viscous 
shear on the body surface. This loss can be predicted from the scattering pattern vector. 
Newman [6] defines several relations between the scattering and radiation problems. For 
conservation of energy the sum of the squares of the refletion and transmission coefficients 
should be equal to 1 (assuming no losses on the body); 
R,_R,_ + T1_T 1_ = 1 	 (12) 
Where R+i_ and T+i_ are the reflection and transmission coefficients for waves 
incident from +00 (a = 0) and -00 (a = ir) respectively (note that R1_ and T1_ are 
elements of s.). 
The result of equation 12 is shown in figure 3 (the solid line). It is interesting 
to note that the body losses are very similar to the tank attenuation losses. Indeed, it is 
tempting to think that this similarity is because tank attenuation has not, in fact, been 
accounted for. However, the dotted lines on figure 3 show the results of equation 12 when 
tank attenuation is not accounted for. 
The losses measured experimentally are shown in figure 4' as a fraction of incident 
wave power (i.e the power loss is divided by incident wave power), along with the losses 
predicted by the Stokes-Wang solution. The measured losses are clearly several times larger 
than the Stokes-Wang losses. Note that power is measured to approximately 2%. Also 
shown on this figure is the predicted value 1 -(R+,_R.,_ + T +,_T,_), which agrees well 
with experiment. The loss for an incident wave from —oo is slightly higher than the loss from 
+oo, probably as a result of the axial asymmetry of the Duck. 
4.3 Losses for Simulation of Complex-Conjugate Control 
Complex-conjugate control in three degrees-of-freedom with waves incident from +00 has 
been simulated. The wave efficiency 171 for this experiment is shown in figure '7, and the 
device efficiency 72 in figure 8.  The 'missing' power, 'li - '12 is shown in figure 9'. The 
viscous power loss predicted by the Stokes-Wang equation is also presented on figure '9'. 
The individual efficiencies in each degree-of-freedom are shown in figure 11. In this 
case efficiency is defined as (device power in each degree-of-freedom)/incident wave power. 
In each of these figures the dotted lines represent values obtained directly from 
experiment, and the solid lines represent values predicted from measured coefficients such as 
Z and W. 
Both real and imaginary efficiencies are presented. Real efficiency is derived from 
real power, which is power available to be converted to electricity. Imaginary efficiency is 
derived from imaginary power, which is a measure of the power absorbed and re-radiated 
by the device during a wave cycle. Real power is the product of in-phase force and velocity, 
while imaginary power is the product of out-of-phase force and velocity. The relative sizes 
of real and imaginary power (and hence efficiency) indicate the relative phase of force and 
velocity in each degree-of-freedom. Note that wave power is real only. 
It is useful to introduce the concept of hypoteneuse power, or ((real power) 2 + 
(imaginary power)2  )4. If we express the magnitude of missing power as a fraction of the 
(sum of the device hypoteneuse power in each degree-of-freedom), we get the value shown in 
figure 10. Note that in doing this we are relating losses to device power, rather than to wave 
power as before. 
5 discussion 
5.1 Vortex shedding 
By equating power put into the water by the Duck with the power flux in the fax field radiated 
wave we can relate the real part of the radiation impedance to the radiation pattern matrix 
[11] by 
2 N-i 
? {Z,k} = 	R (cxc ) Rk (ü) Sa 	 (13) 
2w n=O 
There is a discrepency between this predicted value and the directly measured value 
for the experiments described here. This discrepency in some way reflects presence of viscous 
losses in the system. 
Vugts [13] noted a similar difference between the measured and the expected damping 
coefficients for variously sectioned pitching, heaving and surging cylinders. These discrepen-
cies were attributed to vortex shedding from relatively sharp edged sections, but they also 
occured on circular sections. 
For a circular cylinder at rest in oscillatory flow at subcritical Reynolds numbers, 
vortices are found at all Keulegan- Carpenter * numbers above about 3 [9. Otsuka et. al. [12] 
have shown that for K = 3 - 6 the drag coefficients on horizontal, submerged cylinders in 
waves are higher than those in plane oscillatory flow. Perhaps, then, laminar viscous forces 
on cylinders in waves might also be higher than those in plane oscillatory flow. 
It can be seen from figure 2' that for complex-conjugate synthesis K << 3, and 
hence vortices are unlikely to be formed. Visualisation of the flow around the Duck (using 
talcum powder) in these experiments did not reveal any vortex like structures. It is unlikely, 
then, that the measured losses shown in figures 4 and '9' are several times higher than 
their Stokes-Wang predictions as a result of turbulent vortex shedding. 
The models used for the complex-conjugate synthesis experiments are made from 
foam which has been sanded into shape and painted. The surface of the models is relatively 
smooth but is fairly pitted, due to the structure of the foam. The relative roughness of the 
model is estimated to be approximately 1/100. Matten [14] has shown, however, that at low 
Keulegan- Carpenter numbers surface roughness has little or no effect on the drag coefficient 
of circular cylinders in waves, although Sarpkaya [10] suggests that for oscillatory flow the 
net effect of surface roughness is to increase Cd relative to its Stokes-Wang prediction. 
5.2 Body loss 
5.2.1 Loss as a Fraction of Total Device Power 
When expressed as a fraction of real (or absorbed) wave power, the loss varies alarmingly 
from its Stokes-Wang prediction (see figure 9 ). Indeed, we might simply say that it varies 
alarmingly!. There is good reason for this at low frequencies (0.5-0.711z), as will be discussed 
below. However, when we take this same power loss and express it as a fraction of the total 
power passing through the device (total power being the sum of the hypoteneuse powers) 
as in figure 10 we see that It assumes much more reasonable proportions. Indeed, it is of 
a magnitude and variation comparable to the losses around a fixed model (figure V). It is 
still, however, somewhat larger than its Stokes-Wang prediction. 
What this result suggests is that there are losses in the imaginary power cycle, as 
well as in the real power cycle. Imaginary power is the power absorbed from and re-radiated 
to the wave during one cycle. The integral of imaginary power over a wave cycle is zero. One 
can imagine, however, that power is lost through viscous dissipation at both the absorption 
and re-radiation stages. This loss of imaginary power would appear as real power when 
integrated over a wave cycle. It may therefore be inappropriate to express the power loss 
711 - as a fraction of incident wave power. 
5.2.2 Rig Bearing Loss 
If we carry out a complex-conjugate synthesis in just two degrees-of-freedom, with pitch 
fixed, and we express the experimental power loss as a fraction of the total device power (as 
in figure 10) we obtain the result shown in figure 13. This result is now of the order of 
Stokes-Wang predictions as a fraction of incident wave power. It suggests that pitch bearing 
friction, which unlike heave and surge bearing friction is not measured by the strain gauges, 
may be an important contributor to viscous loss. The pitch bearings are changed regularly 
but they operate totally submerged and unsealed, and become 'sticky' reasonably quickly. 
The input signal to the pitch axis has a low amplitude, high frequency component which is 
intended to overcome bearing stiction. 
Pitch bearing friction cannot, however, explain why the losses on a fixed device are 
so much larger than predicted. It may be that in moving optimally the relative motions 
between the water particles and the model surface are very small, so that viscous shear at 
the surface is negligable. This has yet to be established satisfactorally, but the implication 
is that when in motion the power dissipated by the device may not depend solely on viscous 
friction at the water/body interface. 
7 
5.2.3 Phase Error 
It has been noted that power losses as a fraction of incident wave power behave unexpectedly 
between 0.5Hz and 0.711z. The total real device efficiency actually exceeds 1.0 in this range, 
suggesting that the device is absorbing more power than is available to it. However, if we 
look at real and imaginary efficiency in surge (figure 11) we can see that imaginary efficiency 
is perhaps ten times greater than real efficiency. 
The relative phases of surge force and velocity are such that they are nearly in 
quadrature (see figure 12). This is a feature of complex-conjugate control. Even a very small 
error in relative phase, and hence imaginary efficiency, could produce a very large error in 
real efficiency. Device efficiency exceeding wave efficiency at low frequency can be explained 
by a relative phase error of just 10 - 2°. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
• All the Stokes-Wang predictions relate to submerged cylinders. The Duck is a surface-
piercing device, and this may well adversely affect the loss process. Also, the Duck has 
• far greater surface area than a cylinder, partly as a result of its "beak" and partly as 
• result of the experimental rig (the rotary transducers are filled with and surrounded 
by water). The Couette losses in the pitch torque and velocity transducers, caused by 
the relative motion between rotor and stator, have been calculated but are considered 
insignificant (< 1% of the incident power). 
• The amplitudes of the Duck and incident wave velocities relative to the Duck diameter 
are such that vortex shedding is not expected. Any viscous losses are probably caused 
by laminar shear at the body surface. 
• Approximating the Duck model to a submerged oscillating circular cylinder produces 
power losses which appear to be 20% of the magnitude of the losses observed in complex-
conjugate synthesis. 
• Expressing power loss as a fraction of the total power passing through the device pro-
duces results which are very similar to the losses on a fixed device as a fraction of 
incident power. This loss is in turn of the order of incident wave power attenuation at 
the tank walls from the wavegauges to the model. 
• When expressing device power as a fraction of incident wave power, the anomolous 
results at low frequency can be explained by a small error in the relative phase of surge 
force and velocity. 
• Friction in the pitch bearings may well contribute to power loss 
• The figures obtained from the device are extremely sensitive to error in measurement 
and calibration, and could be improved by an increase in model scale. It is estimated 
that powers measured by the wavegauges are accurate to ±2%. 
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Figure 1: Keulegan- Carpenter numbers for waves incident on a fixed model 
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Figure 2: Keulegan- Carpenter numbers for complex-conjugate control in three degrees-of-
freedom. Waves are incident from +oo. 
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Figure 5: Incident power attenuation as a result of viscous loss at the tank walls. The atten-
uation is measured from the wavegauges to the model. Reflected/radiated power attenuation 
is the reciprocal of this figure. 
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Figure 6: Model scale co-ordinate system. 
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Figure 7: Wave efficiency for complex-conjugate control in three degrees-of-freedom. Wa., 
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Figure 8: Device efficiency for complex-conjugate control in three degrees-of-freedom. Waves 
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Figure 9: Power loss as a fraction of incident wave power for complex-conjugate control in 
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Figure 10: Power loss as a fraction of total device power for complex-conjugate control in 
three degrees-of-freedom. Total device power is the sum of hypoteneuse power in each degree-
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Figure 11: Real and imaginary device efficiency for complex-conjugate control in three 
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Figure 12: (Surge force phase) - (surge velocity phase) for complex-conjugate control in three 
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Taken from: Proc. Int. Symp. on Wave Energy, Edinburgh, 21-24 July 1993, 
403-428. 
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ABSTRACT 
Experimental values have been obtained for optimal (complex-conjugate) control of an Ed-
inburgh Duck model in the presence of unidirectional monochromatic incident waves, in a 
one-dimensional test tank of intermediate depth. These results are used to predict values 
at full-scale in the presence of unidirectional Pierson- Moscowitz wave spectra in lOOm wa-
ter depth. Four full-scale configurations are considered. Force, velocity, acceleration and 
displacement for complex-conjugate control in each configuration are presented. Two sub-
optimal control strategies are outlined, as are the coefficients required to achieve them. Es-
timates of efficiency are made for the implementation of these strategies in each of the four 
cases. 
NOMENCLATURE 
a Incident wave amplitude Te Energy period 
C Control matrix W Wave-force coefficient vector 
Cf Spectral compresion factor W(e) Equivalent wave-steepness 
Energy frequency W(s) Spectral wave-steepness 
fh Fixed-heave - Impedance matrix 
Force vector 0 Amplitude miltiplier 
h 	Tank depth 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The paper by Nebel [1] described the process for synthesising optimal (complex-conjugate) 
control of a wave energy device. The complex-conjugate control matrix was derived empiri-
cally for a 0.1m diameter Duck operating in monochromatic, unidirectional incident waves. 
The device was constrained to move in three degrees-of-freedom. The values of force, dis-
placement, velocity and acceleration per unit wave-steepness were measured for three degree-
of-freedom motion (the standard case). They were also measured for the device moving in 
two degrees-of-freedom only, with heave fixed (the fixed-heave case). All figures were given 
for water of intermediate depth. 
If the optimum full-scale diameter of the Duck is to be determined it is necessary 
to find some measure of the full-scale force, velocity etc. seen by the device in its every-
day operation. This paper uses the results given in [1] to approximate full-scale values for 
real spectra in deep water. Results are also quoted for two further types of constraint; the 
fixed-aft and translated-axis cases (see section 4). 
1 
2 DEPTH CORRECTION 
The test tank is of intermediate depth for the range of test frequencies used in these exper-
iments. At low test frequencies (0.5-0.8 Hz) the tank is effectively shallow (kh < 1, where 
k=wavenumber and h=tank depth) and requires correction for depth dependant effects. At 
high test frequencies (1.2-1.5 Hz) the tank is effectively deep (kh >> 1) and no correction is 
needed. 
The optimum size of a Duck at full-scale has not yet been determined. The data in 
this report (together with engineering and economic data from other sources) are intended to 
help calculate this figure. Consequently, the data should be presented such that a change in 
scale can be achieved using simple multiplication factors, and requires no further correction 
for scale dependant effects. 
2.1 The South Uist 399 Spectra 
In 1976 the Institute of Oceanographic Sciences began collecting wave data at a point 8 
nautical miles to the west of South Uist in the Outer Hebrides. A Datawell Waverider buoy, 
sitting in about 42m of water, measured the surface elevation every 3 hours for a period of 
about 15 minutes. 
By comparison with long term annual wind statistics Crabb [6] selected 399 wave 
records which represented a typical year, and converted them to frequency distributions. Each 
spectrum was then described as the sum of three Pierson-Moscowitz (P-M) components [8], 
one for the local wind conditions, one for the conditions just prior to sampling and one for 
the effects of distant storms. The component seas each have a spectral compression factor 1 
(C1), an amplitude multiplier (0) and angular spreading distribution. These corrections to 
the standard P-M shape were required so that it could be fitted to the recorded data. 
It is the South Uist 399 set that is used here to predict values for control of a full 
scale Duck, since these spectra best represent the conditions in which the device is to operate. 
The 399 data were measured in. 42m of water. Mollison [7] points out that Crabb's 
synthesis makes no account of this finite water depth. Refraction, which is negligable in 
lOOm depth for all but the lowest frequencies, is significant in 42m depth for the wavelengths 
which carry most power. Consequently, a depth correction is included in the 399 set which 
modifies the raw spectral data to lOOm depth. 
2.2 Conversion from Monochromatic to Spectral Values 
The properties of waves are such that whilst their amplitude and length change with the 
transition from deep to shallow water, their energy and power do not. In order that device 
power follows the same relationship, i.e. that it is invariant with depth, device forces and 
velocities are also taken to be invariant with depth. Thus a value of, say, force measured in 
shallow water at a given frequency, amplitude and wavelength is the same as the value of 
force in deep water at the same frequency but, with the equivalent deep water amplitude and 
wavelength. 
We need to convert values of force, velocity, acceleration and displacement measured 
in monochromatic waves of a particular exprtimental amplitude and wavelength to values in 
a spectrum of waves at various different amplitudes and wavelengths. It is useful to introduce 
the concept of wave-steepness, defined here as the ratio of wave amplitude to wavelength. 
'C1 is really an expansion factor, but for historical reasons it is still referred to as a 
compression factor 
2 
2.2.1 Equivalent Wave-Steepness 
There are two ways of converting to spectral values. The first is to calculate the monochro-
matic equivalent of a sea spectrum. This is a monochromatic wave with the same energy and 
power as the spectrum it represents, having the same energy period (T) as that spectrum. 
The steepness We of this equivalent wave can then be calculated and expressed as a function 
of equivalent wave energy frequency fe (1/T,). The P-M spectrum is useful in this application 
because its wave-steepness is constant with energy frequency. 
Multiplying (rms quantity per unit experimental wave-steepness) by We at a given 
energy frequency gives an approximation of the (rms quantity) for a device operating in deep 
water in a P-M spectrum with energy period Te =11fe . 
2.2.2 Spectral Wave-Steepness 
The second method is to calculate the spectral wave-steepness W 3  as a funtion of frequency for 
a particular energy period T e . This function is such that multiplying (rms quantity per unit 
experimental wave- steepness)' by (W 3 ) 2  generates a frequency spectrum for that quantity. 
Integrating the quantity spectrum with respect to frequency gives the (mean square quantity) 
for a device operating in deep water in a P-M spectrum with that T e . 
The rms values resulting from the application of W and W to complex-conjugate 
control are shown in figures 7 - 11. They are presented as rms quantities for the standard 
case, and as ratios with respect to the standard case for each of the other three cases. Note 
that all forces are dynamic. Static buoyancy forces are not included. 
The graphs of rms quantities obtained using W 3  are smoother than those generated 
using W. This is to be expected, as integrating the quantity spectra to obtain rms values 
is a smoothing process. The values obtained by the two methods agree well, adding weight 
to the results. The clipping effect of the limited experimental frequency range applies to the 
spectral estimates only, and does not seem to distort the results adversely. 
2.2.3 A Note on Graph Axes 
For many of the figures contained in this report the relation of the generated values to wave 
period is such that plotting value vs period (or frequency) is not the most useful representation 
when seeking to optimise that value. Power fraction can be a more relevant variable than 
wave period for determining the performance of a device in a mixed sea. 
Power fraction is a function of period (see figure 1). It is the sum with period of 
the power in each of the South Uist 399 spectra, expressed as a fraction of the total power 
available in the 399 set. It shows, for a given range of wave periods, what percentage of the 
total power in the South Uist set is available in waves within that range. 
Both We and W 3  are calculated for a standard P-M shape. Real seas are described 
by this standard shape, together with multiplication factors for fitting this shape to recorded 
data. Consequently, the 399 sea set shows a spread of wave steepnesses around this standard 
value (see figure 5). 
The mean annual 399 set steepness is approximately two thirds of the standard P-M 
steepness. Mean annual forces, velocities etc. are therefore approximately 65-70% of those 
shown in figures 7 - 11. However, individual seas may have steepnesses (and hence forces 
etc.) which are greater than or less than those shown. 
3 
3 Scaling and Rotation of Axes 
The duck model used for these measurements has a diameter of 0.1m. The full-scale device 
is expected to have a diameter in the region of 8-14m. The model is assumed to be l/lOO" 
scale for the purposes of this report (i.e. full-scale diameter is lOm). It is easy to change from 
this ratio to another if required. Scaling of the values is achieved using simple multiplication 
factors. These factors maintain at full scale the ratio of model scale inertial forces to gravity 
forces (Froude scaling). 
The experimental values are stated in terms of the coordinate system defined in 
figure 3(a). At full scale it is expected that the Duck will be moored to the sea bed by members 
attached at 45°. It is therefore necessary to rotate the heave and surge coordinates to the 
full-scale system defined in figures 3(b) and (c). The model-scale system is non-standard and 
was chosen logically to match the motion of the Duck. The full-scale coordinates are defined 
to be standard fight-handed axes. 
4 MOTION CONSTRAINTS 
4.1 Equation of Motion 
The equation of motion of the duck is given [1] [4] by 
where 
F is the force on the Duck. 
is the impedance matrix. 
v is the velocity of the Duck. 
W is the force coefficient vector. 
a is the incident wave amplitude. 
The control matrix, C7  is defined such that 
4.2 Standard Case 
The standard case is the most general form of constraint that can be applied in the test tank. 
The Duck is free to move in all three of its available degrees-of-freedom. The full-scale axes 
are rotated through an angle, ' -y, of —45°. The origin is not translated, so that r and a are 
both zero. 
4.3 Translated-Axis constraint 
In the Standard case the axis about which the Duck pitches is some distance from the point 
through which all the external dynamic forces pass, resulting in a couple. The torque applied 
to the Duck must provide a reaction to this couple as well as doing work. Translating the axis 
of rotation can alter the size of this couple, and hence the total torque on the Duck, without 
affecting the forward and aft forces (it may, however, alter the forward and aft velocities). 
Since the cost of the pitch power take-off is largely a function of torque any reduction of 




It should be noted that to an outside observer the only difference between the stan-
dard case and the translated axis-case is that the mooring lines are attached to the Duck 
body in a different position. The observed motion will be the same in both cases. Hence the 
overall efficiency is the same for both cases (see figures 12 to 15), but the efficiencies in the 
individual degrees-of-freedom differ between them (see figures 18 and 19). 
Sharing the power more effectively between the degrees-of-freedom can mean that 
the power rating in one or more degrees-of-freedom can be reduced, and thus the cost of 
output energy may fall. There is a point of rotation such that the power absorbed by the 
Duck is shared equally -between all three of its degrees- of-freedom(rather than one or more 
degrees-of-freedom putting power in to the water while the others absorb large amounts of 
power as in the standard case),It was found, however, that for three degree-of-freedom control 
(over the frequency range of most interest) this point lay outside the body of the Duck from 
which these figures are obtained. 
By moving the centre of rotation slightly closer ( 2.5m) to the beak of the Duck 
the power radiated in pitch at the central wave frequency can be reduced by 10% while the 
power absorbed by the fore leg is increased by 10%. The power absorbed by the aft leg 
remains unchanged as the translation is parallel to the aft axis. The fore and aft forces are 
also unchanged. 
Pitch torque, however, is reduced by 30% (see figure 9) reducing the cost of the 
pitch primary power take-off proportionally. This is largely due to a reduction in imaginary 
pitch power of 50%. Translating the axis by a relatively small amount may therefore reduce 
overall cost without distorting the shape of the device. 
The translated-axis case is defined by a rotation of the axes through 45° and a 
translation of the origin by (2.5, —45) relative to the model-scale coordinates. 
4.4 Fixed-Heave Constraint 
The fixed-heave case is included because it requires a lower rating for the power take-off 
mechanism than the standard case. The power take-off does not need to react against the 
large buoyancy forces in heave, which are resisted by anchor cables. 
The fixed-heave system can be simplified to the set-up shown inset in figure 4(c). 
One or other of the 'pull-only' hydraulic power take-off units will therefore be slack for part of 
the working cycle. This makes the control discontinuous, and can raise unpleasant practical 
problems. The values of force, velocity, displacement and acceleration for the fixed-heave 
case represent the 'working cycle' values for each power unit. 
The maximum dynamic force on the anchor cables is presented separately in figure 6. 
This force will be reduced in a non-linear manner by any forward/aft force, but will not exceed 
that shown in figure 6. 
4.5 Fixed-Aft Constraint 
Fixed-heave represents two-degree-of-freedom motion in the model-scale coordinate system. 
Fixed-aft represents two-degree-of-freedom motion in the full-scale coordinate system. It 
differs fundamentally from the fixed-heave case in that the buoyancy forces pass through the 
power take-off units and are not carried by anchor cables. It is potentially easier to achieve 
than fixed-heave, since it removes the need for a power take-off on the aft mooring lines. 
5 
5 Benchmark efficiency 
The efficiencies given in [1] are achieved using complex-conjugate synthesis., Complex-
conjugate control produces optimum results but is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. 
The aim of this research is to produce a stable controller which simulates complex-conjugate 
control as c1oly as possible over as wide a (useful) bandwidth as possible. A controller of 
this type will be referred to as a pseudo complex-conjugate controller. 
The benchmark controllers described in this section are very simplistic, but are good 
first attempts at controlling a Duck. They are capable of achieving efficiencies of 70-80%. 
These results are promising in themselves, but the real use of a benchmark controller is to 
provide a datum against which all subsequent, sophisticated controllers can be compared. 
One of the simplest forms of control that we can apply is to approximate the real 
part of the impedance matrix to a constant damping term, and the imaginary part to the 
sum of a constant spring and a constant inertia term. This method can be used to derive two 
simple pseudo complex-conjugate controllers, based on spring, damping and inertia terms 
only. Off-diagonal terms are necessary if a controller is to be effective without being unstable 
[1]. 
The first pseudo complex-conjugate controller uses twenty-seven terms in total, being 
a spring, a damping and an inertia in each of the nine elements of the control matrix. These 
terms are fixed. They are derived from a least-squares-fit of the real and imaginary terms, 
using the 399 set annual power density function as a weighting. It will be called the 'annual-
weighting' control. 
The next pseudo complex-conjugate controller also contains twenty-seven terms as 
above, but this time the terms are not fixed and may be varied over time. Rather than 
optimising for the 399 set as a whole, we can optimise for each of the 399 spectra individu-
ally. For each spectrum, the control matrix is approximated by constant coefficients using a 
weighting function which is the power density for that spectrum. 
Spectral conditions change slowly and with a good degree of predictability. Con-
sequently, as conditions change from a T e of, say, 8s to a T of 12s it may be possible to 
alter the control coefficients from their optimal constant value at 8s to their optimal constant 
value at 12s. Hence the second pseudo controller, called the 'individual-weighting' control, 
uses coefficients that may remain constant for hours at a time, but which vary over a period 
of days. 
We can now derive the efficiency of the device as a function of power fraction. The 
force and velocity resulting from a particular controller can be derived from knowledge of 
that controller, and of Z, W and a [1]. Setting a to im gives the force and velocity per unit 
wave amplitude, which lead to values of power per unit (wave amplitude)' at each frequency. 
When multiplied by (wavelength) 2 this gives power per unit (wave steepness)'. Multiplying 
this by (W 3 ) 2 for each of the 399 South Uist spectra gives the device power density for each 
spectrum, which when integrated gives the rms power absorbed by the device in that sea 
state. Dividing the rms absorbed power by the total power available in that spectrum over a 
frontage equal to the scaled width of the test tank gives an estimate of the efficiency of the 
control in a sea of that T. The test tank is 10% wider than the Duck model. 
The total power available in each sea is found by integrating the sea power density 
function over the experimental frequency range. This may result in a slight over-estimate 
of efficiency, but is more valid than integrating over all frequencies to find total power. The 
controller is only derived and optimised over this limited range and should, therefore, only 
be evaluated over this range. 
The figures derived by Nebel [1} on which this report is based were found to include 
power losses. The nature of these losses is described by Nebel et. al. [2], and has the con-
sequence that efficiency predicted from device force and velocity is reduced slightly (10%) 
compared to efficiency predicted from incident and reflected wave amplitudes. These losses 
are an effect of scale and will not be. present at full scale. 
Figures 12 - 17 show both the wave efficiency (the upper cluster of results in each 
case) and the device efficiency (the lower cluster in each case), togethcr with mean annual 
efficiency (dotted line). Mean annual efficiency is defined as the sum of the powers absorbed 
by the device in each sea divided by the total power in the 399 set (within the experimental 
bandwidth). The actual efficiency is somewhere between the two sets of data, with a bias 
toward the wave efficiency (since this result is more accurate than the device efficiency, and 
since the reduction in device efficiency is due to model scale effects). 
Both real and imaginary efficiencies are presented. Real efficiency is derived from 
real power, which is power available to be converted to electricity. Imaginary efficiency is 
derived from imaginary power, which is a measure of the power absorbed and re-radiated by 
the device during a wave cycle. Imaginary power must be temporarily stored by the device, 
but does not contribute to its output. It is important to consider imaginary power because 
the instantaneous power passing through the device is the sum of (the hypoteneuse of real 
and imaginary power) and (real power). 
The power take-off for the device can only produce on output less than or equal to 
the real power, but it may need to be rated for the instantaneous power. A large imaginary 
power component may mean that the power take-off system has to be rated for a much higher 
power than it can actually generate, making it less cost-effective. 
Real power is the product of in-phase force and velocity, while imaginary power is the 
product of out-of-phase force and velocity. The relative sizes of real and imaginary power (and 
hence efficiency) indicate the relative phase of force and velocity in each degree-of-freedom. 
Note that wave power is real only. 
The power fraction axis is based on the 399 set with no limit placed on the power 
which can be absorbed by the device. For a device to be economically viable a limit will' 
have to be placed on this power. In the absence of complete data on the full-scale device an 
arbitrary limit of 100KWm 1 is used here. 
The limit applies to power absorbed by the device and not to the power which is 
available to the device. A sea may have a mean power of, say, 150KWm 1 but if the device 
is 60% efficient in that sea it will only absorb 90KWm 1 . Hence, even though the sea has 
a mean power which is much greater than the power limit the device may still be operating 
below its limit (with an efficiency in this case of 60%). 
If the device is 80% efficient in a sea with a mean power of 150KWm 1 then it will 
absorb 120KWm 1 unlimited. When limited it can only absorb a maximum of 100KWm' 
and hence its efficiency drops from an unlimited value of 80% to a limited value of 66.66% 
(assuming it can absorb all the power up to this limit). 
Figures for overall efficiency under complex-conjugate, individual-weighting, annual-
weighting and power limited control are presented for the standard case in figures 12 to 15. 
Since they are overall efficiencies these values will also apply to translated-axis control. 
Overall efficiency for individual-weighting fixed-heave and fixed-aft control are given in fig-
ures 16 and 17. Efficiencies in individual degrees-of-freedom are presented for individual 
weighting control in each of the four cases in figures 18 to 21. 
Several of the elements of the control matrix contain negative coefficients. These 
coefficients are only unstaliie if the overall damping, control plus hydrodynamic, is negative. 
Complex-conjugate control exists on the very limit of stability. It is likely that a small 
reduction in the best-fit coefficients will render them stable, with little or no reduction in the 
consequent efficiency. Thus individual weighting control is close to being a practical pseudo 
complex-conjugate controller. 
6 MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Sub-optimal control strategies 
• Complex-conjugate control produces theoretical mean efficiencies of 100% and mea-
sured mean efficiencies of 90% in unidirectional monochromatic incident waves [1][2]. 
Efficiency, as it is defined here, cannot exceed 100%. 
• Standard three degree-of-freedom individual and annual-weighting controllers (based 
on spring, damping and inertia terms only) both produce mean annual efficiencies of 
70-80% in unidirectional wave spectra 
• Reducing to a two degree-of-freedom device reduces mean annual efficiency (relative to 
Standard control) by 10% as the redundancy of the third degree-of-freedom allows a 
better fit for the constant spring, damping and inertia terms. 
• A limit of lOOK Wm 1 on total absorbed power reduces mean annual efficiency by 15% 
relative to a device with unlimited capability. 
• In both standard and translated-axis cases the fore power take-off absorbs the equivalent 
of 200% of the incident power, while the pitch and aft power take-offs together radiate 
the equivalent of 130% of the incident power into the water. 
• In fixed-heave, most of the power is absorbed in pitch. 
• In fixed-aft, most of the power is absorbed by the fore power take-off. 
• Individual-weight control (in which control parameters are changed for each sea state) 
gives a 2-3% increase in mean annual efficiency over annual-weighting control (in which 
control parameters remain fixed). 
• Either of the two sub-optimal strategies would provide a good platform from which to 
develop a more sophisticated pseudo-optimal controller. 
• Translated-axis, fixed-heave and fixed-aft control all produce lower torques than stan-
dard control, thus potentially reducing the cost of power absorbed in pitch for each 
case relative to standard control. 
• Forward/aft dynamic forces are the same for standard control as for translated-axis 
control. They are lower than standard for fixed-heave and fixed-aft control. 
• A combination of fixed-aft and translated-axis control is likely to result in a significant 
reduction in all forces, a small increase in pitch velocity and a negligable increase in for-
ward/aft velocities relative to standard control. Power will be more evenly distributed 
between the two working axes, and pitch should spend more of its time absorbing rather 
than radiating power. 
6.2 Validity of the figures 
The forces, velocities, accelerations, displacements and efficiencies quoted in this report are 
transformations of predicted values (calculated from empirical knowledge of the impedance . 
and the wave-force coefficient W). This enables the conversion from model-scale to full-scale 
to be undertaken for any shape with knowledge of Z and W only, and without the necessity 
for further experiment. It is shown in [1] and [2] that the results of prediction and experiment 
are sufficiently close to justify this decision. 
Forces, velocities, accelerations and displacements are quoted for standard wave-
steepness (defined here as the ratio of wave amplitude to wavelength). Mean annual wave-
steepness for the South Uist 399 wave set is approximately two thirds of the standard steep-
ness (see figure 5). Therefore, mean annual forces, velocities etc. are approximately 65-70% 
of those shown. Forces etc. in individual seas may, however, vary from 25% to 200% of those 
shown here. 
The model-scale values include losses which may not be present at full-scale. The 
effects of losses on the magnitudes of force and velocity are small. However, the reduction in 
efficiency due to loss is significant and is presented. 
The conversion from intermediate depth water to deep water is achieved using steep-
ness factors defined in this report. It is well established [3] that the properties of waves can be 
transformed in this manner. There is some question, however, as to whether forces, velocities 
etc. can be similarly transformed. 
• 	The bandwidth of the experimental data is finite, and may not contain frequencies 
which are significant in certain spectra. For this reason rms values may be underestimated. 
The angular spreadings of spectra have been ignored since the experiments were undertaken 
for unidirectional incident waves. All spectra are assumed to be unidirectional, and to ap-
proach the Duck head-on. Unidirectional spectra are likely to produce higher efficiencies 
than multi-directional spectra. However, isolated plant in a wide tank may be able to exploit 
point absorber effects which will increase efficiency. Numerical studies by Pizer [5] suggest 
that a solo Duck is better able to absorb short oblique waves than short head-on waves. 
Efficiency is defined here as the ratio of power absorbed by the device to the power 
available in the sea over a frontage equal to the scaled width of the test tank. It cannot, 
therefore, exceed 100%, as to do so would mean that the device is absorbing more power 
than is present in the sea. The tank is 10% wider than the model. The sea power and the 
device power are evaluated over the (limited) experimental frequency range, and not over all 
frequencies. This may also result in a slight over-estimate of efficiency. 
All figures assume linearity, and for. the reasons outlined above it is important to 
view the full-scale values as approximations and not as exact quantities. 
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Figure 2: Power fraction vs frequency. 
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Figure 5: Wave steepness for 399 set. 
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Figure 7: log 10  (rms Force) -left column- and log 10  (rms Velocity) -right column- for Stan-
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Figure 8: log 10 (rms Displacement) -left column- and log 10 (rms Acceleration) -right column-
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Spectral value, 	 Equivalent wave value 
Figure 9: rms Force ratio (left column) and rms Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration ratio 
(right column) for Translated-Axis complex-conjugate control in standard P-M seas. All ratios are 
given with respect to the Standard case (i.e. the Standard value is the denominator). "Empty" 
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Figure 10: rms Force ratio (left column) and rms Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration 
ratio (right column) for Fixed-Heave complex-conjugate control in standard P-M seas. All 
ratios are given with respect to the Standard case 
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Figure 11: rms Force ratio (left column) and rms Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration 
ratio (right column) for Fixed-Aft complex-conjugate control in standard P-M seas. All ratios 
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Figure 12: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for standard and translated-axis complex-
conjugate control in the South Uist 399 Set. In each of the following graphs the upper cluster of dots 
is the wave efficiency and the lower cluster the device efficiency. The upper dotted line is the mean 
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Figure 13: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for standard and translated-axis 
individual-weighting control in the South Uist 399 set. In this case the spring, damping and inertia 
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Figure 14: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for standard and translated-axis annual-
weighting control in the South Uist 399 Set. In this case the spring, damping and inertia terms are 
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Figure 15: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for standard and translated-axis 
individual-weighting power-limited control in the South Uist 399 Set. Device power is limited 
to a value àf lOOkW/m. Wave efficiency is not included, because it is not yet clear how best to 
share the limited power between degrees-of-freedom. 
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Figure 16: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for Fixed-Heave individual-
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Figure 17: Maximum overall real and imaginary efficiency for Fixed-Aft individual-weighting 
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Figure 18: Real and imaginary efficiency in each degree-of-freedom for Standard individual-
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Figure 19: Real and imaginary efficiency in each degree-of-freedom for Translated-Axis 
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Figure 20: Real and imaginary efficiency in each degree-of-freedom for Fixed-Heave 
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Figure 21: Real and imaginary efficiency in each degree-of-freedom for Fixed-Aft individual-
weighting control in the South Uist 399 Set. 
